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 Abstract: This dissertation analyzes the discourse of three infotainment television 

shows built around their hosts – characters who have gained considerable importance and 

influence in their respective countries: American Jon Stewart (host of The Daily Show 

with Jon Stewart); British comedian Sacha Baron Cohen (the actor who incarnates the 

popular characters Borat, Bruno, and Ali G in the Da Ali G Show), and Peruvian Jaime 

Bayly (host of the Peruvian TV show El Francotirador/The Sniper). These three shows 

responded to their specific national, cultural, social, and political contexts, while 

simultaneously demonstrating important similarities: they parody journalistic genres 

while questioning traditional journalism authority and arbitrary media norms; they use 

humor to develop political, social, and cultural critiques; and they revolve around a 

talented character who is a media celebrity.  

 Drawing upon theory and literature related to media spectacle, infotainment, 

tabloidization, celebrity, and the carnivalesque, this research analyzes the three media 

characters’ discourse and critiques within their respective national and cultural contexts 
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in order to understand their role in those societies and how they negotiate discursive 

power in the public sphere. This analysis also seeks to reveal how Stewart challenges the 

mainstream news media by exposing the difficulties of debate in the U.S.; how the 

subaltern voices of Ali G, Bruno, and Borat position Sacha Baron Cohen to confront 

hegemonic culture and identity; and how ambiguity and contradiction allow Bayly to be a 

transgressor in a society where entertainment has a particular political history. This 

research establishes commonalities and differences among these three representative 

cases in relation to the broader, global phenomenon of satiric infotainment, and 

introduces the notion of “critical infotainment” to characterize this satiric trend that 

combines entertainment, comedy, journalism, popular culture, and politics to develop 

social critique. Critical infotainment is interpreted as a result of and a transgressive 

reaction to the process of tabloidization and the cult of celebrity in the media spectacle 

era. Finally, this dissertation includes recommendations for future critical infotainment 

experiments to fill the gap left by the traditional press in today’s mediascape.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 During the last two decades of the twentieth century, news reporting, 

entertainment media and politics went through significant changes. Boundaries between 

journalism and entertainment, and between public affairs and pop culture, became 

difficult to discern. Journalism mingled with show business. Celebrities made the news 

and became politicians. Politicians entertained people and became celebrities. Political 

journalists embraced entertainment formats. Comedians mimicked reporters covering 

politics. Infotainment1 arose as a global phenomenon, highly encouraged since the start of 

commercial TV. The “reality” portrayed in the media often resembles a 24-hour spectacle 

covered and broadcast live with a tabloid approach. Intellectual purists think this dumbs 

down the public. Populists claim it democratizes the public sphere. Paparazzi, talk shows, 

and reality shows rank among the most popular TV genres2.  

 Increasingly, the U.S. public is dissatisfied with news and press credibility is 

diminishing (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2012)3. This overall 

dissatisfaction, coupled with the rise of the Internet and declining print advertising 

revenues, helped lead the journalism industry into an economic crisis, which has only 

deepened in recent years. Between 2007 and 2011, the U.S. newspaper industry became 

                                                
1 Infotainment refers to a “cluster of program types that blur traditional distinctions between information-
oriented and entertainment-based genres of television programming” (Baym, 2008). 
2  This trend is reflected in Nielsen’s ratings measurement of the top ten TV programs broadcast in the 
United States: http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/top10s.html 
3 In 2011, 66% of the people interviewed by the Pew Research Center said that news stories often are 
inaccurate, 77% said that news organizations tend to favor one side, and 80% said that powerful people and 
organizations often influence news organizations (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2012). 
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the fastest-shrinking industry in the country. Newspapers lost $7 in print ad revenue for 

every $1 they gained in digital (Pew Research Center, 2012), and they lost $1.6 billion in 

annual reporting and editing capacity since 2000 (State of the News Media, 2010). From 

2007 to 2009, newspaper circulation dropped precipitously in many developed countries, 

most dramatically by 25 percent in the U.K. and a staggering 30 percent in the United 

States (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2010). Surveys 

showed that newspapers’ primary audience is over 40 years old (NAA, 2006), and that 34 

percent of young people (ages 18-29) turned to late night television and comedy shows, 

rather than traditional news media, for news (Pew Research Center, 2004, 2010)4.  

 Likewise, media producers now consider it essential to include the E-factor (the 

need to make it entertaining) in all cultural products. Online media, the new 

communication venue, continues its search for a profitable business model. An overload 

of information makes it difficult to discern its legitimacy and value. The prevailing 

question posed in endless conferences asks whether journalism will survive in this 

entertainment-obsessed digital environment. But maybe this is not the most important 

question. Another approach may be to ask: What kind of media content becomes 

increasingly influential and critical as options for information sources change? Where is 

the power usually attributed to journalism now being negotiated? Who are the new 

opinion leaders that replace the traditional analysts of society and how do they construct 

their authority and power to transgress?  

                                                
4 By 2010, most young people  in the United States (ages 18-24) looked to The Colbert Report (80%), The 

Daily Show with Jon Stewart (74%), and The New York Times (67%) for news (Pew Research Center for 
the People & the Press, 2010). 
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 New satiric shows have gained increasing political, social and cultural influence 

and power in today’s society. They establish a critical dialogue with mainstream media 

and traditional journalism, and introduce new interpretations about society. They take an 

active role in public and political discourse through humor and parody, while questioning 

traditional values or criticizing (and/or reinforcing) prevalent social prejudices. In a 

common pattern, one character personalizes these shows and becomes an opinion leader 

or a transgressor, a figure capable of going beyond the limits usually set in media culture, 

by criticizing societies’ status quo or challenging hegemonic values. This dissertation 

analyzes, contrasts and compares the discourse of three infotainment television shows 

built around their hosts – characters who have gained considerable importance and 

influence in their respective countries: American Jon Stewart (host of The Daily Show 

with Jon Stewart); British comedian Sacha Baron Cohen (the actor who incarnates the 

popular characters Borat, Bruno and Ali G, in the Da Ali G Show), and Peruvian Jaime 

Bayly (host of the Peruvian TV show El Francotirador/The Sniper).     

 These three shows respond to their specific national, cultural, social, and political 

contexts, but also demonstrate important similarities: they all are based on journalistic 

genres (Jon Stewart plays a news anchor and his script follows the news agenda; Baron 

Cohen’s characters, like Jon Stewart’s supporting cast, are presented as reporters and 

documentarians; Bayly, a respected interviewer in Peru, is a talk show pioneer). They 

parody the journalistic genres while questioning traditional journalism authority and 

arbitrary media norms; they use humor to develop political, social and cultural critiques; 

and the shows revolve around a talented character who is a media celebrity. In addition, 
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all three of these characters perform “interventions on reality” (Stewart appears in “real” 

news shows occasionally; Bayly launched a virtual presidential campaign with “real” 

political support; Baron Cohen’s characters interact with “real” personalities). These 

“interventions on reality” are also the focus of this dissertation. 

 While these shows and their hosts exist in specific cultural contexts, with their 

own particular comedy codes, political scenarios, goals and interests, they still can be 

grouped together to represent a new trend within the infotainment tradition – a trend that 

criticizes (and simultaneously exerts) power through satire and establishes a dialogue 

with news agendas and current social tensions. This dissertation focuses on how these 

media personalities – Stewart, Bayly and Baron Cohen – constructed their characters’ 

discourse, allowing them to develop social, cultural, and political criticisms of the 

societies in which they are embedded, while also establishing a critical dialogue with 

mainstream journalism and media. At the same time, this interpretive study seeks to 

illuminate the connection among these infotainment satirists and their “carnivalesque” 

features with the trend towards tabloidization of the media and celebrity culture. While 

considerable literature exists about the American and the British cases, scholars largely 

have ignored the Peruvian case. Thus, one of the main contributions of this dissertation is 

to illuminate the particularities of the Peruvian case while connecting it with the global 

trend of political infotainment. 

 

 First case. Attracting a primarily young audience, the fake news program The 

Daily Show has become a media phenomenon in the United States, and an essential force 
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in American political communication – a matter made clear by the number of candidates 

seeking political office, as well as established politicians and authors of political history 

who appear as Daily Shows guests. Its host, comedian Jon Stewart, called by The New 

York Times “the most trusted name in fake news,”5 is considered one of the most admired 

journalists in the country (The Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, 2007).  

The Daily Show, a half-hour nightly news parody, airs on cable’s Comedy Central. The 

show offers a satiric interpretation of politics and current events, in which host Jon 

Stewart, playing the character of a news anchor, mocks those who make and report the 

news. Its hybrid blend of comedy, news, and political conversation is a success in terms 

of audiences and influence. This chapter analyzes the 2004 appearance of Jon Stewart in 

Crossfire, a political debate program on CNN. The interview not only confronts two 

different perspectives of the role of media, but also reveals contradictory positions about 

public discourse and the difficulties of debate in contemporary media. Through analysis 

of the Crossfire episode, this chapter elaborates on how The Daily Show challenges 

traditional journalism and develops a discursive struggle over the authority of news in the 

construction of reality and truth.  

 

 Second case. Sacha Baron Cohen is widely known for his portrayal of three 

unorthodox, fictional, and satirical characters – Ali G (talk show host and interviewer), 

Borat (a correspondent from Kazakhstan), and Brüno (an Austrian fashion reporter) – 

who are presented as working journalists in the British and American versions of Da Ali 

                                                
5 See Kakutani (2008).  
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G Show. Borat’s outrageous sociocultural viewpoints, his violation of social taboos, and 

his use of vulgar language and behavior function within a fictional framework of racism 

and ethnic hostility. The character of Ali G plays on the stereotype of a white suburban 

male who revels in a mixture of American gangster rap and British Jamaican culture. 

Bruno portrays a fashion reporter, an exhibitionist who is obsessed with celebrity culture 

and reveals social homophobia and collective frivolity. In the role of reporters, these 

characters interact with unsuspecting real people who do not realize they are being set up 

for comic situations, self-revealing prejudices and racial, sexual, social and cultural 

tensions. This chapter analyzes how the subaltern voices of Borat (foreigner from 

underdeveloped country), Ali G (uneducated and low class) and Bruno (openly gay) are 

positioned within journalistic genres to develop social, political and cultural critiques. 

 

 Third case. Peruvian TV journalist, celebrity, writer, and entertainer Jaime 

Bayly, one of the most controversial and influential national TV personalities, hosted 

from 2001 to 2010 the irreverent infotainment TV program El Francotirador (The 

Sniper), which combined political interviews and celebrity issues, social satire, 

entertainment, news parody, show business, public affairs, and pop culture. Created 

during the 2001 electoral context of the just-restored democracy in Peru, it became one of 

the most influential shows in the country. In 2009, Bayly said he wanted to be a 

presidential candidate in the 2011 Peruvian elections. He launched an atypical electoral 

campaign, fueled by his TV show, which increasingly gained importance and abundant 

local media coverage, but was finally aborted a few months before the elections. This 
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chapter analyzes how Bayly (openly bisexual, a father of two, high-class, tacky, elitist, 

educated, progressive in social issues, conservative in structural and economic issues, 

cosmopolitan, and populist) constructed his powerful image (through his TV show and 

writing) during his 30-year media career using ambiguity and contradiction as his main 

resource for transgression. After providing the necessary historic, social, and political 

Peruvian context, this chapter analyses how Bayly’s irreverent image was utilized as 

political capital in his electoral endeavor, exemplifying the power of media spectacle in 

Peruvian politics.   

 

 Drawing upon theory and literature related to media spectacle, infotainment, 

tabloidization, celebrity, and the carnivalesque (a framework developed in Chapter 2), the 

objective of this research is to analyze the three media characters’ discourse and their 

critiques within their respective national and cultural contexts in order to understand their 

role in those societies and how they negotiate discursive power in the public sphere. In 

other words, this analysis seeks to reveal how Stewart challenges the mainstream media 

and news media revealing the difficulties of debate (Chapter 4); how the subaltern voices 

of Ali G, Bruno, and Borat position Sacha Baron Cohen to confront hegemonic culture 

and identity (Chapter 5); and how ambiguity and contradiction allow Bayly to be a 

transgressor in a society where entertainment had a particular political history (Chapter 

6). In this sense, particular aspects of each case are highlighted (Stewart’s appearance in 

Crossfire as a symbol of his confrontation against traditional broadcast news media, 

Baron Cohen’s fictional characters configuration as a questioning of cultural identity, and 
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Bayly’s media persona as a symbol of Peruvian society of spectacle). This research aims 

to establish commonalities and differences among these three representative cases 

(Chapter 7) in relation to the broader, global phenomenon of satiric infotainment. The 

conclusions (Chapter 8) evaluate the cases of this dissertation (conceptualized under the 

notion of “critical infotainment”) in relation to the depletion of modern journalism, 

revisiting its role for democracy. At the same time, the critical infotainment trend is 

interpreted as a result of and a transgressive reaction to the process of tabloidization and 

the cult of celebrity in the media spectacle era. Acknowledging the limitations of these 

satiric shows for replacing the role of journalism in democracy, the conclusions also 

include recommendations for future critical infotainment experiments (CIE) to fill the 

gap left by the traditional press in today’s mediascape.   
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Chapter 2: Theory & Literature Review 

 

In January 2008, the Los Angeles assistant bureau chief of the Associated Press 

(AP) told his staff in a memo: “Now and for the foreseeable future, virtually everything 

involving Britney [Spears] is a big deal.”6 The memo encouraged reporters to make 

efforts to confirm stories about the pop icon so they could make it to the wire.  The 

document was reproduced in blogs about journalism, and (re)-created much questioning 

about journalistic values. In fact, this minor example reflects journalistic codes during an 

era in which entertainment informs the news agenda and plays an essential role in what 

the public deems important. In today’s society the most important international events—

like the 9/11 attacks or the U.S. invasion of Iraq – are defined by overwhelming spectacle 

in their media coverage, just as scandals, celebrities, paparazzi, talk shows, and reality 

shows have become popular genres among audiences. 

This phenomenon has consequences for journalism and democracy. In a media 

commercial environment focused on ratings and advertising revenues, infotainment is 

seen as threatening to the public-service ethos of journalism, which is to monitor the 

centers of power and to inform citizens about the relevant public issues so they can 

participate actively in the democratic system (Dahl, 1998; Bennett, 2001; Kovach & 

Rosenstiel, 2001). In times of globalization, concentration of media increases the 

                                                
6 Reported in The New York Times, January 14, 2008. Media and Advertising section: “AP says it wants to 
know everything about Britney Spears.” 
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commercial focus of content, while investigative journalism and minority programming 

are increasingly scarce practices in an overwhelmingly infotainment society. The 

abundance of news creates information overload, where many viewers, bombarded with 

visuals, are unable to differentiate between public information and corporate propaganda. 

The commercialization of news media means that the need to make information 

entertaining – the E-factor – became a crucial priority for broadcasters and television 

producers. They borrow and adapt characteristics from entertainment genres and modes. 

They tend to follow a tabloid approach by circulating trivia, blending fact with fiction, or 

even distorting the truth (Downie and Kaiser, 2002; Gitlin, 2002; Anderson, 2004).   

In today’s society, entertainment and spectacle enter into the domains of 

economy, politics, society, and everyday life. As Douglas Kellner (2003) showed, 

contemporary forms of expression incorporate spectacle culture into their discourse, 

infusing film, theater, fashion, art, architecture, popular music, eroticism, video and 

computer games, among others. Spectacle culture also moved into domains of 

cyberspace, helping generate multimedia spectacle and networked infotainment societies. 

Daya Thussu (2007) described this phenomenon as “global infotainment,” meaning “the 

globalization of a U.S.-style ratings-driven television journalism which privileges 

privatized soft news – about celebrities, crime, corruption and violence – and presents it 

as a form of spectacle, at the expense of news about political, civic and public affairs” 

(Thussu, 2007, p. 8). However, infotainment also provides possibilities to promote 

progressive values and alternative interpretations about society. This negotiation is, 

nevertheless, conflictive. The shows and their hosts’ discourses analyzed in this 
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dissertation are placed within this tension. Under the framework of infotainment and 

media spectacle, they develop social, cultural and political criticism through satire and a 

carnivalesque approach, while establishing a dialogue with tabloid and celebrity culture. 

This chapter offers, first, a historical framework of news as entertainment, while 

describing the phenomenon of global infotainment. Second, it explores the characteristics 

of a society of spectacle, organized around Guy Debord’s and Douglas Kellner’s ideas, as 

a parallel and complementary phenomenon to infotainment. Third, it presents critical 

approaches to tabloid and celebrity culture to be applied to the case studies. And finally, 

it introduces Bakhtin’s ideas on carnival and their relation with contemporary satire, in 

order to understand how contemporary humor becomes a powerful instrument to develop 

what I call “critical infotainment.”  

 

NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT 

 

 News is a cultural construct, but it is a unique one. News is a particular media 

form that purports to be (and is often received as) an accurate reflection of reality, even 

though it is a cultural construction that draws on narrative conventions and routine 

practices, and represents a constant struggle for power, meaning and representation. 

News means different things for different people. In the United States, for some people, 

news includes talk shows, late-night comedians, parody news shows, or reality TV, while 

for others it is confined to “straight news” and does not even encompass magazine shows 

like 60 Minutes (Bird, 2010). In this sense, the binaries of “hard news” and “soft news,” 
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or of information and entertainment, unnecessarily prohibit appreciation of the narrative 

and mythological qualities of news. News offers more than fact – it offers reassurance 

and familiarity in shared community experiences; news provides credible answers to 

unsolved questions and explanations of complex phenomena (Bird & Dardenne, 1997; 

Edelman, 1988). For this reason, as Schudson (1997) noted, it is important to proceed 

under the assumption that journalism makes the news. It is a rhetoric written to serve 

particular social and psychological needs, and it is always socially situated.  

 Under this conceptual framework, the history of journalism shows that crime, 

celebrity, and human-interest stories are more marketable than coverage of political or 

policy issues7. As Thussu (2007) recapitulated, news as entertainment has a long 

tradition, from the broadside ballad to the yellow and tabloid press, from cinema 

newsreels to television. In Britain, the emergence of the newspaper press in the 

eighteenth century was aimed at gentry and the merchant classes, while street literature 

entertained the masses. The “broadside ballad” offered cheap and cheerful verses about 

sensational news and entertaining topics on crudely printed sheets, appealing to the visual 

through its typography and crude illustrations. This street literature was taken to a new 

level in the United States. It is commonly held that the invention of the infotainment 

industry started with the “penny press” in the 1830s. Established first in New York, these 

tabloids, which included a high quota of stories related to crime and punishment, sold for 

                                                
7 Thussu (2007) offered diverse examples of the predilection of the mass media toward sensational and 
entertaining stories since the earliest days of printing and publishing in Europe and the United States to the 
most recent era of television infotainment blockbusters. However, as Schudson argued in his history of 
journalism in the United States, from the nineteenth century onward a ´journalism of entertainment´ has 
paralleled with that of ´analysis´ (Schudson, 1978).    
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one penny, when all other newspapers sold for six cents (Mott, 1962). Gitlin (2002) 

discussed these early manifestations of sensationalism:  

For a constituency being conditioned by trashy crime pamphlets, gory novels and 
overwrought melodramas, news was simply the most exciting, most entertaining 
content a paper could offer, especially when it was skewed, as it invariably was in 
the penny press, to the most sensational stories. In fact, one might even say that 
the masters of the penny press invented the concept of news because it was the 
best way to sell their papers in an entertainment environment. (Gitlin, 2002, p. 51)  

 

This pioneer American journalism based on entertainment was exported back to 

Europe and then to the rest of the world, as part of the United States’ globalizing mass 

culture that began in the mid-nineteenth century, with circuses, amusement parks, 

vaudeville, mail order catalogues and dime novels. It produced economic and 

entertainment power that enhanced the media’s political position and their capacity to 

control the masses, while inaugurating the cult of celebrity. The rise of the U.S. 

advertising industry also supported the development of the popular press. By the end of 

the nineteenth century, advertising had become a powerful element in making the United 

States the most consumer-oriented society of the world (Thussu, 2007). 

The advent of film and cinema at the turn of the twentieth century provided an 

appealing new visual medium for news and journalism. Film and cinema played a vital 

role in managing public opinion via propaganda during World War I, as Harold Laswell 

showed in his influential Propaganda Technique in the World War (1927). Governmental 

authorities appropriated entertainment and popular culture for ideological purposes, 

especially in the United States, Britain, Germany, the U.S.S.R. and other communist 

countries. The period of the war saw the rise of the mass media with the press, cinema 
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and the radio connecting with consumption and politics. Walter Lippman (1922) later 

described this phenomenon as the “manufacture of consent” in a mass society, driven by 

and dependent on advertising, and promoting consumerism and an idea of free choice and 

enterprise in an increasingly depoliticized public opinion. 

Broadcasting in the United States had a commercial focus from its inception: the 

U.S. Radio Act of 1927 defined air waves as publicly owned and radio broadcasting as a 

commercial enterprise funded by advertising. Television also followed this model. Both 

provide licensed material and, at least theoretically, must satisfy public needs and 

interest. But the networks’ revenues were based on audience ratings, so infotainment 

became central because of its commercial draw. The 1950s marked the appearance of 

classic entertainment programming: game and talent shows, glamour and celebrity shows 

like Miss America, and in 1954 the still-running celebrity talk show The Tonight Show 

debuted. With the rise of television culture, the notion of the citizen as consumer was 

consolidated, as well as the idea that market logic defines what is considered “public 

interest.”  

In contrast, Western Europe, especially in the case of Britain and the BBC, used a 

different model: a not-for-profit, public broadcasting monopoly. The distinction between 

commercial and public media implied two different approaches to mass communication 

practices. According to Tracey (1998), “In a public system, television producers acquire 

money to make programs. In a commercial system they make programs to acquire 

money” (p. 18). Government and interest groups’ control, however, have been a threat to 

the independence of both systems. Now it is increasingly difficult to maintain a clear 
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distinction between private and public television, especially when the trend of public 

systems has moved greatly toward commercialism (Open Society Institute, 2005).  

COMMERCIAL MEDIA AND DEMOCRACY 

  

 The global shift toward commercial broadcasting came about after the end of the 

Cold War in 1989, marked by one of the most spectacular media events – the fall of the 

Berlin Wall. The triumph of market capitalism inevitably undermined the state-driven 

model of broadcasting. It was also in the 1980s when scholars became more concerned 

about declining political interest among citizens, leading to an apathetic or cynical public, 

and undermining quality journalism.  

In 1989, Robert Entman noted the decay in American politics, and that most of 

the public knew and cared relatively little about the government; the public neither 

sought nor understood high-quality political reporting and analysis. Entman wrote:  

With limited demand for first-rate journalism, most news organizations cannot 
afford to supply it, and because they do not supply it, Americans have no practical 
source of information necessary to become politically sophisticated. Yet it would 
take an informed citizenry to create enough demand to support top-flight 
journalism. (Entman, 1989, p. 17)  
 

In an influential and contested article, The Strange Disappearance of Civic 

America, Robert Putman (1996) developed the idea that since the appearance of TV, 

social capital and civic engagement among citizens in the United States has increasingly 

declined. Putman used the term “civic engagement” to refer to people’s connections with 

life in their communities, not only with politics. Using various surveys since the 1960s, 
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Putman analyzed several alleged causes for this phenomenon. He concluded that TV was 

the main culprit for why more Americans are “bowling alone.” 

At the same time, the proliferation of television channels came with a decline in 

the audience for news programming. The steady loss of audience and advertising forced 

U.S. networks to adapt to a multi-channel broadcasting environment. This phenomenon 

increased the trend toward infotainment on TV news. As Graber (1994) noted, the 

framing of news stories became deliberately dramatic and entertainment features often 

overshadowed the policy-relevant aspects of news. Blumber and Kavanagh (1999) added 

that a significant increase in competitive pressures, coupled with postmodern anti-elitist 

populism, transformed the way citizens received news and engaged with political issues:  

This is reflected not only in the explosion of subgenres designed as hybrids – 
breakfast shows, news magazines, talk shows, crime watches, tabloid television, 
and so forth – but also in the further mixing of information with drama, 
excitement, color, and human interest in the topics, formats and styles. (Blumber 
& Kavanagh, 1999, p. 218) 

 

The 1990s marked a period of unprecedented decay in broadcast journalism8. A 

1997 study by the Project for Excellence in Journalism noted: “There has been a shift 

toward lifestyle, celebrity, entertainment and celebrity crime/scandal in the news, and 

away from government and foreign affairs.” It added: “The greatest shift in emphasis of 

network news was a market rise in the number of stories about scandals, up from one-half 

of one percent in 1977 to 15 percent in 1997” (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 

1998). 

                                                
8 For Marc and Thompson (2005), news stories in this period were little more than promotions for 
upcoming entertainment shows. 
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Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel (1999) also argued that profit-oriented 

journalism and the combination of infotainment and political spin affected news agendas. 

They suggested four main reasons for this: the 24/7 cycle with its appetite for live news; 

the proliferation of news networks; increasingly sophisticated methods of news 

management and the growing importance of “spin;” and a ratings-driven news industry 

that promotes a “blockbuster mentality,” privileging dramatic and entertainment reports 

over other forms of political news.   

GLOBAL INFOTAINMENT 

 

The evolution of infotainment has paralleled a process of globalization. For many 

observers, the globalization process has produced a cultural homogenization of human 

manifestations and media products. The rise of infotainment has also been accompanied 

by a devastating trend toward media concentration (Betting & Hall, 2003; Bagdikian, 

2004; McChesney, 2004; Baker, 2007). By 2002, 10 megacorporations controlled most of 

the production of information and entertainment throughout the globe. They produced a 

global media culture, bringing together TV, film, magazines, newspapers, books, 

information databases, computers, and other media, and producing a networked 

multimedia infotainment society. 

In the United States, major news networks have been acquired by conglomerates 

with primary interest in the entertainment business – Viacom-Paramount owns CBS 

News; ABC News is part of the Disney Empire; CNN is a key component of Time 

Warner; Fox News is part of Murdoch’s News Corporation Empire; and COMCAST 
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Cable Company now owns the majority stake in NBC. This shift in ownership is reflected 

in the type of stories – about celebrities from the world of entertainment – that often gets 

prominence on news (Bennett, 2003). These stories are supplemented by reality TV, 

docudramas, celebrity talk shows, and court and crime reenactments.  

In Latin America, the problem of global concentration of media was detailed in 

“Many voices, one world,” the report by the MacBride Commission (UNESCO, 1980). 

This report, first to ever assess international communication patterns, points out the 

problems of inequality in information flows between First World countries and Third 

World countries. Moreover, it documents that information traveling directly between 

Third World countries or from the Third World to the First World was practically non-

existent. Also, the MacBride Commission report confirmed that a few transnational 

communication corporations (TNCCs) controlled the globe’s media traffic. This resulted 

in less competition and diversity, and more corporate control of all media. And 

eventually, more infotainment. 

This “global infotainment,” as Daya Thussu (2007) named it, is increasingly 

supported by infomercials—combining information with a product or service placement, 

further blurring the distinctions between news and advertising, creating what is termed as 

“advertainment.”9 Thussu also noted that the global circulation of such news, made 

possible by the creation of an international infrastructure of policies, trade and hardware, 

undermined the public-service ethos of media, but at the same time a “global 

                                                
9 The term advertainment was coined to reflect the increasingly intertwined connections between 
advertising and entertainment. It refers to promotional practices that integrate brand communications within 
the content of entertainment products (Russell, 2007). 
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infotainment sphere is emerging as a potential site for competing versions of journalism, 

including an increasingly vocal and visible blogosphere” (Thussu, 2007, p. 8). The 

infotainment cases analyzed in this dissertation are placed in this sphere of potential 

alternatives to traditional journalism, rooted in the entertainment and media spectacle 

traditions.  

MEDIA SPECTACLE AND INFOTAINMENT 

 

Spectacle has always been a component of power. Emperors, kings, and later 

presidents and dictators cultivated spectacles as part of their rituals of governance and 

power. While the term “spectacle” refers to an event or image particularly striking in its 

visual display, to the point of inspiring awe in viewers, the idea of spectacle has come to 

mean an empty, media obsessed, image–saturated world that numbs viewers with an 

onslaught of spectacular images (Sturken, 2008). Kellner (2003) noted that popular 

entertainment long had its roots in spectacle, while war, religion, sports and other 

domains of public life were fertile fields for the propagation of spectacle for centuries. 

Brantlinger (1985) found analogies between TV and Roman circuses:  

They both substitute immediate visual experience for anything deeper or less 
immediate; they both impinge from above or outside on mass audiences of non-
participatory spectators; they both seem to substitute false experiences of 
community for something more general, and the sex and violence of commercial 
television appeals like the Roman games to sadomasochistic instincts. (Bratlinger, 
1985, p. 279) 
 

In the 1960s, French theorist Guy Debord and his colleagues in the Situationist 

International movement developed the concept of the “society of spectacle” in La societe 
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du spectacle (1967). It describes a media and consumer society, organized around the 

production and consumption of images, commodities and staged events. For Debord, the 

spectacle is a tool of pacification and depoliticization; it is a permanent “opium war” 

which stupefies social subjects and distracts them from other tasks of social life.  

Spectacle, Debord argued, is the main communication product of contemporary 

society: “In all its specific forms, as information or propaganda, as advertisement or 

direct entertainment consumption, the spectacle is the present model of socially dominant 

life” (Debord, 1977, section 6). Spectacle also questions our notion of reality and truth. In 

a society of spectacle, real life becomes secondary in comparison with the images of 

spectacle. Gabler (1998) considered that, in an era of media spectacle, life itself becomes 

like a movie in which we are “at once performance artists in, and audiences for, a grand 

ongoing show” (Gabler, 1998, p. 4). For Gabler, spectacle is “arguably the most 

pervasive, powerful and ineluctable force of our time – a force so overwhelming that it 

has metastasized into life to such an extent that it is impossible to distinguish between the 

two” (Gabler, 1998, p. 9).   

Kellner suggested that the structural shift to a society of spectacle involves a 

commodification of previously non-colonized sectors of social life and the extension of 

the spectacle’s control to the realms of leisure, desire, and everyday life:  

Media spectacles are those phenomena of media culture that embody 
contemporary society’s basic values, serve to initiate individuals into its ways of 
life, and dramatize its controversies and struggles, as well as its modes of conflict 
resolution. They include media extravaganzas, sporting events, political 
happenings and those attention-grabbing occurrences that we call news—a 
phenomenon that itself has been subjected to the logic of spectacle and 
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tabloidization in the era of the media sensationalism, political scandal and 
contestation. (Kellner, 2003, p. 2) 

 

Spectacles become defining events of their era, and Kellner developed an 

essential work interpreting and analyzing several of them from an American perspective. 

These megaspectacles do not only include commodity spectacles such as McDonald’s or 

Nike campaigns, but also such events as the 1991 Gulf War; the O.J. Simpson trial; the 

Clinton sex and impeachment scandal; the princess Diana wedding, death and funeral; the 

extremely close 2000 U.S. presidential election; the 9/11 attacks; or the War on Terror. 

 In a historic period defined by media spectacles and entertainment, cultural 

debates became polarized: Is humanity becoming more stupid or has culture been 

democratized? Since the advent of mass media there has been a tension between 

“dumbing down” to the public or raising them up, between informing and educating or 

entertaining the crowd, between the will of the people or the good of the people, and the 

dialectic between the market and the ethical. Neil Postman (1985) posited that public 

discourse in the United States was assuming the form of entertainment. He argued that 

the epistemology of TV militates against deeper knowledge and television’s 

conversations promote “incoherence and triviality” (Postman, 1985, p. 14).  

Bourdieu (1998) suggested that infotainment thrives on emotional appeal and 

irrational human impulses. At the same time, TV news suits most people because it 

confirms what they already know, and above all, it leaves their mental structures intact. 

In a similar sense, Garcia Canclini (2001) wrote: “Argumentative and critical forms of 

participation cede their place to the pleasure taken in electronic media spectacles where 
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narration or the simple accumulation of anecdotes prevails over reasoned solutions to 

problems” (Garcia Canclini, 2001, p. 24).  

Thussu argued that there is a pressing need to go beyond the debate about 

“dumbing down:”   

Infotainment entails much more than dumbing down: It works as a powerful 
discourse of diversion, in both senses, taking the attention away from, and 
displacing from the airwaves, such grim realities of neo-liberal imperialism as 
witnessed in the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq, the intellectual and cultural 
subjugation by the tyranny of technology; of free market capitalism and 
globalization of a profligate and unsustainable consumerist lifestyle. (Thussu, 
2007, p. 9) 

 

On the other hand, supporters of popular communication paradigms tend to 

valorize the rise of infotainment, suggesting that it expands and democratizes the public 

sphere. It has been argued that sex, scandal, disaster, and celebrity have been intrinsic to 

modern journalism since its inception, and discourses on “dumbing down” and 

“tabloidization” are associated with pessimistic and elitist views of news.  Others also 

criticized this idealized view of  “high modern journalism” and highlight the idea that 

making political communication appealing could generate more interest in civic affairs, 

contributing to a more democratic and inclusive media.  

 Within the tension of this debate, Brants (1998) distinguished an “infotainment 

scale,” which takes into account the topical focus of a given program as well as its format 

and style. On one end of the continuum are those programs that contain factual content 

about policy matters packaged within a serious format. On the opposite end are shows 

that emphasize dramatic, personalized content within an informal and heavily stylistic 
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format. Those two poles, however, are idealized types, with various infotainment 

programs occupying a wide range of positions in-between.  

 Delli Carpini and Williams (1994, 2001) suggested that infotainment is best 

understood as a phenomenon of border-crossing that problematizes common assumptions 

that news is necessarily serious and that entertainment shows contain little in the way of 

socio-political significance. In this sense, media content and public discourse become 

shaped by hybridization, the thorough melding of news, politics, show business, and 

marketing in a media landscape defined by the permeability of form and the fluidity of 

content. Baym (2005) called this process “discursive integration,” where languages and 

practices of news, politics, entertainment, and marketing have grown deeply inseparable. 

These once-differentiated discourses have lost their distinctiveness and are being melded 

into previously unimagined combinations.  

 The consequential hybrid programming also results from globalization, and has a 

potentially wide range of implications for public information, political communication, 

and democratic discourse. Scholars have argued that globalization produces the 

emergence of a variety of “hybrid,” “creolized,” or “glocal” phenomena, in which local 

elements are incorporated within globalized forms and other combinations (Robertson, 

1995). This process has been studied especially in relation to popular culture, and the 

emergence of mass culture. For Martin-Barbero (1993), it reveals the syncretic nature of 

popular culture that both adopts and resists the dominant culture, and also transforms it. 

From the pre-industrial popular culture to mass culture, “there is no imposition from 

above which does not imply, in some form, an incorporation of what comes from below” 
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(Martin Barbero, 1993, p. 99). In this sense, hybridization describes a process in which 

elements of different cultures are synthesized together into new forms that reflect 

elements of the original cultures, but constitute distinct new cultures. These reciprocal 

borrowings, however, take place in the midst of differences and inequalities (Garcia-

Canclini, 1995). The hybrid infotainment cases analyzed here are placed within this 

tension, incorporating a critical dialogue with tabloid and celebrity culture. 

TABLOID AND CELEBRITY CULTURE 

  

 The trend towards infotainment and media spectacle has been paralleled and 

complemented by a process of tabloidization in the media. The term “tabloid,” initially 

used to describe smaller sized newspapers, has also come to refer to the idea of 

sensational news coverage (Grabe, 2008). Stories dealing with celebrities, crime, sex, 

disasters, accidents, and public fears have been labeled tabloid topics (Ehrlich 1996; 

Djupsund & Carlson 1998; Uribe & Gunter 2004; Wang 2004; Vettehen et al. 2006). For 

Colin Sparks (2000), tabloid can refer to: 1) a newspaper and broadcast journalistic 

output that prioritizes entertainment, human interest and commercial profitability and 

which is usually presented as oppositional to “serious” and socially responsible 

journalism; 2) changing priorities within a given medium such as television (leading, for 

example, to the diminution of serious programming or its marginalization in the 

schedules and the adoption across the board of entertainment-led values); and 3) tabloid 

content itself, like shows that feature voyeuristic and shameless exploitation of ordinary 

people and controversial populist, highly conservative rhetoric (Sparks, 2000). 
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Tabloidization of content is usually framed in terms of trivialization – celebrity news and 

gossip crowding out serious news, and human-interest stories receiving more coverage 

than international events (Bird, 2008). 

 Scholars have argued that sensationalism plays an important role in maintaining a 

society’s commonly shared notions of decency and morality by publicly showcasing what 

is unacceptable (Stevens, 1985). Stories about family conflicts, substance abuse, 

violence, disaster, and other disruptions of everyday life are regarded as more significant 

to the lives of ordinary people than the traditional political and economic issues that elites 

prescribe as important formation for the masses (Bird, 1992).  

 The development of the popular press (the modern tabloid predecessor) was of 

major importance in understanding the general expansion of mass culture from the late 

seventeenth century to the present day. Raymond Williams (1961) observed that although 

newspapers were originally the creation of the middle class, other types of press 

reflecting the different social bases of the working classes also emerged. Notably, during 

the 1770s-1830s, these initiatives included attempts (under severe repression) to launch 

politically radical newspapers and also the establishment of the Sunday paper. They 

constituted a political voice that was independent from advertising and political 

groupings (Williams, 1961). 

 However, the popular press broke away from its radical democratic roots and 

moved toward a more overt commercialism in order to sell copies and support a free-

market ideology, a process that erodes serious journalism across diverse spheres, genres 

and platforms. Debate about tabloidization therefore necessarily addresses the tensions 
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between entertainment and information in an increasingly multimedia and globalized 

consumerist environment (Biressi & Nunn, 2008). As Kevin Glynn (2000) observed, at 

its worst, tabloidism (like official, journalistic forms) features the hegemonic and 

normalizing voices of racism, sexism and homophobia (we can also include class 

contempt and voyeurism). At its best, however, it multiplies and amplifies the 

heterogeneous voices and viewpoints in circulation in contemporary culture.   

 An essential aspect and result of tabloidization is celebrity culture, which is now 

the subject of not only traditional tabloid and entertainment media, but also increasingly 

an integral element of much hard news and current affairs coverage. Celebrities10 are any 

people the public is interested in. For Daniel Boorstein, a “celebrity is a person who is 

well-known for their well-knowness” (in Turner, 2004, p. 5). Celebrities are especially 

remarkable, not because they possess a particular level of economic, political or religious 

power, but because their doings and ways of life arouse considerable interest. While they 

enjoy some of the social privileges of an elite, however, they are a powerless elite, 

objects of an interest over which they have no control (Turner et al., 2000). 

 Nevertheless, in practice, the distinction between celebrity and other kinds of 

social and political elite status becomes less clear. Even those who do possess 

institutional power – like high profile politicians – frequently choose to represent 

themselves through the modes used for celebrities. According to Langer (1998), today 

                                                
10 Forbes Magazine releases an annual list of the 100 World’s Most Powerful Celebrities: 
http://www.forbes.com/celebrities/list/. Various careers within the fields of sports and entertainment are 
commonly associated with celebrity status, but in many cases people become celebrities due to media 
attention for their extravagant lifestyle or wealth (as in the case of a socialite such as Kim Kardashian), for 
their connection to a famous person, or even for their misdeeds. American socialite Paris Hilton is a 
celebrity who is believed to typify the modern "famous for being famous" paradigm. 
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virtually any kind of construction of an elite depicts the individuals concerned as 

remarkable simply by featuring them in terms of “doings and ways of life.” This implies 

that celebrity is not a property of specific individuals. Rather it is constituted discursively 

by the way the individual is represented. In this sense, celebrity is constructed rather than 

immanent (Marshall, 1997; Langer, 1998). 

 For Chris Hedges (2009), celebrity culture encourages everyone to think of 

themselves as potential celebrities and as possessing unique gifts. It is a culture of 

narcissism in which the subject feels special, entitled, and unique. Paradoxically, 

celebrity culture makes common people’s lives seen next to the lives of celebrities as 

inadequate and inauthentic. Celebrities are portrayed as idealized forms of ourselves, in 

which human beings are never fully real. Celebrities, then, become a commodity, objects 

like consumer products with no intrinsic value:  

 No one has any worth beyond his or her appearance, usefulness, or ability to 
 succeed. The highest achievements in a celebrity culture are wealth, sexual 
 conquest, and fame…The ability to lie, manipulate others is held up as the highest 
 good. The cult of self dominates the cultural landscape of celebrity. This cult has 
 within it classic traits of psychopaths: superficial charm, grandiosity, and self-
 importance; a need for constant stimulation, a penchant for lying, deception, and 
 manipulation, and the inability to feel remorse or guilt. This is, of course, the ethic 
 promoted by corporations. It is the ethic of unfettered capitalism. (Hedges, 2009, 
 pp. 32-33) 
 

 In this culture of personality, the social role demanded of all is that of a performer 

(Gabler, 1998). It responds to the contemporary terror of anonymity, and to the 

“postmodern self” need for visibility (Deresiewicz, 2009). This fabricated and theatrical 

culture becomes, as Boorstin (1961) noted, more real than reality. In this sense, celebrity 
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worship banishes reality and the public can no longer distinguish between truth and 

fiction. People then interpret reality through illusion: 

 When opinions cannot be distinguished from facts, when there is no universal 
 standard to determine truth in law, in science, in scholarship, or in reporting the 
 events of the day, when the most valued skill is the ability to entertain, the world 
 becomes a place where lies become true… Creators, who make massive profits 
 selling illusions, have a vested interest in maintaining the power structures they 
 control. The fantasy of celebrity culture is not designed simply to entertain. It is 
 designed to keep us from fighting back. (Hedges, 2009, p. 51) 
 
 
 Oversimplification, distraction, and distortion become rhetorical instruments in a 

society that prizes entertainment above substance. Intellectual or philosophical ideas and 

artistic production are dismissed as elitist unless they provide effortless entertainment. A 

social consequence of this degradation of culture is what Benjamin DeMott (2003) called 

“junk politics.” Junk politics does not demand justice or the reparation of rights. It 

personalizes and moralizes issues rather than clarifying them. The result of junk politics 

is that nothing changes. 

 At the same time, the examination of the discourses used to represent celebrity 

provides examples about how values and attitudes are assembled at particular historical 

conjunctures: “Celebrity can operate as a site from which key ideological themes can be 

reiterated and played out” (Langer, 1998, p. 51). In the postmodern public sphere – 

defined by the dissolution of the boundaries between the public and the private, and the 

elevation of the personal in media discourse – the representation of celebrities operates as 

a kind of bridge between the private world and the public debate. Wrak (1999) argued 
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that celebrities become crucial elements in the formation of individual and collective 

identity: 

 We may not like the same celebrities, we may not like any of them at all, but it is 
 the existence of a population of celebrities about whom to disagree, that makes it 
 possible to constitute a sense of belonging. Through celebrating (or deriding) 
 celebrities, it is possible to belong to something beyond the particular culture with 
 which each of us might identify. (Wark, 1999, p. 33) 
 

 In this sense, the connection between the production of celebrity and the 

construction of community may be far more direct than is customarily accepted. As 

Turner, Bonner, and Marshall (2000) highlighted, the interest in celebrities today can be 

seen as another symptom of the media’s gradual disarticulation from a model of media 

practice that foregrounds the dissemination of information, and its increasing alignment 

with a model that more directly participates in the process of disseminating, interrogating 

and constructing identities. Interestingly, while the media characters analyzed in this 

dissertation are celebrities themselves, they also establish a critical dialogue with 

celebrity culture. This critique is developed through humor and the dialogic discourse of 

a carnivalesque approach.   

CARNIVAL, POLITICAL SATIRE AND CRITICAL INFOTAINMENT 

  

 Russian critic Mikail Bakhtin developed pioneer work on the notions of carnival 

and the carnivalesque in his book “Rabelais and His World,” a cultural analysis of the 

popular culture of sixteenth-century France situating Rabelais’ comic, satirical and 

grotesque writing in the context of diversion, rituals, and spectacle. According to Bakhtin 
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(1984), Rabelais captured and rearticulated the sharp wit and cruel humor of ordinary 

people expressed in the unofficial spaces of popular culture where they could mock 

authority. Carnival, then, is marked by “the suspension of hierarchic distinctions and 

barriers among men and of certain norms and prohibitions of usual life” (Bakhtin, 1984, 

p. 15). 

 Bakhtin emphasized the dialogic nature of carnival. Medieval carnival culture 

critiqued institutional power by constituting “the people’s second life, organized in the 

basis of laughter” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 8). In this double-voiced discourse, our “first world” 

is suspended in the “second world” of carnival by setting aside the usual etiquette 

surrounding discussions of, for example, bodily functions (like copulation and 

defecation). Carnival culture emphasizes and amplifies bodies and their orifices through 

the employment of grotesque imagery and language. By degrading a privileged subject, 

grotesque realism brings it down to earth, turning the subject into flesh. This unites 

people, no matter their power and privilege, in the physicality of life – “that is, the 

lowering of all that is high, ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the 

sphere of earth and body in their indissoluble unity” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 20). 

 Carnival behavior was transgressive because it overturned conventional 

oppositions (high and low, mind and body, the spiritual and the profane, culture and 

nature, male and female) and created no division between spectators and performers. It 

was a space that broke down barriers so that traditional markers of separation or 

inequality between people were temporarily suspended. Carnival, then, was seen as an 

expression of revolutionary urges amongst the people. It functioned as a refusal of the 
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forces of officialdom and its celebrations could even split into more politically oriented 

forms of social protest, as it offered a “utopian promise of better life, one of equality, 

abundance and freedom” (Storey, 2001, p. 109).  “Carnival is revolution.” (Eco, 1984, p. 

2)  

 At the same time, carnival language practices regenerated and reproduced new 

ways of thinking by mocking the language conventions of the “first world.” Blasphemy 

and parody thrive in carnival’s atmosphere, in irreverent and profane language. As Achter 

(2008) highlighted, carnival is a prevailing mood or spirit of fun mixed with social 

criticism, and its self-reflexive, playful discourse practices mark the enduring value of 

humor and laughter in the public arena. Carnival’s comic rhetorical posture submits that 

situations are up for grabs, which suggests that they can be remedied or fixed.  

 While Bakhtin identifies three forms of carnival in the Middle Ages – ritual 

spectacles, comic verbal compositions, and various genres of billingsgate – the culture of 

contemporary satire, and parody11 in particular, has a long, broad tradition rooted in 

carnival. As Achter (2008) noted, the term “parody” comes from the literary tradition and 

refers to “a composition in which the characteristics, style and themes of a particular 

author or genre are satirized by being applied to inappropriate or unlikely subjects, or are 

otherwise exaggerated for comic effect” (p. 280). The preposition “beside” (para) is an 

                                                
11 However, there is an important difference between parody and satire. Satire exposes a subject to 
ridicule, often through exaggeration or irony (which involves saying one thing and meaning another), for 
the larger purpose of social, political, and cultural critique. Satire is sometimes, but not necessarily, 
designed to make people laugh. Parodies, on the other hand, are usually comic. They ridicule through 
mimicry, taking an existing form or genre and manipulating its conventions, style, and techniques in order 
to mock. Parodies need not be critical (Low & Smith, 2007).  
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indicator that a parodic text implies an original and an imitation juxtaposed in a 

carnivalesque dialogue. Parody thus functions in a “twofold direction – it is directed both 

toward the referential object of speech, as in ordinary discourse, and toward someone 

else’s speech” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 185). However, in times of postmodern irony – marked 

by cynical knowingness and self-referenciality – , the difference between what is real and 

what is appearance is frequently denied.   

Bennet (1986) also noted that the carnivalesque may be regarded as a 

“transgressive discourse embodied in the practices of the popular classes and their 

preferred entertainments” (p. 147), and he explored how this discourse operates in the 

holiday pleasures of working people. Others have drawn on carnival to explore popular 

entertainment such as vaudeville and burlesque theatre, radio, and television (Docker, 

1994), wrestling (Fiske, 1989), television sitcom (Hunt, 1998), and pornography 

(Attwood, 2002). In the carnivalesque historical narrative, one of the continuities between 

the pre-industrial culture and the mass culture of the post-industrial era is the presence of 

popular culture figures: the fool, the trickster, and the clown (Docker, 1994). These 

variants of the court jester are commonly the figures that speak truth to power in the 

tradition of political satire.  

Satire is intrinsically linked with carnival. Satire is defined as a form that holds up 

human vices and follies to ridicule and scorn. Like in the carnivalesque, satire makes its 

point by use of parody, irony, travesty, and grotesquery, and is characterized by reduction 

or exaggeration and use of wit. It is “an attack on or criticism of any stupidity or vice in 

the form of scathing humor,” and it is also a critique to “dangerous religious, political, 
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moral, or social standards” (Cuddon, 1991, p. 202). While comedy evokes laughter as an 

end in itself, satire “derides;” it uses laughter as a weapon, and “against a butt existing 

outside the work itself” (Abrams, 1985, p. 166). The function of political satire as saying 

what is otherwise unsaid within a given political climate combines with people’s 

individual sense of being unheard (Colleta, 2009). 

Political satire’s roots are traditionally traced to Juvenal and Horace, two Roman 

writers who used sharp wit to expose the evils and weaknesses of those in power. Satire 

became especially popular during the Enlightenment, or the Age of Reason. Believing in 

human rationality, artists felt that when people saw their faults magnified in a distorted 

reflection, they could see the ridiculousness of their own behavior and then correct it. 

Colleta (2009) noted that in both Horatian satire, which mocks imperfection by finding 

amusement in it, and Juvenalian satire, which is characterized by insults and withering 

attacks, the primary objective is to improve human beings and their institutions. Satire 

then depends upon a stable set of values from which to judge behavior, and is therefore a 

hopeful genre. Satire achieves its aim by shocking the audience out of complacency and 

sentimentality. Its efficacy relies on the ability of the audience to recognize the irony at 

the heart of its humor. If the irony is missed, or the better moral standard is also ironically 

presented as just another construction, then satire is no longer an effective social critique 

and may even be misunderstood as an example of the very thing it sets out to critique. 

Critics of carnivalesque satire say it is not politically potent because in the end it 

can serve the purposes of the powerful – people have fun, reverse the hierarchies and 

mock the power, and then go back to an unreflective daily life. Thus, there ends the 
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potential for transgression. For Bakhtin (1984), there are two sides to the laughter of the 

carnival: first, “the positive regenerating power of laughter” (p. 45), and second, the 

corrosive laughter which threatens the status quo. The modern turn degraded the carnival 

spirit and its radical utopian character, gradually declining into a less challenging, more 

conservative “holiday mood” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 33). 

 Glynn (2000) argued that the characteristics of carnival culture (its embracing of 

bad taste, the offensive and vulgar language, ritualistic degradation, and parody and its 

emphasis upon the excess) are typical of the tabloid media and journalism, which is 

energized by its relationship with “disreputable popular tastes for melodrama, scandal 

and sexual intrigue” (Glynn, 2000, p. 115). Conboy (2002) also suggested that 

journalistic media may actually adopt a carnivalesque tone and idioms to hold on to their 

authoritative status as the voice of the people, while mimicking its tone of transgression. 

Media maintain the stance of being on the side of common sense and the little man, 

against the powerful, even if, as media institutions, they belong to structures of the 

capitalist elite. In this sense, the tabloids’ superficial carnivalesque idioms can be 

detrimental to the very constituency they claim to serve. In the tabloid media, 

carnivalesque impulses are redirected into a circle of consumption and commodification 

(Conboy, 2002). 

 Bakhtin’s (1984) carnival enabled both social stability and social protest and 

change. Tabloids’ desecration typical of the carnivalesque never attacks the body of 

capitalism or the central ideologies of the status quo in regard to gender, nation, 

community or capital. While medieval carnival conceived laughter as a transformative 
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act, postmodern forms of entertainment tend to develop parody without a final target. 

Freud (1960) said of jokes and laughter: “We are not in a position to distinguish by our 

feeling what part of the pleasure arises from the sources of their technique and what part 

from those of their purpose. Thus, strictly speaking, we do not know what we are 

laughing at” (p. 121). One of the pleasures of humor and laughter is that it has no moral 

valence. Humor is open to different interpretations of meaning and value, and, as Freud 

argued, it is a time-out from the demands of rationality. Satire is an attack on vice that 

exploits comedic strategies; it partakes in both the pleasures of humor and the moral 

confidence of social critique, so it is necessarily ambivalent. Therefore, its efficacy as an 

agent of immediate change cannot be guaranteed. Satire, through its irony, complicates 

and problematizes the way we see things, and therefore challenges viewers in unexpected 

ways (Colleta, 2009). 

 The satiric infotainment cases analyzed in this dissertation are inserted in an 

irreverent and transgressive carnivalesque tradition. They mock authority and traditional 

journalistic genres. They parody officialdom with their spirit of fun mixed with social 

criticism. They target the powerful or challenge some aspects of the status quo (especially 

on issues of culture, politics, race, sexuality or class). At the same time, they are part of 

the commercial media and their capitalist structure. Within this organization, these cases 

have been commercially successful, as they reveal fissures for critical infotainment to 

develop within a mediascape saturated with tabloid contents’ conservative rhetoric. The 

previous characteristics configure my notion of “critical infotainment” – the 
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carnivalesque result of and a transgressive reaction to the process of tabloidization and 

the cult of celebrity in the media spectacle era.    
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

 
Three international infotainment cases are analyzed, compared and contrasted in 

this dissertation: American Jon Stewart (the “anchor” host of The Daily Show with Jon 

Stewart); British Sacha Baron Cohen (the actor who incarnates the popular characters 

Borat, Bruno and Ali G, in Da Ali G Show); and Peruvian Jaime Bayly (host of the 

Peruvian TV show El Francotirador/The Sniper). These infotainment personalities have 

important similarities: they host shows based on journalistic genres, they parody the 

journalistic format while questioning traditional journalism authority and arbitrary media 

norms; they use humor to develop political, social and cultural criticism; their shows 

revolve around themselves as media celebrities; and they perform political 

“interventions” on reality. These cases were selected in order to provide insight into the 

larger phenomenon of infotainment, its potential for social, cultural and political critique, 

and its relation to journalism, as well as to explore their discursive construction as 

revealing of their ambivalent and critical position in public debate.  

As Louis Smith (1978) noted, case studies are bounded, integrated systems. 

Certain features are within the system, within the boundaries of the case, and other 

features are outside. This is why contextualization becomes an essential aspect to 

understand each case and to relate it with the others, acknowledging the specific cultural, 

political and social settings in which the cases are embedded. This dissertation seeks out 
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both what is common and what is particular about each case, but, as in case study 

research, the end result presents something unique (Stouffer, 1941).  

Textual analysis was employed to analyze media performances and the discursive 

construction of Stewart, Baron Cohen, and Bayly. Textual analysis is a methodology that 

focuses on texts (a media personality’s performance can be read as a text), seeking to 

understand them from a literary point of view (Jensen & Jankowski, 1991) in order to 

understand how they define culture, and how they function as a set of communicative 

practices. In this sense, the primary axioms of textual analysis are hermeneutics and 

interpretation (Potter, 1996). The goal of a textual analysis is to immerse oneself in the 

materials under study (Pauly, 1991), look for recurring patterns (Larsen, 2002), and test 

and revise one’s interpretations as more data are gathered (Potter, 1996; Lindlof & 

Taylor, 2002). As Van Dijk (1991) noted, much of the information of a text is not 

explicitly expressed, but left implicit. Words, clauses, and other textual expressions may 

imply concepts or propositions, which may be inferred on the basis of background 

knowledge. This feature of communication has important ideological dimensions. “The 

analysis of the ‘unsaid’ is sometimes more revealing than the study of what is actually 

expressed in the text” (Van Dijk, 1991, p. 114).  

In the case of media texts (like the ones of this dissertation), structural linguistics 

introduced four assumptions that now underlie much of textual analysis. First, the media 

are believed to be one of a number of complex signs systems through which we 

experience and come to know the world. Second, with most media, especially television 

and film, the traditional notion of author or artist as the source of meaning is changed, 
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because the mass media involve so many people in the production of messages. Third, the 

focus is not on an independent piece of work (one TV show or one scene), but on the 

symbols that create meaning. And fourth, the representation of reality is not recognized 

as a criterion, because programs are products of people’s imagination and also because 

words acquire meaning by virtue of their position with a conceptual system of similarity 

and difference and not through any direct relationship with reality (Potter, 1996).  

This research incorporates discourse analysis, a specific type of textual analysis. 

As Michel Foucault noted in the 1960s, the term “discourse” refers to the relationship 

between language and social institutions. It is a foundational code that people use to 

perceive schemas, language, and knowledge. Discourses are sets of meanings that society 

attaches to certain symbols.  The media are primary tools in the circulation of discourses 

because of the repeated use of certain symbols that viewers habitually interpret in a 

certain way (Potter, 1996). In this sense, discourse is always a “terrain of struggle” (Fiske 

1996, p. 5). 

According to van Dijk (1997), discourse studies deal with the properties of text 

and talk, and what is usually called context. Discourse analysis orients toward finding the 

social and ideological dimension of language or some other language-like system of 

representation. While there is no overarching theory common to all types of discourse 

analysis, Potter (1996) identified three principles: 1) human discourse is internally 

structured and governed by rules; 2) it is produced by speakers who are submerged in an 

environment where cultural, political, economic, social, and personal realities shape 
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discourse; and 3) discourse conveys information about the speaker’s environment (a 

socio-historical matrix) (Potter, 1996). 

Following a Foucauldian approach, discourses are here understood as 

conventional ways of talking that both create and are created by conventional ways of 

thinking. These linked ways of speaking and thinking constitute ideologies and serve to 

circulate power in society (Johnstone, 2008). Ideology, meaning, and discourse then 

become interconnected concepts. Theorists like Lyotard (1984), Caputo, (1987), Barthes 

(1987), and Hall (1985), among others, argued that meaning is socially constructed, and 

that there exist ideological “logics” to public debate, which create limiting social realities 

about the way the world works. In this sense, ideology can be understood as “the mental 

frameworks – the languages, the concepts, categories, imagery of thought, and the 

systems of representation – which different classes and social groups deploy in order to 

make sense of, define, figure out and render intelligible the way society works” (Hall, 

1986, p. 29). The media, obviously, are highly ideological. 

The power of “the ideological” is manifested when these discursive frameworks 

become naturalized, or taken-for-granted, and become common sense. For Hall (1975), 

the analysis of these discourses has to “work back” to the social and historical process 

through the necessary mediations of rhetorical styles of presentation. Hall’s critical 

method calls for an analysis that goes beyond the appearances to examine the underlying 

constraints and determinants of the discourse (Makus, 1990).  

Diverse texts were selected for analysis in this dissertation. In Jon Stewart’s case, 

the analysis focuses on his 2004 appearance on Crossfire, a political debate program on 
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CNN (the video is available on YouTube), in order to explore how he configures himself 

and his show in contrast to mainstream news media. For Sacha Baron Cohen, the analysis 

focuses on the Da Ali G Show series in the United Kingdom (broadcast by British 

Channel 4), and the subsequent series in the United States (broadcast by HB0 in 2003), to 

explore how the subaltern voices of his characters negotiate their power to cross some 

limits of media language and reveal social tensions. Finally, in the case of Bayly, diverse 

media coverage and content of his show El Francotirador/The Sniper during 2009-2010 

(the period when he launched his virtual presidential campaign) are relevant to see how 

his 30-year media career plays out in his configuration as a potential presidential 

candidate able to transgress traditional political strategies (some of these videos are also 

available online). In all the cases, this analysis refers to specific episodes or segments that 

exemplify the character’s media construction. 

Data to contextualize each case vary according to the case’s nature, but 

necessarily includes each show’s description, historical background, national media 

context, and the hosts’ personal or professional trajectory. 

 Case studies, like the ones developed in this dissertation, can usefully be seen as 

a small step toward grand generalization (Campbell, 1975), but generalization should not 

be emphasized in all research (Feagin, Orum & Sjoberg, 1991; Simmons, 1980). As case 

content evolves in the act of writing (Stake, 2000), the narrative guides each case 

description and interpretation, focusing on the most salient features, but the final 

comparison and contrast relate to the following research questions:  
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1) How are these media characters constructed in order to develop criticism? How 

do they define themselves? 

2) What is the critical dialog they establish with mainstream journalism and media 

and how can these shows be interpreted in a context of journalism and media 

crisis? 

3) How do these media characters and their shows engage with the trend towards 

infotainment, tabloidization, and the celebrity culture? 

4) Are there carnivalesque elements in these characters’ performance and satire, and, 

if so, what role do they play in the characters’ discourse?  

5) What has been the main social, cultural or political role of these characters and 

their shows in their respective societies? 
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Chapter 4: Jon Stewart and The Daily Show 

(Satire Challenges Traditional News Media) 

 

In a segment called “Ashamed to Be Fake News,” The Daily Show’s “fictional” 

correspondent Rob Corddry comments on the “real” March 2004 news story about the 

White House producing news segments that reported favorably on various Bush 

administration policies – such as “regime change” in Iraq and Medicare reform – and 

then planting them in the mainstream media. The segments, using actors and featuring 

“interviews” with senior administration officials, included scripted questions and 

rehearsed answers that were broadcast in some of the largest U.S. television markets. Jon 

Stewart, the host of The Daily Show, reported on the controversy this way: 

Stewart: This is really a shocking story. Not only did the White House pretend 
that these were news packages, they went so far as to hire actors to play 
journalists. 
Corddry: I know, Jon. In my 25 years of The Daily Show Senior Media Ethicist I 
have never seen anything like this. It is more than a little bit embarrassing. 
Stewart: In your mind, you feel you’re embarrassed for this White House? 
Corddry: No, Jon, I’m embarrassed for us. We’re the ones who are supposed to 
know the fake news. I saw that Medicare piece and they are kicking our ass! They 
created a whole new category of fake news, a hybrid – INFOganda! Yeah, we’ll 
never be able to keep up. (The Daily Show, 2004)12 

  

                                                
12 The video is available online: http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/wed-march-17-2004/fake-news-
controversy 
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 The Daily Show, often referred to as “Young America’s News Source,” and 

Stewart, referred to as “The Most Trusted Name in Fake News,13” criticize American 

media’s coverage and highlight the blurring divisions between “fake” and “real” in 

today’s massive mediascape. The show has become a media phenomenon in the United 

States, and an essential force in the country’s political communication. The Daily Show is 

a half-hour nightly news parody, aired on cable’s Comedy Central from Monday to 

Thursday. The show offers a satiric interpretation of politics and current events, in which 

Stewart mocks both those who make and report the news. It features a cast of 

“correspondents,” and includes interviews with celebrities, politicians and media people. 

In 1999, Stewart became the host of The Daily Show, whose steadily increasing audience 

reached about 2.2 million television viewers during the second quarter of 201114, plus a 

wide audience who watches the show online.  

Its hybrid blend of comedy, news, and political conversation proved to be a 

success in terms of audiences and influence. Data show that audiences for news have 

fallen considerably in the last decades (with the sharpest decline among young people), 

and for many observers the institution of journalism is in a state of crisis in America 

(Hachten, 2005; Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001). Press credibility has decreased as the 

public increasingly is dissatisfied with the news. The Pew Research Center for the People 

& the Press has been tracking views of press performance since 1985, and the overall 

                                                
13 See Kakutani (2008).  
14 The Daily Show with Jon Stewart finished a full quarter of 2011 as the most-viewed show among adults 
18-49, breaking a victory streak of at least 40 consecutive quarters by The Tonight Show, reported Nielsen 
Media Research: http://www.comedycentral.com/press/press_releases/2011/063011_daily-show-wins-2Q-
crown-among-adults18-49.jhtml 
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ratings remain quite negative. In 2011, 66 percent of Americans surveyed said that news 

stories often are inaccurate, 77 percent said that news organizations tend to favor one 

side, and 80 percent said that powerful people and organizations often influence news 

organizations (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2012)15.  

With declining readership and viewership16, the news media face economic 

challenges because of decreasing advertising revenues as well as increased costs of 

production (Roberts et al., 2001; State of the News Media, 2011, 2012)17. At the same 

time, a 2004 Pew Research Center study found that 34 percent of young people (ages 18-

29) turned to late-night television and comedy shows for news, with The Daily Show 

being one of the preferred ones. By 2010, most young people (ages 18-24) looked to The 

Colbert Report (80%), The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (74%), and The New York Times 

(67%) for news (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2010). The show’s role 

is summarized in a dialogue between Stewart and Bill Moyers in 2003, who said: “I do 

not know whether you are practicing an old form of parody and satire… or a new form of 

journalism.” Stewart replied, “Well then that either speaks to the sad state of comedy or 

the sad state of news. I can’t figure out which one. I think, honestly, we’re practicing a 

                                                
15 In 1985, only 34 percent thought that news were often innacurate, 53 percent that news tend to favor one 
side, and 53 percent that news were often influenced by powerful people and organizations. The trend has 
neen notably negative (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2012).  
16 In 2010, audiences decreased across all news platforms (local TV, network TV, cable TV, magazines, 
radio, newspapers), except online news (State of the News Media, 2011).  
17 In 2012, much of the legacy media suffered revenue declines (network TV, magazines, local TV, 
newspapers). Only web operations and cable TV made profits.  
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new form of desperation” (Bill Moyers interview of Jon Stewart, on Public Broadcasting 

Service, July 2003).18 

Within this context, this chapter analyzes the 2004 appearance of Jon Stewart – 

the host of The Daily Show – in Crossfire, a political debate program on CNN. The 

interview not only confronts two different perspectives on the role of media and 

journalism, but also reveals contradictory positions about public discourse and the 

possibility of debate in contemporary media. It shows how Stewart places himself in 

opposition to mainstream media, developing a discursive struggle over the authority of 

news in the construction of reality and truth. It becomes especially symbolic in times 

when we are a experiencing a “discursive integration” process in which all types of 

discursive boundaries (news and entertainment, journalism and comedy, fiction and 

reality) are blurred. 

 

THE DAILY SHOW AND JON STEWART 

 

Comedians Lizz Winstead and Madeleine Smithberg created The Daily Show, 

which premiered on cable’s Comedy Central on July 22, 1996. In her recent book, Lizz 

Free or Die, Winstead (2012) recalled how the show was created as a replacement for 

Politically Incorrect (a successful program that moved to ABC earlier that year). Comedy 

Central wanted “a show that was on daily and poked fun at the news” (Winstead, 2012, p. 

218): 

                                                
18 The video can be accessed online: http://www.pbs.org/moyers/journal/04272007/watch.html 
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We were not just going to make fun of the news and the talking heads that were 
everywhere. We were going to make fun of them by becoming them. We would 
operate as a news organization while acting like a comedy show. It simply had 
never been done before. We were sure we would have a hit if we used all the 
news conventions – the set, the graphics, the music, the format – all to expose the 
ways our media had elevated celebrity and scandal to an importance that used to 
be reserved for war and politics and corporate malfeasance. We would have 
correspondents and send them to all the newsworthy events, blending in with the 
rest of the press corps, highlighting how ridiculous they had become. (Winstead, 
2012, pp. 219-220) 
 

Winstead and Smithberg spent eight months developing a format that combined 

news, entertainment, and oddball stories. Comedian Jon Stewart was the first choice to 

host the show, but he had signed a two-year contract at another TV station. Craig 

Kilborn, a co-anchor of ESPN´s SportsCenter, was then hired. The show also included a 

group of correspondents “who embodied the overblown sense of self-importance that had 

become the gold standard in TV news” (Winstead, 2012, p. 221). Furthermore, the 

writers played an essential role in the creation and the consolidation of the show to 

achieve the right tone. While most comedy shows had twelve writers, Winstead allowed 

only six: 

My instinct told me that, since we were launching a show that from the beginning 
was going to run at half staff, I could not hire a single writer who did not live, eat, 
breathe current events… Many of them weren´t the guys who did topical material 
on their acts, per se, but they were comedians I had conversations with about 
politics and the news who had me on the floor laughing with their insights. They 
were guys who were engaged in the world without getting paid for it. Guys who 
looked beyond the headlines and dug deeper. Guys who barely had two nickels to 
rub together, and when they did they would take one of them and buy a copy of 
Harper’s with it. The news was in their blood, not just a writing submission 
tailored for the job. (Winstead, 2012, pp. 223-224) 
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Winstead recalled that when the show was first launched, debate emerged over 

what the focus should be. While she wanted a more news-driven focus, the network was 

concerned that this would not appeal to viewers and so pushed for a little more of a 

hybrid of entertainment and politics (Winstead, 2008). It is interesting that this tension 

existed within the show during the 1990s, a period that witnessed the expansion of hybrid 

shows and an unprecedented decay of broadcast journalism (see Chapter 2):   

The media landscape in 1996 was scorched-earth. The daytime talk topics had 
started bleeding – hemorrhaging – into prime time, and every night of the week 
there was a newsmagazine show, either Dateline, Primetime Live, 48 hours, or 
Street Stories. Each competed to score the “Celebrity Profile of the Week” or the 
“Ghoul of the Week.” Sometimes they were one and the same. And investigative 
journalism became a game of fear. It was a battle between who could scare the 
most shit out of you with stories like “Your Throw Pillows: What You Don´t 
Know Might Kill You,” or the unforgettable classic “Every Inch of Every Hotel 
Room in America is Coated in Man Batter!” The feeling seemed to be, if we as a 
nation were not scared about everything we come into contact with, these shows 
were not doing their jobs. Fear and celebrity ruled the day. (Winstead, 2012, pp. 
219-220) 
 

Jon Stewart replaced Craig Kilborn as host of The Daily Show in January 1999, in 

the waning years of the Clinton administration and the Monica Lewinsky scandal. When 

Stewart arrived, a significant change happened, making the show more strongly focused 

on politics and the national media, in contrast to the pop culture focus during Kilborn’s 

era. For Winstead, who left the show a few months before Stewart took over, “When Jon 

came on board, he was really, ‘Let’s take on the people that are big giant offenders, and 

hypocrites which are corporations and the media and politicians.’ So when the show 

really started going for sort of a really healthy big targets of big bullies, that’s really 

when it started to shine” (Winstead, 2009, para. 2).   
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Influenced by comedians Johnny Carson and George Carlin, Jonathan Stuart 

Leibowitz grew up in Lawrence Township, New Jersey, in a traditional, well-educated, 

middle-class Jewish family as the second son of a physicist father and a mother who 

taught elementary-school special education. His parents divorced when Stewart was nine 

years old. He describes himself in high school as “very into Eugene Debs and a bit of a 

leftist” (Adato, 2000). In 1984, he graduated from The College of William & Mary in 

Virginia, where he played on the soccer team and initially pursued a major in chemistry 

before switching to psychology. After college, Stewart held numerous jobs, working as a 

contingency planner for the New Jersey Department of Human Services, a contract 

administrator for the City University of New York, a puppeteer for children with 

disabilities, a caterer, a busboy, a shelf stocker at a supermarket, and a bartender at a local 

blue-collar bar.  Stewart moved to New York City in 1986 to try his hand at the comedy 

club circuit. He made his stand-up debut at The Bitter End, where Woody Allen also 

began, and tried to keep up with colleague comedians such as Denis Leary, Dave Attell, 

and Louis C.K. In 1989 Stewart got his first television job as a writer and soon began co-

hosting Comedy Central's Short Attention Span Theater, and the short-lived You Wrote It, 

You Watch It on MTV. In 1993, Stewart developed The Jon Stewart Show, a talk show on 

MTV. Amongt the fans of the show was David Letterman, who was the final guest when 

the show was cancelled in 1995, and who signed Stewart with his production company 

(Kakutani, 2008; Smith, 2010; Junod, 2011). 

When Stewart arrived at The Daily Show, its “humor was goofy and 

improvisational, based on the interplay between the fake-news host and the fake- news 
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correspondents and dependent on whimsy and happenstance” (Junod, 2011, para. 26). 

According to Junod (2011), Stewart wanted the show to be more competitive, almost in a 

newsgathering sense, and he wanted it to have a point of view, which happened to be his 

own. Stewart served not only as host but also as a writer and executive producer. Former 

editor of the satirical newspaper The Onion, Ben Karlin, who joined the The Daily 

Show’s staff in 1999 as head writer and was later promoted to executive producer, was 

essential in shaping the voice of the show under Stewart.  

The show developed a production routine similar to that of newsrooms. 

According to Kakutani (2008), the show's writers begin each day with a morning meeting 

where they review material that researchers have gathered from major newspapers, the 

Associated Press, cable news television channels, and websites, and discuss headline 

material for the lead news segment. Throughout the morning they work on writing 

deadline pieces inspired by recent news, as well as longer-term projects. By lunchtime, 

Stewart – who describes his role as a managing editor – begins to review headline jokes. 

The script is submitted by 3 p.m., and at 4:15 p.m. there is a rehearsal. An hour is left for 

rewrites before a 6 p.m. taping in front of a live studio audience.  

Under Stewart and Karlin, The Daily Show became more passionately and deeply 

political. Stephen Colbert, then a correspondent of The Daily Show and now host of The 

Colbert Report, recalled that Stewart specifically asked him to have a political viewpoint, 

and to allow his passion for issues to carry through into his comedy (Gross, 2005).  For 

many observers, Stewart´s Daily Show really began with “Indecision 2000,” the show’s 

parody of that year’s presidential campaign in which George W. Bush was elected 
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president of the United States. During this campaign, the correspondents went on the 

road, mixing with real journalists. According to Colbert,  

The more we got to meet people in the media, it was – ´Oh! You’re fucking 
retarded! You don’t care! The pettiness of it, the strange lack of passion for any 
kind of moral or editorial authority, always struck me as weird. We felt like, 
we’re serious people doing an unserious thing, and they’re unserious people doing 
a very serious thing. (quoted in Smith, 2010, p. 4)  
 

Following the 9/11 attacks and the invasion of Iraq, the show focused more 

closely not just on politics, but also on the machinery of policymaking and the White 

House’s efforts to manage the news media. Segments of the show, such as “Mess 

O’Potamia,” focused on the United States’ policies in the Middle East. During the 2000, 

2004, and 2008 presidential elections, The Daily Show’s correspondents went on the road 

to record specials from cities hosting the Democratic and Republican National 

Conventions, and all culminated in live election night specials. Political guests of the 

show have included U.S. President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe Biden, former 

Presidents Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton, former British Prime Ministers Tony Blair and 

Gordon Brown, former Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf, Liberian President Ellen 

Johnson Sirleaf, Bolivian President Evo Morales, and former Mexican President Vicente 

Fox. In 2006, Rolling Stone magazine described The Daily Show with Jon Stewart as the 

“hot destination for anyone who wants to sell books or seem hip, from presidential 

candidates to military dictators” (Dowd, 2006).  

The show has also received many distinctions and awards, such as two Peabody 

Awards for its coverage of the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections, and sixteen Emmy 
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Awards in the categories of Outstanding Variety, Music or Comedy Series and 

Outstanding Writing for a Variety, Music or Comedy Program. In September 2010, Time 

magazine selected The Daily Show as one of “The 100 Best TV Shows of All Time” 

(Poniewozik, 2010). At the same time, the show also generated global impact. Since 

2002, an edited version of the show called The Daily Show: Global Edition has aired 

outside the United States on CNN International and other overseas networks in places 

such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Portugal, North Africa and the Middle East. The 

Daily Show´s format has also inspired international versions unaffiliated with Comedy 

Central. Examples of this global trend are the Persian-language satire program Parazit 

(Karami, 2010), Germany’s Heute Show19, and Al Bernameg20 in Egypt. 

 

U.S. INFOTAINMENT, POST-9/11 FOXIFICATION OF NEWS, AND POSTMODERN 

AUDIENCES 

 

The Daily Show continues a long line of press satire. Historical examples include 

Jonathan Swift’s A Modest Proposal (1729) and the political cartoonists of many eras. 

Television examples include David Frost’s That Was the Week That Was (1962-1963 in 

England, 1964-1965 in the United States), the “Weekend Update” segment on Saturday 

Night Live (1975-present), and Murphy Brown (1988-1998). Film examples include 

Network (1976) and Anchorman (2004). The Daily Show – and its brother show The 

                                                
19 See the show here: http://heuteshow.zdf.de/ 
20 See the show here: http://www.albernameg.com/ 
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Colbert Report21 – are probably the most famous symbols of a phenomenon that merges 

entertainment programs with political talk. During the last 15 years, American programs 

such as The Chris Rock Show, The View, The Late Show with David Letterman, and Real 

Time with Bill Maher have featured politics in new and entertaining ways. The cable 

news networks also ventured into political entertainment programming with shows such 

as D.L. Hughley’s Break the News on CNN and Huckabee on Fox. In this scenario, The 

Daily Show presents probably the most exhaustive humorous and satirical critique of 

mainstream media and the political class. 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart appeared in a context when American media 

outlets – like Fox News – made significant challenges to the dominant journalistic norms 

that governed news media for a long time. As Jones & Baym (2010) noted, these 

challenges include the role that journalists and news organizations play in the 

construction of political reality. This extends way beyond the simple (re)introduction of 

partisanship into news coverage, but includes how we know and distinguish truth from 

falsehood.22 Simply put, “Fox has assumed an unprecedented role for a single ‘news’ 

                                                
21 In The Colbert Report, comedian Stephen Colbert parodies right-wing host Bill O’Reilly. Colbert’s satire 
takes conservative positions and spins them out to their extreme, submitting every topic to the highly 
charged “elitist thinker vs. common American” debate O’Reilly popularized. However, the rhetorical 
strategies of O’Reilly and Colbert are identical: reference to anecdote rather than facts, appeals to emotion 
rather than reason, use of “everyman” language and syntax, and the spinning of a racist agenda. O’ Reilly 
tends to argue using reductio ad absurdum, becoming a parody of himself. This is why some might have a 
difficult time identifying the differences between Colbert’s satire and O’Reilly’s political ranting (Colleta, 
2009). 
22 For example, Fox News has become an important participant in a much broader far-right project of 
challenging the foundations of modernist epistemology. The project is about contesting the ways of 
knowing in science (i.e., evolution, global warming), history (i.e., the Civil War without slavery, seeing 
socialism-fascism-liberalism as same thing, the Texas school textbook battles), law and constitutional 
democracy (i.e., civil rights, the Geneva Conventions, the separation of powers), language (i.e., 
Conservapedia.com), and, of course, media/journalism. 
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organization as the center of gravity for an ideological movement” (Jones & Baym, 2010, 

p. 285).23 The Daily Show can be seen as a reaction to this right-wing media conservative 

movement. Its main strategy is to interrogate the highly ideological versions of the day’s 

events that mainstream media seek to establish as truth.  

 After the 2000 U.S. presidential election and the 9/11 attacks, these ideological 

tensions also take place in a time when young people have increasingly turned away from 

traditional outlets of political communication, namely newspapers and television news 

(Mindich, 2005; State of the News Media, 2011, 2012). The Pew Research Center’s 

reports (2000, 2004, 2010) also address journalistic concerns that audiences are attracted 

more to entertainment than serious public affairs reporting, and that they might not even 

be able to distinguish between the two. This highlights concerns of the American public’s 

ignorance of the political process (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), youth disengagement 

from politics (Buckingham 2000), a declining reading culture (Scheuer, 1999), couch 

potato kids and the entertainmentization of politics (West & Orman, 2003), and the 

cynicism of contemporary society (Hart, 1994; Chaloupka, 1999). 

 The Daily Show attracts many young people with its initial discourse of 

entertainment. Researchers have found that while young people do want to be 

entertained, they also want to be informed. In this sense, Baym and Jones (2010) argued 

that The Daily Show, as well as other shows like The Colbert Report and Real Time with 

Bill Maher, not only do a good job in engaging individuals in reasoned discussions that 

                                                
23 Jones (2007) noted that an increasingly savvy public realizes that news programs such as CNN are no 
more “real” than The Daily News is “fake.” 
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are important in upholding a democratic system, but are also able to provide audiences 

with meaningful resources for citizenship and civic engagement. While there is debate on 

The Daily Show’s real effects on audiences (Baumgartner & Morris, 2006; Cao, 2010; 

Holbert et al., 2007; Morris, 2009; Young & Vishak, 2008), Feldman (2007) noted that 

the show’s use of irony and satire does more than inject emotion and subjectivity into the 

news: the effective application of these techniques implies a shared understanding 

between communicator and receiver. In this sense, the show might encourage young 

viewers to tune into traditional forms of news so that they have the context necessary to 

appreciate the program’s humor. In fact, the National Annenberg Election Survey (2004) 

found that young people who watch The Daily Show are more knowledgeable about 

politics than non-viewers. According to the survey, followers of The Daily Show had a 

more accurate idea of the facts behind the 2004 presidential election than most others, 

including those who primarily got their news through the national network evening 

newscasts and through reading newspapers. A more recent survey by the Pew Research 

Center (2007) also supported the contention that regular viewers of The Daily Show tend 

to be more knowledgeable about news than audiences of other news sources. From 

another perspective, Kowalewski (2012) found that entertainment news programs like 

The Daily Show influence the transfer of the media’s agenda to the public’s agenda 

similarly to traditional hard news. In other words, individuals react similarly to 

entertainment news and traditional hard news, and entertainment programs could set the 

public’s agenda. Nevertheless, Baumgartner and Morris (2006) found that viewers of The 
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Daily Show also exhibit more cynicism toward the electoral system and the news media 

at large.  

 

THE DAILY SHOW: AN EXPERIMENT IN JOURNALISM 

 

The Daily Show’s use of parody unmasks the artifice in much contemporary news 

practices, while the interview segment endorses and enacts a deliberative model of 

democracy based on civility of exchange, complexity of argument, and the goal of mutual 

understanding (Baym, 2005)24. Comedy also provides the methods to engage in serious 

political criticism. The label of “fake news” enables the show to say what traditional 

journalism cannot. Although conservative “news” people (like Bernard Goldberg, Bill O’ 

Reilly, or Tucker Carlson) mockingly call Stewart a “journalist,” he refuses this label. 

Categorization as comedy grants The Daily Show immunity from accusations that it 

violates journalistic standards. “Never claiming to be news, it can hardly be charged with 

being illegitimate journalism; either by the political structure it interrogates or the news 

media it threatens” (Baym, 2005, p. 273). A good example of this is when Bernard 

Goldberg, political commentator for Fox News, demanded that Stewart be as tough 

toward his liberal guests as he is with Fox and conservatives. In response, Stewart 

argued:  

                                                
24 For Baym (2007), this segment also reworks the rules of news and celebrity interviewing to produce a 
novel form of televisual interaction that blends postmodern stylistics with a modernist ethos of rational-
critical dialogue.  
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You can’t criticize me for not being fair and balanced. That’s your slogan, which 
 by the way, you never follow… To say that comedians have to decide whether 
 they are comedians or social commentators – comedians do social commentary 
 through comedy. That’s how it’s worked for a thousand years. I have not moved 
 out of the comedian's box toward the news box. The news box is moving towards 
 me (The Daily Show, 2010).25  

 
In a context of public dissatisfaction with television news (Pew Research Center 

for the People and the Press, 2012), The Daily Show appears as a reaction against the 

decline of democratically useful news and public affairs programming, doing in several 

cases a much better informative job than mainstream media (Borden, 2007; Smolkin, 

2007). After comparing news items “reported” by The Daily Show with the same stories 

covered by CNN – focusing on news reports of the 2004 presidential campaign –, Jones 

(2007) argued that The Daily Show’s faux journalistic style allows the show to question, 

dispel, and critique the manipulative language and symbolizations coming from the 

presidential campaign while simultaneously revealing deeper truths about politics than 

those offered by the “objective” reporting of mainstream journalism:  

By actually showing the high levels of spin and rhetoric produced by the 
candidates and their campaigns, then offering humorous retorts that cut to the 
heart of the matter, The Daily Show offers its viewers particular (and perhaps 
more useful) “information” about the campaign that is often missing from “real” 
journalistic reports on the news networks, and hence informs its viewers in ways 
that mainstream media journalism rarely does. (Jones, 2007, p. 130)26 
 

                                                
25 The video is available online: http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/tue-april-20-2010/bernie-goldberg-
fires-back 
26 In the presidential campaign example, The Daily Show highlights political rhetoric itself, showing the 
false statements, ad hominem attacks, pandering, and populist appeals of candidate Bush, not seeing 
language as “given” in politics, but instead as a disturbing quality that exemplifies the character of the 
politician. The viewers are reminded of diverse information for making sense of the events covered in the 
daily news report. Continually, Stewart will not let the viewer lose sight of the greater truths at stake. He is 
constantly keeping score, adding it all up, reminding the viewer of what this says about the candidates and 
the larger terms upon which they should be evaluated (Jones, 2007). 
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The Daily Show’s practice of “political culture-jamming” adds a subversive 

interpretation of dominant political brand to the public sphere. “It jams the uninterrupted 

stream of the dominant political images through the proliferation of humorous dissident 

images that exploit leverage points – factual errors, logical contradictions, and 

incongruities – in both the dominant political discourse and the media that disseminate it” 

(Warner, 2007). This is similar to what Baym (2010) called “neo-modern” journalism, a 

new approach to public affairs television and an emergent paradigm exemplified by The 

Daily Show and The Colbert Report:  

These two shows appear to be the epitome of postmodern media marked by 
border crossing hybridity. They interweave information with entertainment, 
politics with pop culture, and reasoned conversation with spectacle. Perhaps for 
that reason, a number of critics both journalistic and academic have worried that 
they represent yet another, if more creative, kind of infotainment, a corruption not 
only of serious news but of the democratic ethos itself. Instead, though, I argue 
that underlying the postmodern form, there is a quite modernist agenda, a critique 
of news and an interrogation of political power that rests on a firm belief in fact, 
accountability, and reason in public discourse. (Jones & Baym, 2010, p. 281) 

 

In a country with no national press council and where the government cannot 

enforce accountability of the media due to privileges the First Amendment affords the 

press, enforcing accountability falls to journalists – along with press critics. Painter and 

Hodges (2010) analyzed videos of The Daily Show and concluded that the show holds 

traditional broadcast media accountable in four distinct ways: by pointing out falsehoods, 

by pointing out inconsistencies, by pointing out when inconsequential news is blown out 

of proportion, and by critiquing the very nature of broadcast news. For the authors, 

Stewart’s humor is legitimate and effective for three reasons: 1) his comedic approach 
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helps make traditional news media, particularly broadcast news outlets, accountable to 

the public; 2) he reminds the public of the ideal standards of journalism; and 3) Stewart 

teaches media literacy, showing how stories are edited and pulling the curtain to reveal 

how news gets made (Painter & Hodges, 2010).  

Lizz Winstead, the co-creator of The Daily Show, interpreted the show’s success 

in terms of its watchdog role for the watchdog:  

I could never have envisioned a media that would devolve so profoundly. The 

Daily Show is brilliant because it has followed this devolution. If news gets better, 
what are you going to make fun of? So the show gets better as the news gets 
worse. Which is an unfortunate problem in society. Because the media was 
supposed to be the watchdog for the regular folks, and now comedians have to be 
the watchdog of the media. So if you have a watchdog for the watchdog, that’s a 
problem. (Winstead quoted in DiNovella, 2012, p. 36) 
 

Feldman (2007) maintained that professional journalists understand the program 

not as challenging the legitimacy of serious news but as challenging the news media to 

think more responsibly about what journalism should look like today. Feldman observed 

that some have begun to re-evaluate the consensual notions of professional practice, like 

the news/entertainment and objectivity/subjectivity distinctions. In this sense, comedy 

and entertainment might not be incompatible with substantive journalism, especially 

considering how journalistic responsibility can be successfully negotiated in a media 

world where comedians – who resist any claim to accountability – are reporting the news.  

Thus, The Daily Show’s label of “fake news” does not mean that the information 

it imparts is untrue. As Jones (2007) noted, The Daily Show is “fake” only in that it 

refuses to make claims to authenticity. Indeed, its humor offers a means of reestablishing 
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common-sense truths to counter the spectacle and artifice of politicians and the media. At 

the same time, any notion of “fake news” depends upon an equal conception of “real”: 

“Fake news necessitates assumptions about some kind of authentic or legitimate set of 

news practices, ideals that one rarely hears articulated or necessarily sees as evident 

today” (Baym, 2005, p. 261). In the absence of a codified set of professional guidelines 

or supervisory guild, news instead is defined and constrained by a set of arbitrary cultural 

practices open for reconsideration. In this sense, Baym (2005) posited that The Daily 

Show can be better understood not as “fake news” but as an experiment in journalism, an 

alternative journalism that uses satire to interrogate power, parody to critique 

contemporary news, and dialogue to enact a model of deliberative democracy.  

Baym (2005, 2010) argued that this experiment occurs in times when a more 

profound phenomenon of “discursive integration” takes place. Discourses of news, 

politics, entertainment and marketing have grown deeply inseparable; the languages and 

practices of each have lost their distinctiveness and are melded into previously 

unimagined combinations. At the same time, Baym’s concept of discursive integration 

not only recognizes that informational formats adopt techniques and intentions of 

entertainment, but it also highlights the fact that entertainment programs increasingly 

adopt the focus and forms of news. It encompasses more than questions of genre or form; 

it is also a matter of conventions of public speech when both journalists and serious 

political figures are reshaping the way they talk in the media. In this sense, the discursive 

integration embodied in The Daily Show is ultimately about meaning – about the ways we 

not only speak about, but make sense of, the political world. 
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Some critics suggest that The Daily Show’s irony damages the democratic 

process, as deconstruction through ridicule and laughter leads to cynical nihilism. Colleta 

(2009) asked: Can the social political satire of TV shows as The Daily Show or The 

Colbert Report really have any kind of efficacy beyond that of mere entertainment? Or 

does the self-referential irony undermine social and political engagement, creating a 

disengaged viewer who prefers outsider irreverence to thoughtful satiric critique and 

ironic, passive democracy to discerning engaged politics?  

Savvy television shows like The Daily Show or The Colbert Report satirize the 
blurring of the real and the virtual, the political and the parodic, but they do it 
within the same self-reflexive, mediated space of television, and therefore, like all 
pastiche, the seriousness of their critique is undermined. If the satire is pleasing to 
audiences, it becomes another mediated gesture to be quoted and referenced. The 
mainstream media pay close attention to the fake news of Stephen Colbert and 
Jon Stewart, and politicians clamor to get on their shows, and, while this makes 
for brilliantly funny comedy, it trivializes the seriousness of both the politicians 
and the satire, turning everything into one big meta-joke. (Colleta, 2009, p. 866) 
 
Jones & Baym (2010) claimed that Stewart and Colbert are really modernists at 

heart. “Satirists use their crafts as a disguise for their sincere belief in truth” (Sloterdijk, 

1987). The fact that contemporary “news” shows (like the O’Reilly Factor or Crossfire) 

are frequently more absurd than comedy itself makes satirists’ job more ambivalent. It 

forces satirists eventually to intervene on those “real” news shows and ask journalists to 

do their job. This is precisely what Jon Stewart did during his now famous performance 

on Crossfire. 

 

JON STEWART ON CROSSFIRE 
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 Broadcast on CNN on October 15, 2004, the Jon Stewart-Crossfire interview was 

chosen for analysis because of its symbolic value as it is an event that happened outside 

the comedy codes of The Daily Show. In a traditional media scenario like CNN, it 

contrasts two different perceptions on the role of journalism and media. The 14-minute 

video of this interview can be accessed on You Tube27 and the transcript is also available 

online28. The appearance of Jon Stewart on CNN’s Crossfire was the 2004 top-cited 

blogosphere media story. More than 600,000 people watched the television broadcast and 

millions watched it online29.  

 Aired between 1982 and 2005, Crossfire was hosted in 2004 by two pundits, one 

of whom was presented as being “from the right” (Tucker Carlson) and one “from the 

left” (Paul Begala), to provide the two ends of the political spectrum. The show almost 

always featured two additional “left and right wing” guests on each topic of discussion. 

On some occasions only one guest was featured. On the night of October 15, 2004, the 

only guest was comedian Jon Stewart, the host of The Daily Show. Begala and Carlson 

wore suits; Stewart was dressed informally. The audience celebrated Stewart’s presence 

and his critiques against Crossfire with applause. During his appearance, Stewart 

criticized the talk show hosts for debasing journalism in the name of political debate, and 

made an appeal for “civilized discourse,” a “responsibility to public discourse,” and “to 

stop hurting America” with partisan hackery and theater that masquerades as news on 

                                                
27 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFQFB5YpDZE 
28 http://politicalhumor.about.com/library/bljonstewartcrossfire.htm 
29 Only considering the top two Youtube videos, more than 5 million people watched the Crossfire episode 
online.  
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CNN. For Boler & Turpin (2008), it was a liminal moment of contemporary news media 

history, like Stephen Colbert’s keynote speech at the White House Correspondents’ 

Dinner in 200630.  

Partly due to Stewart’s criticisms during the interview (in which he asked the first 

question), Crossfire was later cancelled in 2005, and Tucker Carlson was fired from 

CNN31.  

 
“Us” versus politicians and corporations 

 

 At the beginning of the interview, Begala and Carlson confer authority to Stewart, 

and acknowledge his talents. They present him as either the “funniest smart guy” or the 

“smartest funny man.” Stewart is also recognized as an accomplished actor in the world 

of spectacle (Emmy award winning), developer of a comedy style (host of The Daily 

Show), and author of a best-selling published book (America: A Citizen’s Guide to 

Democracy Inaction). Then, Stewart subtly highlights his media power as an opinion 

leader: “I made a special effort to come on the show today, because I privately, amongst 

                                                
30 On April 29, 2006, Stephen Colbert was an invited keynote speaker/performer at the Washington, D.C, 
annual White House Correspondents’ Dinner. Colbert’s parodic performance delivered a critique of George 
W. Bush and his administration – with Bush himself sitting close to Colbert – in front of hundreds of 
political figures. One of his main targets, nevertheless, was the media and the journalists: “Over the last 
five years you people were so good – over tax cuts, intelligence, the effect of global warming. We 
Americans didn‘t want to know, and you had the courtesy not to try to find out. Those were the good times, 
as far as we knew. But listen, let’s review the rules. Here’s how it works: the president makes the decisions, 
and you people of the press type those decisions down. Make, announce, type. Just put ‘em through your 
spell check and go home. Get to know your family again. Make love to your wife. Write that novel you got 
kicking around in your head. You know, the one about the intrepid Washington reporter with the courage to 
stand up to the administration. You know – fiction!” (Colbert, “White House”). 
31 According to The New York Times, the president of CNN, Jonathan Klein, specifically cited the criticism 
that Stewart leveled at the show during his appearance – that partisan rant shows were “hurting America.” 
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my friends and also in occasional newspapers and television shows, mentioned this show 

as being bad,” he said. 

 During the show, Stewart portrayed himself as someone whose opinions count, 

and who has access to diverse media – print, broadcast – and select circles. Stewart 

explained that he was on Crossfire not only to tell Begala and Carlson that their show 

was bad – assuming the authority to do it – , but also to ask them, on behalf of America, 

to stop:  

Stewart: It's not so much that it’s bad, as it’s hurting America. But I wanted to 
come here today and say... Stop, stop, stop, stop hurting America. 

 Begala: OK. Now… 
 Stewart: And come work for us, because we, as the people... 
 Carlson: How do you pay? 
 Stewart: The people  –  not well. 
 Begala: Better than CNN, I'm sure. 
 Stewart: But you can sleep at night. 
 Stewart: See, the thing is, we need your help. Right now, you're helping the  

politicians and the corporations. And we're left out there to mow our lawns. 
Begala: By beating up on them? You just said we're too rough on them when they 
make mistakes. 
Stewart: No, no, no, you're not too rough on them. You're part of their strategies. 
You are partisan, what do you call it, hacks. 

 

 The above quote is probably the most symbolic part of the interview and touches 

on a variety of topics. First, Stewart stated the idea that media have the power to hurt a 

country. Second, that a country can be hurt as a whole – the concept of a national 

consciousness supports this assumption. Third, Stewart placed himself as part of a 

different group that is related to the people (“come work for us, because we, as the 

people…”) Fourth, this group – “us” – does honorable work. This work does not pay 
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much (which is obviously false32), but “you can sleep at night.” Fifth, Stewart assumed 

the role of spokesman of the group (“we need your help”). Sixth, the group Stewart 

represented is in opposition to “the politicians and corporations” whom Crossfire helps. 

Seventh, the supposedly confrontational formula of Crossfire is part of the strategies of 

politicians and corporations – the others –  because it promotes partisanship. This last 

point is especially crucial, because Stewart rejected the idea that Crossfire is a show for 

debate.   

 

Different conceptions of debate 

 

 In Crossfire’s intro, Paul Begala defined the dynamics of the show: “Our show is 

about left versus right, black versus white, paper versus plastic, Red Sox against the 

Yankees,” he said. Early in the interview, Stewart criticized this idea of debate: “Why do 

we have to fight? Why do you argue?” he asked sarcastically. For him, this 

confrontational style was “hurting America.” Crossfire reduced a complex reality to a 

simplistic, partisan, and binary opposition. This black and white opposition helped the 

strategies of politicians and corporations, because those extremes became the only valid 

positions, erasing the possibility for a more elaborated, eclectic, or nuanced discourse. In 

traditional news media, audiences are offered just two sides, and are compelled to 

endorse one of them. Partisanship is encouraged rather than reflection and analysis. This 

                                                
32 According to Forbes magazine, Jon Stewart makes about $14 million a year.  
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formula hurts a country’s democracy and benefits politicians and corporations because no 

other alternative is allowed to exist.  

Begala defended Crossfire’s position: “If the indictment is that Crossfire reduces 

everything to left, right, black, white, well, it is because we are a debate show.” But 

Stewart rejected this label for Crossfire: “No, that would be great. To do a debate show 

would be great. But that’s like saying that pro wrestling is a show about athletic 

competition.” While for many people professional wrestling might be an athletic 

competition, this comparison highlights the two non-conciliatory conceptions of debate. 

On the one hand, the reductionist and simplistic perspective based on confrontational 

binaries excludes any in-betweens and analytical ways of thinking. On the other exists a 

perspective that might have to do with intellectual honesty, a conception of critical debate 

that is constructive, coherent, sincere, and that is not just a representation or a façade. 

Debate, for Stewart, seeks truth – as ideal journalism – and is not “theater”:  

 Stewart: But the thing is that you're doing theater, when you should be doing 
 debate, which would be great. 
 Begala: We do, do... 

Stewart: It's not honest. What you do is not honest. What you do is partisan 
hackery. 

 

The responsibility of journalism and the media 

 

A main issue at stake in this interview is the role of news media and journalism, 

and the topic appears at various moments throughout the conversation. One of Stewart’s 

main critiques was that Crossfire was a news media program with a “responsibility to the 
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public discourse,” and it “has failed miserably.” Carlson counter-attacked, criticizing 

Stewart’s interview with John Kerry, the democrat presidential candidate in 2004. He 

accused Stewart of “sucking up to him,” asking Kerry soft questions (such as: How are 

you holding up? Is it hard not to take the attacks personally? Have you ever flip-

flopped?), and being his “butt boy.” Stewart replied that his role as a comedian is not the 

same of media programs like Crossfire: “If you want to compare your show to a comedy 

show, you are more than welcome to… I wouldn’t aim for us. I’d aim for Seinfeld;” “I 

didn’t realize that news organizations look for Comedy Central for their cues on 

integrity;” “[asking pointed questions] isn’t my role. I don’t think I have to;” “If your 

idea of confronting me is that I don’t ask hard-hitting enough news questions, we’re in 

bad shape, fellows;” “You’re on CNN. The show that leads into me is puppets making 

crank phone calls. What is wrong with you?” 

Stewart positioned himself in an ambiguous and convenient space: he is not a 

journalist, and he does not have the same responsibility with public discourse that 

journalists do. He cannot be judged for his journalistic quality (like in his interview with 

Kerry). While journalistic interviews have the role of asking pointed and hard-hitting 

questions, his comedy show does not have that obligation. As he has defined himself, he 

is, first of all, a comedian, and his central role is to make people laugh. However, The 

Daily Show parodies newscasts with critical humor, and these parody-type interpretations 

of news have become influential (as surveys note). So, here is a contradiction:  The Daily 

Show has consciously assumed a voice in the political public discourse, but it rejects any 

type of accountability. In spite of his own contradiction, Stewart asked Crossfire’s hosts 
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to help “us” – that imaginary collective – and he assumed an active stance that allows 

him to “sleep at night.” However, he cannot elaborate on the real function, media 

responsibilities, and political relevance of this alleged group he represents. 

A valid critique of Stewart is his lack of willingness to develop an eventual 

journalistic function, especially in cases when he has privileged access. Carlson asked 

Stewart about it: “You got the chance to interview the guy [John Kerry]. Why not ask 

him a real question?;” “You had John Kerry on your show and you sniff his throne and 

you’re accusing us of partisan hackery?;” “Kerry won’t come on this show. He will come 

on your show.” Similarly, Stewart also said that Crossfire is “such a great opportunity to 

actually get the politicians off of their marketing and strategy.” In this textual universe, 

both actors were accusing each other of missing their opportunities. The media – 

traditional and non-traditional political shows – become a field of partisanship and 

wasted chances.  

While Stewart said Crossfire has a “responsibility to the public discourse,” 

Carlson offered a more private idea of media: “What’s it like to have dinner with you? It 

must be excruciating. Do you like to lecture people like this… you come over to their 

house and sit and lecture them; they're not doing the right thing, that they're missing their 

opportunities, evading their responsibilities?” Carlson portrayed Crossfire as a personal 

belonging, comparing it to his house. The debate news show is assumed to be a private 

space, rejecting its public service ethos, like the one journalism is supposed to have in 

society. It seems, however, that this idealistic notion of journalism should only be 

discussed in classrooms. After saying that Stewart is a great comedian and a boring 
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lecturer, Carlson added: “You need to get a job at a journalism school.” And Stewart 

replied: “You need to go to one.”  In this sense, according to Carlson, journalism schools 

become a place for moralist lectures and theoretical debates, but not for people actually 

working in the media. 

Curiously, Stewart’s work is continually judged in journalistic terms, even though 

he rejects this role and responsibility. For example, he is asked about the possible 

independence of his comedy show if Kerry wins, when “independence” is a value usually 

associated with journalism in a democracy, and not with comedy. Stewart rejected the 

idea that he was pressured by a responsibility for independence. So, Carlson redirected 

his question, changing the terms: 

 Begala: Which candidate do you suppose would provide you better material? 
 … 
 Stewart: Mr. T. I think he'd be the funniest. I don't… 
 (Laughter) 
 Begala: Don't you have a stake in it that way, as not just a citizen, but as a  

professional comic? 
 Stewart: Right, which I hold to be much more important than as a citizen… 
 Begala: But who would provide you better material, do you suppose? 

Stewart: I don't really know. That's kind of not how we look at it. We look at… 
the absurdity of the system provides us the most material. And that is best served 
by sort of the theater of it all, you know, which, by the way, thank you both, 
because it’s been helpful. 

 

Arguing that his show tries to expose the absurdity of the system, Stewart 

engaged in a very ambitious and structural critique. He targeted the “theater,” the 

falseness of the system. For him, comedy might be able to reveal some kind of truth to 

the people, while traditional news media develop spectacle to benefit politicians and 

corporations. Traditional news media, like Crossfire, are an essential part of the absurd 
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and histrionic system. Because of this, media become the best material for Stewart’s 

show.   

 

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

 

Jon Stewart constructs his media character and his show’s discourse in opposition 

to mainstream news media and their claims of representing the truth. The interview 

analyzed here reveals two contrasting views on the role of media in public discourse, 

rooted in different ideological notions of debate and the public sphere. On the one hand, 

Begala and Carlson had a reductionist, binary and confrontational notion about “debate,” 

which reduced any conflict to two extreme sides, forcing participants to assume a 

particular affiliation in order to become part of the public discourse. This leads inevitably 

to partisanship and helps the strategies of politicians and corporate America, limiting the 

existence of discourses in the media that do not have an organized, ideological apparatus 

within the sphere of power. (For example: if one does not define himself or herself as left 

or right, Democrat or Republican, s/he will not have a voice in the public political 

debate). In this scenario, Stewart has said that he represents the “disenfranchised center,” 

the supposed majority of Americans who feel bullied and pushed aside by the partisan 

extremes that dominate politics and the media: “I represent the distracted center. My 

comedy is not the comedy of the neurotic. It comes from the center. But it comes from 

feeling displaced from society because you are in the center. We are the group of 
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fairness, common sense, and moderation. We are clearly the disenfranchised center… 

because we are not in charge” (Stewart quoted in Jones, 2005, pp. 114-15). 

Carlson of Crossfire likened his media space to his home, which became a 

metaphor for private media and their rejection of journalism’s public service ethos. On 

one hand, media scenarios, characters, and talk become a theater, a false representation of 

knowledge, an impossibility of understanding, and a rejection of social contribution. 

Media’s existence then not only becomes irrelevant, but also has the potential to hurt the 

country. On the other hand, Stewart declared that media can also work for “the people.” 

He gives voice to a group that, according to him, works for the people and develops a 

structural critique aimed at revealing the absurdity of the system. He assumed a 

spokesman’s responsibility, but rejected any accountability in journalistic terms. In this 

sense, Stewart presented a contradictory discourse. On the one hand, he demanded more 

intelligent and critical debate, accused the missed opportunities of relevant information, 

denounced partisanship and the dangerous relationship of media with corporate and 

political power (which is hurting the country), pointed to the cynical theater developed by 

traditional shows, and highlighted the media’s lack of commitment to public discourse. 

On the other hand, Stewart is the head of one of the most popular and influential TV 

shows on news, and yet trivializes his own missed opportunities (like his interview with 

John Kerry). Rejecting any type of accountability for the “serious” world of politics and 

media (like Bahktin’s “first world” that is suspended in carnival), he cannot be judged as 

partisan (even if he exhibits his political affinities), cannot be questioned on his 

journalistic and interviewing skills, cannot be libeled for any exaggeration, and, more 
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importantly, cannot be restricted when revealing his idea of “the absurdity of the system.” 

In The Daily Show, this exposition is done through satire, and has a profoundly 

carnivalesque spirit.  

Like Rabelais, Stewart captures and rearticulates the humor of ordinary people 

expressed in the unofficial spaces of popular culture where they could mock authority. He 

degrades privileged subjects – the political class, mainstream journalists, and pundits – 

and turns them into flesh (their intellectual and moral vulnerability) by exposing their 

hidden agenda, biased reporting, and highly ideological versions of news. He also 

exposes the spectacle surrounding media and political events. He develops this critique 

with the transgressive intention of refusing the forces of officialdom and subverts the 

media’s and the press’ message through political cultural jamming. Like in carnival, 

Stewart mixes a prevailing mood of fun with social criticism embodied in the humorous 

voice of the court jester. He is the figure that speaks truth to power and reveals the 

“emperor’s nakedness” (or “the absurdity of the system”). Indeed, Stewart has been 

described as a court jester who cares (Jones, 2005). But he is not the classic court jester. 

In the Crossfire episode, Stewart as the court jester switched from satire to sincerity in 

order to voice a collective demand for the press’s social responsibility to democracy. He 

expressed the widely shared frustration and perception that the news media are failing 

democracy and voiced the public’s desire that politicians and the press tell the “truth.” 33 

Stewart’s refusal to be the “funny man” in Crossfire gave him credibility and the voice of 

                                                
33 This is also present in Colbert’s “truthiness,” his term for the substitution of emotion for rational 
thinking, of valuation and celebration of perception, certainty, and feeling irrespective for facts (Jones & 
Baym, 2010). 
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authenticity. He also created complicity with the audience by unmasking the spectacle 

that is at the core of “news” media. Like in his show, Stewart was stating the unsaid and 

saying it for the unheard people. The court jester then revealed “fakeness” through satire 

and fiction during his nightly show, but when he considered it is not enough, he 

performed an intervention on a “real stage” to demand truthfulness and accountability 

from the media.  

Stewart’s voice holds the position of the commonsensical average citizen, but it 

was he who had the status and authority to broadcast the critique. Why was he invited to 

the Crossfire show in the first place?34 Because he is an accomplished character in the 

world of spectacle: he is a celebrity. Stewart’s relation to celebrity is nevertheless 

ambivalent. In contrast to the way celebrities are portrayed (they are featured in terms of 

“doings and ways of life”), Stewart does not incorporate his personal/private life into his 

media character. His celebrity is constructed in terms of his comedic, professional, and 

commercial achievements, and he uses that unquestionable notion of success to deliver 

political messages that often question celebrity itself.  

Stewart’s relation to celebrity culture is similar to The Daily Show’s approach to 

the world of spectacle and sensationalism. He appropriates those languages, but infuses 

them with a transgressive carnivalesque spirit, which through satire and parody is able to 

question its own nature and the referential object of critique. The satirist then embraces 

the discursive integration process with postmodern formal flexibility, but with a modern 

critical attitude that seeks some kind of “truth.”  This is, indeed, a discursive struggle 

                                                
34 He has also been invited to other adversarial shows, like The O’Reilly Factor. 
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over “truth.” In this struggle, Stewart’s discourse is positioned in an ambiguous frontier 

(between news and entertainment; between committed criticism and comedy gigs; 

between public service and show business; between deconstruction and immediate effect; 

between celebrity and social compromise). Ambiguity becomes Stewart’s main resource 

in order to present himself in opposition to mainstream media. As Boler and Turpin 

(2008) noted, mainstream media try to fixate and create a discourse of truths and final 

solutions that makes any critique within their own discourse or on their own terms all but 

impossible. On the other hand, satire, like The Daily Show, allows an ambiguity of 

meaning that resonates with our lived experience of hypercontradiction.   

The main role of The Daily Show’s discursive struggle in today’s massive 

mediascape might be to create an ambiguous and contradictory space to question what is 

presented as “truth” in media and in political discourse. Many people had concerns about 

the role of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart after the George W. Bush administration 

came to an end. People thought that the show might lose its critical role under Barack 

Obama’s government. It did not happen, probably because what the show critiques goes 

beyond the politicians in power. It is a critique about contemporary politics and culture, 

the media, collective values, and the way we think and interpret “reality.” It is a call to 

unveil “the absurdity of the system,” and learn to inhabit a state of ambiguity and 

contradiction through constant questioning. In this process, to reach “truth” is probably to 

understand that it, like news, is a construct. 
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Chapter 5: Sacha Baron Cohen and Da Ali G Show 

(A Carnivalesque Critique on Identity in Times of Reality TV) 

 

In the 1990s, Sacha Baron Cohen, a Jewish and Cambridge-educated comedian 

from London, created three controversial characters: Ali G, a white, wannabe gangster 

from the middle-class London suburb of Staines who hosts a TV show; Bruno, an 

exhibitionist, gay Austrian fashion reporter obsessed with celebrity culture; and Borat, an 

anti-Semitic, sexist correspondent from Kazakhstan who violates social taboos with his 

outrageous viewpoints and behavior. In the role of reporters, these characters interact 

with unsuspecting real people who do not realize they are being set up for comic 

situations that prompt self-revealing prejudices and racial, sexual, social, and cultural 

tensions. The three characters were featured in different segments of Da Ali G Show, 

which first aired on Channel 4 in the United Kingdom and then on HBO in the United 

States (2003-2004).  

Ali G, Borat, and Bruno also inspired Baron Cohen to make three popular and 

much-hyped motion pictures: Ali G in Da House, Borat: Cultural Learnings of America 

for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan, and Bruno. His success as a satirist 

made Baron Cohen, according to Time Magazine (2007), one of the 100 most important 

people in the world, and, according to GQ magazine, the 19th most powerful man in 

Britain in 2007. “Not since John Lennon has an English entertainer had such an effect on 
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the world,” wrote GQ’s editor. In spite of his success, Baron Cohen rarely gives 

interviews or appears in the media out-of-character. 

Da Ali G Show was a TV program that tested the lines between fact and fiction; a 

news show with a tongue-in-cheek edge that borrowed from journalistic codes and 

conventions and commented on various social, political, religious, and cultural topics. 

Baron Cohen’s humor uses the same corrosive spirit to target the Left and the Right, 

Jews, Christians, and Muslims, the elite and the masses, men and women, and gays and 

straights. It has been called “Jackass with a brain and Mark Twain with full frontal 

nudity… This is Candid Camera as confrontational art” (Burr, 2006, para. 1). Seminally 

inspired by Peter Sellers and Monty Python, and with techniques similar to Andy 

Kaufmann, Baron Cohen has an agenda as a satirist in the Jonathan Swift tradition. For 

Saunders (2008), “His humor is meant as an attack on political and religious institutions, 

as well as the bourgeoisie, the ruling classes, and other social groups. It is also 

educational in that it is meant to teach the audience something about the undesirability of 

that which is being attacked” (Saunders, 2008, p. 24). 

However, Baron Cohen’s transgressive humor, built on the use of exaggerated 

ethnic personae that make inappropriate questions and statements, has always been 

controversial and subjected to criticism from conservative and liberal sectors. He has 

been threatened by the government of Kazakhstan, been condemned by the Anti-

Defamation League, suffered multiple investigations of obscenity and impropriety by 

media regulators, and provoked dozens of lawsuits (Barkham, 2006).  
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This chapter explores how Baron Cohen uses the marginalized configuration of 

each character posing as a journalist/interviewer to develop a structural, social, and 

political critique, which in the end is a general critique on identity in today’s 

“multicultural” societies. In a clear dialogue with contemporary media and their 

obsessions with entertainment and “reality TV,” Baron Cohen’s carnivalesque language 

parodies journalistic practices by asking absurd questions and performing interventions 

on reality in order to tackle issues rarely discussed in public debate.  

 

WHO IS SACHA BARON COHEN? 

 

To understand Sacha Baron Cohen’s humor, one must be familiar with a basic 

knowledge of his biography. Specifically, that he is Jewish and educated. Baron Cohen 

(London, 1971) comes from a prosperous Jewish family. His father is originally from 

England, his mother from Israel. He attended the prestigious Haberdsaher’s Aske’s Boys 

School. While still in high school, Baron Cohen was photographed at an anti-fascist rally 

in London. He demonstrated against South African apartheid in the 1980s, and was also 

involved in Britain’s Anti-Racist Alliance (ARA) for many years. After high school, he 

went to Christ’s College at the University of Cambridge, where he studied history. In his 

final year, Baron Cohen wrote his thesis, “The Black-Jewish Alliance: A Case of 

Mistaking Identities” (1993), which investigated Jewish involvement in the American 

Civil Rights movement. This research later took him to the ghettoes of Atlanta, Georgia, 

where he was confronted with American racism. 
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It was also at Cambridge where he explored his acting and comedic talents. Baron 

Cohen was part of the Cambridge University Amateur Dramatic Club (acting in plays 

such as My Fair Lady, Biloxi Blues, Cyrano de Bergerac, and Fiddler on the Roof) and 

performed in a number of productions by the Cambridge University Footlights Dramatic 

Club, which also produced British comedy figures like Monty Python Flying Circus’ 

actors. In this period of formation he combined his artistic, entertainment vocation with 

his academic and political preoccupations. It is interesting that most of the articles about 

the comedian mention his Cambridge education. Rich Cohen (2006) pointed out in his 

Vanity Fair interview of the comedian that his education “makes the disturbing parts of 

his act less unacceptable” (p. 262). In other words, “if he was undereducated he would 

just be a racist, but his Oxbridge degree affords him a greater level of tolerance among 

the culture police” (Saunders, 2008, p. 12).  

In a similar sense, it is important to note that Baron Cohen, the grandson of a 

Holocaust survivor, is a practicing Jew. In high school, he belonged to the international 

Socialist-Zionist youth movement Habonim Dror (‘Builders of Freedom’), an 

organization dedicated to establishing peace with Israel’s neighbors, strengthening Jewish 

culture among the diaspora, and the promotion of egalitarianism, individual liberty, and 

social justice. At the same time, he has close ties with Israel since his grandmother lives 

there and he himself lived for a time on a kibbutz in Northern Israel. He also speaks 

Hebrew fluently.  

It often seems that Baron Cohen’s Jewish background protects him against the 

criticisms of his characters’ anti-Semitism, homophobia, misogyny, and racism. 
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Commentators often imply that his act would not be funny if he were not Jewish, and his 

ethnic approach has been compared to comedians like Dave Chapelle35 and Sarah 

Silverman36. These comedians tap into racism as a way to expose it. “For these 

performers, the existential and material givens of growing up as a Jew in Britain or as a 

black man in America provide not only an apparent limitless source of comic material, 

but they are also inseparable from their humor” (Dargis, 2006, p. 1). 

 

SACHA BARON COHEN’S CONTROVERSIAL AND CARNIVALESQUE HUMOR 

 

Baron Cohen’s humor can be partly described as “ethnic humor,” or a “humor 

directed at racial and nationality groups, denigrating alleged attributes of those groups” 

(Schutz, 1989, p. 165).  

With the advent of political correctness some two decades ago, ethnic humor, as 
well as jokes about gays, women, the handicapped, and other minorities, became 
almost taboo. However, today’s ethnic humor is generally freed from both the 
cultural policing of the 1980s and early 1990s and the hateful and derogatory 
caricaturing of earlier eras37… Today such humor is typically (though not 
exclusively) “insider” joking made by members of various groups who use it as a 
“means to develop and reflect group pride” (Saunders, 2008, p. 15). 

 

                                                
35 Chapelle’s Show included short films from a racial approach to issues such as the civil rights movement, 
slavery, and “questionable behavior” within contemporary black culture.  
36 Sarah Silvermam employs racist joking, according to her defenders, to undermine racist stereotypes by 
embracing them. Unlike Silverman, who takes pleasure in her Jewishness, Baron Cohen’s act is based on 
assuming a character that engages in every possible anti-Semitic attack, rather than parodying Jewishness 
as an insider (like older comedians including Jackie Mason, Alan King, and Woody Allen). 
37 A classic example of derogatory caricaturing was The Black and White Minstrel Show—an entertainment 
program broadcast by BBC Television between 1958 and 1978. Here, white male singers and dancers 
‘blacked up’ in supposed imitation of the African American musicians of the 19th century. In 1967, the 
Campaign Against Racial Discrimination presented a petition to the BBC asking for the program to be 
taken off the air. It continued to be broadcast, however, for another 11 years. 
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Jewishness and humor have become inextricably linked since the late 19th century, 

especially in Germany and English-speaking worlds. Eckard (1992) argued that Jewish 

humor is founded upon marginality and shares certain traits with the comedy of blacks, 

Hispanics, and other marginalized peoples. For the author, the margins of society have 

been the Jewish habitat for many centuries, and that from this marginality one sees things 

more clearly and therefore more comically: “The humorous capacity to put oneself in the 

other’s position, to look at oneself doubtfully and self-critically, to take all serious 

matters with a grain of salt – these classically Jewish characteristics may all be seen as 

the fruits of marginality” (Eckardt, 1992, p. 39). Connecting with this tradition, all Baron 

Cohen’s characters – Ali G, Borat, and Bruno – assume the identity of marginalized 

groups. From a carnivalesque approach, Juni and Katz (2001) related the Jewish comedic 

tradition to an updated form of the medieval court jester, an unfortunate individual who is 

often the perpetrator and the subject of his own humor. As noted in the previous chapter, 

this figure also serves to describe Jon Stewart as a “court jester who cares.” In the case of 

Baron Cohen, he is not only playing the court jester role to make society laugh at itself, 

but also is providing a multilayered social critique of the purported subject of parody 

(wannabe blacks, disoriented foreigners, and campy gays). At the same time, Baron 

Cohen possesses a carnivalesque contempt for the pompous and powerful people he still 

can ambush, manipulate and even humiliate (Gilroy, 2002).  

Adding to his carnivalesque approach, Baron Cohen’s humor is also characterized 

by its obsession with the body and its functions. He embraces grotesque realism through 

his obsession with feces, genitalia, and sexual practices, which sets him apart from the 
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archetypical Jewish comic. “Jewish humor contains almost no scatology and remarkably 

little sexuality… One can say that Jewish humor is at a great distance from the raucous 

carnival laughter that Mikhail Bakhtin goes on about” (Berger, 1997, p. 88). In this sense, 

Baron Cohen’s humor connects better with the modern “burlesque,” an entertainment 

form that is grounded in the esthetics of transgression, inversion, and the grotesque:  

Burlesque is emblematic of the way that popular culture becomes an arena for 
“acting out” cultural contradictions and even contestations and is exemplary of 
the complexities and ambiguities of that process… [Burlesque was] disturbing – 
and threatening – because it presented a world without limits, a world turned 
upside down and inside out in which nothing was above being brought down to 
earth. In that world, things that should be kept separate were united in gross 
hybrids. Meanings refused to stay put. Anything might happen. And the burlesque 
performer… literally and figuratively embodied this world. (Allen, 1991, p. 27)  

 

Like Jon Stewart and The Daily Show, Baron Cohen’s humor also has special 

place in today’s politically oriented satire that targets the media and the news agenda. 

They both engage in “political cultural jamming.” However, as a key difference, Stewart 

seeks to inform while lampooning, and Baron Cohen seems content to simply ridicule. 

Baron Cohen never makes his criticisms explicit; he leaves it up to viewers to draw their 

own conclusions. In the same line, he provides parallels with Stephen Colbert, host of 

The Colbert Report. Both perform as a character with exaggerated positions. The 

difference, again, is that Baron Cohen does not try to reassure his audience, while Colbert 

employs regular cues to evoke his political agenda despite his miming of far-right 

demagoguery. This idea of exaggerated, bigoted characters has an important precedent in 

the 1970s TV show All in the Family, which starred Archie Bunker, a reactionary, 

working-class bigot. The producers of the show said it was designed to criticize Bunker’s 
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prejudices, but a lot of viewers did not get the joke and the show might have actually 

reinforced their prejudices38. As noted by Low and Smith (2007), in Baron Cohen’s satire 

it is hard to separate those moments where we are critically laughing with the comedian 

at bigoted attitudes and our own implications in this bigotry and culture, from where we 

are laughing at the characters themselves. In this context, those who do not get the joke 

also become a source of entertainment39. It becomes just as funny that someone would be 

outraged by the characters’ prejudices, as that someone would support them.  

From another angle, Baron Cohen’s comedic project is similar to that of The Yes 

Men, a culture jamming, anti-capitalist duo and network of supporters created by Andy 

Bichlbaum and Mike Bonano. They impersonate leaders and big corporations in order to 

humiliate them. The Yes Men primarily aim to raise awareness about what they consider 

problematic social issues and expose corporative lies. They create and maintain fake 

websites similar to ones they intend to spoof, which have led to numerous interviews, 

conferences, and TV talk show invitations40.  

Similarly, Baron Cohen’s humor is also essentially connected to the documentary 

genre, reality TV, mockumentaries, and Web 2.0 user-produced videos.  The interactions 

                                                
38 Vidamar and Rokeach (1974) considered that mixing humor with bigotry releases tension, and this 
catharsis reduces prejudice: “Poking fun at bigotry and bringing it into the open gives the viewer insight 
into his own prejudices, thus helping reduce them even further” (p. 36). However, their empirical audience 
study of U.S. adolescents and Canadian adults offered evidence to the contrary. Not only did low 
prejudiced people and high prejudiced people take very different things from the show and interpret 
messages differently, but also more of the frequent watchers of the show fell into the high prejudiced 
group. This study has important implications to Borat given that while his opinions are often repugnant, 
like Bunker he is at the same time an appealing, even lovable character. 
39 The comedy of the unsuspecting subject of the joke has a long popular history, starting with the 1940s 
radio show Candid Radio which became Candid Camera, TV Bloopers and Practical Jokes, Just for 

Laughs, The Jamie Kennedy Experiment, MTV’s Punk’d, and Jackass. 
40 For more about The Yes Men, see Veldstra (2010). 
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of Ali G, Borat, and Bruno with “real people” through generic non-fiction genres test the 

lines between fiction and non-fiction, the real and the pretend, the sincere and the ironic, 

the serious and non-serious, the true and false. While the characters are “pretend,” the 

people with whom they interact are actual personas operating under everyday rules.  As 

MacLeod (2011) noted, “Although the addressees don’t understand the nature of their 

position, they are the only ones making assertions” (p. 121). 

In general terms, each of Baron Cohen’s three characters represents a critique of 

identity politics41 in the postmodern West, while simultaneously attempting to undermine 

pervading ideas associated with political correctness. His satire takes aim at those who 

equate respect for “diversity” with the toleration of abominable behavior even in its most 

grotesque forms for fear of being seen as “intolerant” toward minorities. In this sense, 

Baron Cohen manifests what Saunders (2008) called the post-cultural studies generation, 

or those who came of age in early 1990s Britain and experienced the viral spread of 

political correctness from across the Atlantic. Inherent in much of Baron Cohen’s humor 

is a nihilistic criticism against political correctness, which has been perpetuated by 

notions of sacrosanct multiculturalism. According to Lipovetsky (2008), Baron Cohen 

performatively reveals a paradoxical connection between political correctness and 

xenophobia. By playing the fool, Baron Cohen’s characters, acting as journalists, show 

how multiculturalism’s political correctness is deeply related to existing bigotries.  

                                                
41 According to Best and Kellner, “Perhaps the dominant form of politics today, known as identity politics, 
refers to a politics in which individuals construct their cultural and political consciousness through 
engaging in struggles or associations that advance the interests of the groups with which they associate… 
for example, with the black, gay and lesbian, or with whatever community from which one gains their 
identity and sense of self and belonging to a given group, marked as ‘oppressed’ and therefore as outside 
the dominant white male, heterosexual, capitalist culture” (Best and Kellner, p. 112). 
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ALI G: A “RACIALIST” CRITIQUE ON MULTICULTURALISM 

 

In one of his early TV appearances in the United Kingdom, Ali G went to 

Northern Ireland42 to solve the problems between the “Catholics and the Muslims.” As 

part of his news package, he interviewed George Patton, Executive Officer of the 

Protestant Grand Orange Lodge of Ireland, about music, religion and sectarianism. After 

suggesting that the religious marchers should fuse contemporary drum n’ bass with their 

traditional tunes, he asked Patton: 

Ali G: Would you marry a Catholic girl, then? 
Patton: Possibly, because of my faith, I wouldn’t. 
Ali G: What if she was really fit, though? 
Patton: Because my religion is so important to me, that’s going to be the 
overriding factor.  
Ali G: But what if she had her own car – you know, sound system in it, whatever 
– she wasn’t going to be stealin’ money from you, whatever, would you go with 
her then? 
Patton: I think that, you know, I’m friends with Roman Catholics and I have 
Roman Catholic friends… 
Ali G: But would you get jiggy with them? 
Patton: My religion is the most important thing to me. 
Ali G: Even if she was really fit? 
Patton: Yes, yes: That’s the bottom line.  

 

This is an example of how Ali G questions identity by assuming an ignorant 

attitude toward ideological groups43. Baron Cohen’s Ali G, who first appeared in the 

                                                
42 The video can be accessed online: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wN18lJ_uE7Q 
43 Others examples include episodes on sex 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shWDY0Cjves&feature=related), religion 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YxolTgw2xs&feature=related), the media 
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BBC’s 11 O’Clock Show and then was the main character of Da Ali G Show in the United 

Kingdom and the United States, has been described as a “street-talking parody of young 

white men who adopt black gansta affectations in order to appear cool – the dissatisfied 

wannabe homeboys who live in Middle England yet dream of the Bronx” (Smart, 2000, 

p.1). Jeffries (2000) complemented the description stating that Baron Cohen was a 

“Jewish comedian posing as an Asian wannabe rapper who ‘plunders and mangles’ 

Caribbean speech patterns at hip hop culture while at the same time embracing the 

homophobic and sexist attitudes as well as the drugs purportedly beloved of gansta 

rappers” (Jeffries, 2000, p. 4). Harry Thompson, the 11 O’Clock Show producer, said 

about the character:  

I commissioned Sacha to come up with a new character. He created a youth 
presenter who would report from raves and festivals. I added only the name and 
the suggestion that if he were to interview Establishment figures instead, posing 
as a pig-ignorant Channel 4 “Voice of the Youth,” then his victims would 
immediately feel themselves superior. They would have to explain themselves – 
and therefore reveal themselves – more fulsomely than if confronted by a 
conventional-looking interviewer (Thompson, 1999, p. 19).  

 

Influenced by hip-hop DJ Tim Westwood, a white son of a clergyman who draped 

himself successfully in black culture, Ali G mimics the manners of a culture that is 

increasingly reliant on stereotypes designed to increase visceral appeal and hungry 

materialism: a ferocity hankering after jewelry, cars, girls, and guns (Saunders, 2007). 

For Garfield (2001), Ali G goes to the heart of hip-hop’s confusion of culture with 

                                                                                                                                            
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_eUEb81fa8&feature=related), and art 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XUYYlJuvfg&feature=related).  
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consumerism. He exposes the very manufactured essence of the fashion of hip-hop with 

all the reactionary politics of its performers and followers, its particular form of consumer 

identity, the very consumer identity aspect that allows it to travel so easily around the 

world. 

According to producer Dominic English, “The great strength of [Ali G] is that he 

is not setting out to trip people up or make fools of [politicians]. He’s the fool in the 

equation and he shows up the weakness of their argument by asking the most banal and 

mundane questions” (Purdy, 1999, p. 6). With Ali G, Baron Cohen initially targeted those 

politicians disconnected from those whom they govern. In one of his rare out-of-character 

interviews, Baron Cohen suggested that his character attempts at “showing how separate 

these people are from the society they govern, and that’s a very worrying thing, that they 

believe that an Ali G could exist” (Windolf, 2004, p. 185). At the same time, he exposed 

how most of the interviewees lack the tools to combat Ali G’s ignorance, racism, and 

sexism when confronted by these societal ills. In this sense, Ali G is able to deny the 

foundations of authority without ever appearing to have a clue (Friedman, 2003).  

Among Ali G’s victims in the United Kingdom have been royal watcher James 

Whitaker, Sir Rhodes Boyson (Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the Department of 

Education and Science 1979-1983), and Republican politician Sue Ramsey. He got the 

Daily Mirror’s royal correspondent to agree that Princess Diana was “very tasty;” enticed 

upper-class politician Jacob Rees-Mogg to “getting busy” with Ali’s sister to produce 

beings of a higher social class; and tried to persuade Sir Teddy Taylor to take a more pro-

European stance with promises of “Amsterdam quality” porn in the United Kingdom, and 
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then condemned that Jamaica is not part of the European Union, suggesting that such 

exclusion is a bit “racialist.” But Ali G did not limit himself to politicians and media 

personalities. He interviewed fashion designer Tomas Starzewski44, asking if he 

welcomed Gianni Versace’s murder since it reduced competition in his field, and asked 

feminist scholar Sue Lees if she though that “all girls should try feminism when they is 

drunk at a party.”45 At the peak of his U.K. popularity, some of his interviewees were 

conducted with Tory MP Neil Hamilton, millionaire Mohamed Al-Fayed, Scottish 

television reporter Gail Porter, politician Roy Hettersley, and celebrities David and 

Victoria Beckham video46. In 2000 Ali G participated in the videoclip for Madonna’s pop 

single “Music”. In the United States, he interviewed General Alexander Haig (Ronald 

Reagan’s former Secretary of State) about U.S. relations with Russia, and concluded the 

session by suggesting that “Reagan and Thatcher were actually doing it.” Ali G also 

interviewed economist John Kenneth Galbarith, Admiral Stansfield Turner (former 

director of the CIA)47, linguist Noam Chomsky48, and Harvard Law professor Alan 

Dershowitz. Later, starting in 2003, when HBO launched the show, guests included Newt 

Gingrich (Speaker of the U.S. House of representatives, 1995-1999)49, Boutros Boutros-

Ghali50 (U.N. Secretary-General, 1992-1996), Brent Scowfort (National Security Advisor 

                                                
44 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__6bO82H2Wk 
45 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oftOCN1jkNo&feature=related 
46 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irK9ekBPen0 
47 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7nNfM3aa2g 
48 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOIM1_xOSro 
49 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6w9XI79TK_k&feature=related 
50 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bebn2CWMdU0&feature=related 
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to Presidents Ford and Bush I)51, and C. Everett Koop (U.S. Surgeon General, 1981-

1989). Donald Trump52, Pat Buchanan53, and James Lipton54 were also interviewed. In 

the first episode of HBO’s version of Da Ali G Show, this carnivalesque host invoked the 

still fresh wounds of “the terrible events of 7/11.” It set the tone for the show’s two 

seasons, and the mixed critical reviews of the show also revealed the comedic disconnect 

between British satirical excess and “irony-free” American audiences (Saunders, 2008; 

Martel, 2003).   

In another level, ethnicity and race have also been controversial issues in Ali G’s 

configuration, because the ethnically ambiguous Ali G – who wears a tacky yellow track 

suit, urban skull cap, thick gold watch, chains, and jewelry, and speaks with an array of 

malapropisms based on gansta argot – frequently refers to himself as black (“Is it because 

I is black?” is the question he frequently posed to his interviewees55). Gilroy noted:  

Huge amounts of energy are being wasted worrying about whether Ali G is a 
white Jew pretending to be a black, a white Jew pretending to be a white 
pretending to be a black, a white Jew pretending to be an Asian pretending to be 
black, and so on. Zygmunt Bauman calls this sort of reaction to the unclassifiable 
“proteophobia.” No one knows for certain what Ali is. Hatred, fear, and anxiety 
appear in response to his ability to confound the categories that hold 
contemporary Britain stable. (Gilroy, 2001, p. 2) 

 

                                                
51 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqZKW1WEVlM 
52 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SaHW6Y7_Yg&feature=related 
53 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a--u88goso&feature=related 
54 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XUYYlJuvfg 
55 This interview shows how Ali G plays racial, cultural issues: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRGC-
5LjJ2M&feature=related 
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 In this sense, Baron Cohen challenges traditional categories of race – the Western 

black/white binary, for example – exploiting the tension of what is seen and what is 

perceived:  

This delusion that he is a black gansta rapper allows him to stake blithely through 
the register of normal social markers of “blackness” – language, name, family set 
up, music, livelihood, location – and treat his own anomalous situation as 
exemplary for ganstahood. Moreover, and here the comedy takes an entirely new 
dimension, despite his gross inauthenticity, he often manages to pass – in real life. 
As if playing some part in a vast cultural studies experiment, most of the people 
he interview accept that he is, in fact, black. (Friedman, 2003, p. 2) 

 

The fact that Baron Cohen is perceived as acting black reveals that contemporary 

understandings of race are also tied to linguistics, bodily appropriations, and cultural 

issues surrounding the individual’s performance. Within this framework, it is interesting 

that in the opening credits of every episode of Da Ali G Show, Baron Cohen appears 

naked. His white nude body is magically and mechanically clothed in Ali G’s hip-hop 

attire as the show begins. As Atluri (2009) noted, the clothing turns Cohen’s body from a 

blank and unmarked slate into a racially and culturally hybrid character. For Ali G, 

clothing comes to mimic blackness, representing the performative nature of race in an 

urban post-colonial context. At the same time, the naked, white male body also 

challenges the positional superiority of whiteness:  

Ali G’s nudity disrupts the white male body as a figure of privilege. Nudity 
reveals the white male body to be one that is vulnerable. Furthermore, by clothing 
this body in attire stolen from black youth culture, the inherent exceptionality of 
whiteness is troubled as Ali emerges looking racially indeterminate. (Atluri, 2009, 
p. 203) 
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Critics note that Ali G might give some audiences the opportunity to laugh at 

black people behind the cover of irony. Another interpretation, on the other hand, might 

be that we are not laughing at black people, but rather laughing at how discourses of race 

are often constructed in such static terms that they can be easily mocked. As Howells 

(2006) noted, the sketches are actually laughing at sexism, homophobia, and a casual 

attitude to drug use and street crime. In that way, it might be possible to respect racial 

differences without at the same time having passively to condone views and practices of 

which people would not approve in their own cultures. “Indeed, it could be argued that it 

really is only the attitudes and practices that are being ridiculed because one only has to 

look with one’s own eyes to see that Ali G is not actually black at all” (Howells, 2006, p. 

168). In fact, Ali G is not even close to being a real “gansta.” In one episode, he goes to 

Los Angeles to interview Alejandro Alonzo, an ex-gang member and activist56. The 

sketch shows how ridiculous his pose is in marginal street culture and how white middle 

class sensibilities cannot grasp the violence that exists in poor urban communities.  

In this sense, Ali G’s humor is based much more on identity than it is on race. “In 

an increasingly multicultural Britain, it is becoming all the more clear that race and 

identity are not the same thing. Race is given; identity is not” (Howells, 2006, p. 171). 

Gilroy illustrated how this works in “Hybrid Brittania”:  

In Britain, mixture is ordinary. Cross-racial sex is no more or less meaningful 
than multiracial football. White kids speak patois and borrow strategically from 
Punjabi. Jamaican born nutters can become eloquent mouthpieces of political 
Islam, the leader of the Nation of Islam can be Leo X Chester, an unfunny 
comedian who has an Asian wife. (Gilroy, 2002, p. 2) 

                                                
56 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJvyhIKJcU4 
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In fact, the Britishness of the United Kingdom is a multiethnic, national identity 

built on a fragile coalition of commonality amongt Welsh, Scots, Irish, and English, the 

latter being a mixture of Celts, Angles, Saxons, Danes, and French. In the post-World 

War II era, as Saunders (2008) recounted, decolonization and the demands of the labor 

market precipitated massive immigration of former colonial subjects to the United 

Kingdom. Initially, the vast majority of newcomers were South Asians and Afro-

Caribbeans. In recent decades, sizeable numbers of labor migrants and asylum seekers 

from all over the world arrived in Britain, introducing large numbers of Poles, Arabs, and 

Chinese into an already varied society. Regional identification within England itself also 

functions as an important society division, as well as a growing perception that 

cosmopolitan, polyglot London exists apart from the rest of the country. It is not 

surprising, then, that Britain ascribes to a civic nationalism that is not dependent on 

blood, place of birth, or attachment to any particular soil. Under civic nationalism, a 

given society – bounded by principles that transcend ethno-religious backgrounds and 

individual interests – unites people together as citizens, conferring political legitimacy 

upon the state in which they live (Kohn, 1944). Respect for some level of diversity – 

whether ethnic, religious, or cultural – must be part of any such project. In modern 

Britain, multiculturalism – the idea that modern societies should embrace and include 

multiple, distinct groups, and endow each with equal social status – became linked to a 

larger national identity project. However, significant segments of the population argue 

instead for a multi-ethnic Britain united by a common culture (O’ Sullivan, 2005). 
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Paradoxically, such policies have failed to achieve social unity in the country and have 

resulted in self-segregating communities leading separate but parallel lives (Uberoi, 

2007). “Britain is a country where people of radically different backgrounds live side-by-

side, often in shocking ignorance of one another” (Saunders, 2008, p. 69). 

In this context, Ali G’s “popularity undermines the conventions of 

‘representational politics’ and moves the conversation away from who has the right to 

speak for whom into the realms of the failure of representation to really represent” 

(Garfield, 2001, p. 70). Or, as Gilroy noted, Baron Cohen “knew that a sense of what it 

meant to be English was at stake in the timeliness of [the] joke, since much of its humor 

is built upon the country’s incomplete transition to cultural diversity and plurality” 

(Gilroy, 2004, p. 145). 

 

BORAT: ‘OTHERNESS’ IN YOUR FACE 

 

Borat is a fictional Kazakhstan reporter who interviews real people who believe 

that he is an actual journalist and that they are being filmed for a Kazak television 

program. He is probably the most popular character created by Baron Cohen; a motion 

picture starring his character – the mockumentary Borat: Cultural Learnings of America 

for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan (2006) – broke box office records in the 

United States. In Da Ali G Show and in the film, Borat is a correspondent trying to 

document American culture and customs. He combines Islamo-Arabic foreignness with a 

colorful Soviet touch – he is portrayed as foreign and awkward, with an overactive libido, 
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and eager to know about Western ways. In his interactions with his interviewees, he 

reveals racist, anti-Semitic, sexist views.  Take these Borat statements, for example: his 

sister is a prostitute, with whom he sometimes fornicates; the national drink of 

Kazakhstan is made of horse urine; and women are kept in cages and rank in order of 

importance after horses and dogs. At the same time, his eccentricity is augmented by his 

upright posture, fishnet underwear, and 1970s B-movie-styled TV show. He aspires to be 

a sophisticated “Euro” playboy with his daring swimsuit and sunbathing habits, but he 

fails. “He draws upon comic archetypes, like the ‘funny walk’ characters from Monty 

Python. He sports a Groucho Marx moustache. His is the comedy of the committed fool 

whose seriousness contrasts with the ridiculousness of his circumstances” (Low & Smith, 

2007, p. 31). 

Baron Cohen claims that he intends with Borat to capture people’s reactions to the 

foreign character’s rude and otherwise unacceptable behavior, and expose the 

interviewees’ indifference, prejudice and racism (Strauss, 2006).  According to Baron 

Cohen,  

The interesting thing about Borat is that people let down their guard with him, 
 because they are in a room with someone who seems to have these outrageous 
 opinions… They sometimes feel much more relaxed about letting their own 
 outrageous, politically incorrect, prejudiced opinions come out” (Press, 2004, p. 
 9).  

 
For example, while at a private gentlemen’s club in Jackson, Mississippi57, where 

all the serving staff was black, Borat asked one of the white hosts if the servers were his 

slaves, and the host said, “Slavery is over now… It’s good.” Borat exclaimed: “Good for 

                                                
57 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_S-BmQ4KF0 
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them!” The man agreed: “Yeah, good for them; bad for us.” In another episode, Borat got 

a Texan to divulge his anti-Semitic feelings: “They were so bad in Germany with the 

money and everything that the Germans said we are going to have a final solution and kill 

them all.”58 The man then agreed with Borat’s idea that hunting clubs should be able to 

kill animals and Jews in equal numbers. Borat actually got a whole crowd of Americans 

in Arizona to join in him in singing “Throw the Jew Down the Well.”59 

Critics object to the portrayal of the character and its effect on the image of the 

country and people of Kazakhstan (Mong, 2006). However, as Saunders (2008) noted, 

Borat bears no resemblance to Kazakhs. His moustache, tallness, and Semitic features 

elicit nothing reminiscent of the Kazakhs, who tend to be stocky, beardless, and Asiatic 

in appearance (owing to their Turco-Mongolian heritage). Likewise, the musical 

accompaniment to the Borat skits seems to be drawn from a 1980s Turkish film and in no 

way resembles traditional Kazakh melodies. At the same time, Borat regularly uses 

Polish expressions or adds catchphrases in Hebrew, but he has never uttered a word in 

Kazakh or Russian (the two predominant languages in Kazakhstan). The line of Cyrillic 

lettering that adorned the presentation of his segment in Da Ali G Show are pure 

gibberish. According to Borat, Kazakhstan’s key features include the largest man-made 

box, the second biggest goat, and the inexplicable absence of an Olympic swim team. All 

these things are obviously false. 

                                                
58 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmJuf2NO23Y 
59 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb3IMTJjzfo 
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Borat’s fictional Kazakthstan represents “otherness.” For MacLeod (2011), 

Borat’s interviewees perceive Kazakhstan as an extraordinarily remote domain, one 

capable of producing a “being” as radically different as Borat. “Borat’s high-volume 

performance of cultural difference escapes fictional detection because, to the addressees, 

Kazakhstan functions as an unmarked and open cultural space, a domain almost as 

remote as fiction, one which accommodates misogyny and primitivism the same way 

some fictional domains accommodate unicorns and fairy godmothers” (MacLeod, 2011, 

p. 120). In this sense, Condee (2006) argued that Borat helps Americans make sense of 

the former Soviet Union with his outrageous set of fantasy distortions based on Cold War 

tropes. Borat personifies the persistent prejudices of the West toward the Soviet bloc, 

combined with newer biases framed by interactions with economic immigrants from third 

world societies. For Hoechsmann and Cucinelli (2007), Borat is the ultimate “bohunk,” 

the White-faced Eastern European immigrant and “other”:  

Hidden from Western eyes for the last half of the century, Eastern Europeans have 
begun to reemerge on the world stage and Borat is one of the first to portray an 
Eastern European who is not a spy, soldier or criminal… Borat floods the 
imaginary with the excesses of a primitive dystopia that time forgot. These 
archetypes of otherness derive from a racialized history of cultural encounter 
between the European and American North and the post-conquest South. But 
hidden behind the Iron Curtain and isolated from the grand narratives of the world 
history, the Eastern European represents another form of primitive – a culture, a 
set of cultures, held in suspension, frozen in the permafrost of cultural isolation 
from the circuits of global capitalism. He represents the half way there of a 
culture suspended between modernism and postmodernism, a culture that missed 
the transitional stages leading from modernity and is struggling to catch up…. His 
is a land of clock radios and VCRs, a land of cast off technologies, the recycled 
gizmos from the Western culture. He comes to the table of North American over 
consumption with a simple, yet insatiable appetite for the stuff of modern life, 
carrying with him the baggage of a rustic, authentically modern world. 
(Hoechsmann & Cucinelli, 2007, p. 98) 
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As such, Borat lacks what Pierre Bourdieu (1964) called “cultural capital.” 

Borat’s modern “primitiveness” serves to differentiate him from the presumably 

“civilized” ways of being enacted by Americans. Whether defecating on a busy New 

York street, washing his face from a toilet bowl, or taking his feces in a bag to the dinner 

table, Borat interpellates a society obsessed with cleanliness and proper manners. At the 

same time, his constant corporal exhibition, his outrageous sexual remarks, and his 

objectification of women also interpellate Western masculinity. His perversion, 

nevertheless, is not hypocritical – he hides nothing.   

It has been argued that in the post-9/11 era Borat may reinforce already existing 

ideas of “otherness” and allow racist, sexist, and anti-Semitic content to be acceptable 

(Anti-Defamation League, 2006). However, Borat actually exposes and offers insight into 

those already existing ideas of “otherness” that are usually dissimulated under the curtain 

of “political correctness.” Baron Cohen’s reaction to this is crudeness. In relation to the 

Borat film, Honeycutt (2006) noted:  

People today, especially those in public life, can disguise prejudice in coded 
language and soft tones. Bigotry is ever so polite now. So the filmmakers mean to 
drag the beast out into the sunlight of brilliant satire and let everyone see the 
rotting, stinking, foul thing for what it is. When you laugh at something that is 
bad, it loses much of its powers. (Honeycutt, 2006, para. 2) 
 

In this sense, Borat functions as a truth for America’s half-truths: “Borat tells an 

archetypical story of a newcomer who dares to transgress, who will not conform to the 
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deadening senses required by the social decorum of a society that lives in a deeply 

contradictory lie” (Hoechmann & Cucinelli, 2007, p. 99).  

 

BRUNO: A CRITIQUE ON HOMOPHOBIA & CELEBRITY CULTURE 

 

Bruno Gehard (pronounced “broo-noe gay-hard”) is a flamboyant, gay Austrian 

fashion reporter who purportedly works for the fictional Austrian TV station 

Österreichischer Jungen Rundfunk (“Austrian Youth [or Boy] Broadcast”) – the name 

mocks Austrian national broadcaster ORF (Österreichischer Rundfunk). Bruno is 

obsessed with celebrity culture and wants to become “the biggest Austrian star since 

Hitler.” (When in trouble, Bruno declared that, “For the second time in a century, the 

world has turned on Austria’s greatest man, just because he tried something different.”) 

This Baron Cohen character first appeared during short sketches on The Paramount 

Comedy Channel in 1998, and then on Da Ali G Show. In 2009, the motion picture 

“Bruno” was marketed as the gayest movie since Arnold Schwarzenegger’s movies. The 

Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) and various reviewers 

criticized the character for its portrayal of gay people (Holleran, 2009; Lane, 2009). 

Like Ali G and Borat, Bruno possesses his own idiolect and is obsessed with sex. 

He assumes that everyone is gay or bisexual. The character builds upon exaggerated and 

caricaturing stereotypes of homosexuals in order to expose people’s homophobia. 

Bruno’s over-the-top performance has lead to threats of physical violence on multiple 

occasions, like when he was interviewing testosterone-driven frat boys during spring 
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break in Daytona Beach, Florida60. This segment shows how masculinity is performed in 

contemporary youth culture, and how homophobia fuels the first reaction to a sudden 

questioning to this masculinity. In another episode, at an Arkansas pro-America rally 

(gun show), an anti-Semitic libertarian defended Bruno’s right to homosexual intercourse 

behind closed doors before exploding and telling him not to be “so fucking gay.”61 

Another of Bruno’s well-known exploits involved joining the University of Alabama’s 

cheerleading squad in “the gayest part of America” (the southern state of Alabama)62. His 

performance in front of the Crimson Tide’s fans ended with people in the crowd cursing 

and calling him a faggot. Baron Cohen recounted the event in an interview:  

Bruno is the subject of a lot of homophobia. The main difference between playing 
 Borat and Bruno is that it is a lot more dangerous doing Bruno. At the Alabama- 
 Mississippi football game a few years ago, 60,000 people in the crowd started 
 chanting faggot, and started throwing stuff at me, taunting me, spitting at me, 
 threatening to kill me. Those kinds of situations are a lot more common when you 
 are playing a gay character. It is almost as if homophobia is one of the last forms 
 of prejudice that really is tolerated. (NPR, 2007) 

 
 
At the same time, Bruno develops an acid critique against contemporary celebrity 

and fashion culture. He lampoons fashion gurus, style junkies, and “party people,” 

exposing their frivolity and their most ignoble sides. For instance, during New York’s 

prestigious Fashion Week, Bruno coaxed a fashion groupie to agree that all unstylish 

people should be put on trains and sent off to camps. In one episode, Bruno postulated 

that World War II could have been prevented only if house music had been around in the 

                                                
60 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhP0tOm6yt0 
61 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa6z0PjHhxE 
62 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnB5vqObkLw&feature=related 
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1930s, evoking strong support from one of his interviewees. In another skit, he 

encouraged one of his interviewees to refer to director Peter Jackson as a “fashion 

terrorist,” and to his appearance at the Oscars as a “mini 9/11.” This also aims at 

exposing how non-ideological and vacuous the fashion industry is and to disqualify the 

artistic status it tries to establish63.  

We’re interviewing the most pretentious and superficial people, and Bruno is the 
 most pretentious, superficial person that anyone’s met, and so they let their guard 
 down… The kind of people that we tend to target with Bruno tend to be 
 superficial, tend to have a value system that I don’t really respect,” Baron Cohen 
 explained (Windolf, 2004, p. 192).  

 
Bruno’s obsession with celebrity and fame contrasts drastically with Baron 

Cohen’s public life. For several years, Baron Cohen did not give interviews out-of 

character (although he did offer a few to media outlets like Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair, 

NPR and The New York Times), and he rarely refers to his private life. His constant 

rejection of fame and celebrity might be related to the autonomy that he gave to his 

characters, which appeared in a wide range of media outlets and confronted news people 

with their most challenging interviewees. It is as if Baron Cohen was specifically not 

interested in becoming a celebrity; and Ali G, Borat and Bruno became the celebrities 

that Baron Cohen could have been. “I think that essentially I’m a private person, and to 

reconcile that with being famous is a hard thing,” Baron Cohen admitted. “So I’ve been 

trying to have my cake and eat it, too – to have my characters be famous yet still live a 

normal life where I’m not trapped by fame and recognizability… I guess I’ve been 

                                                
63 This interview exemplifies the contradiction of the fashion industry as art: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa_ePERLvK4 
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greedy… Maybe it’s time to let go,” he concluded (Strauss, 2006, p. 70). A few years 

later, he permanently retired all three of his characters.   

 

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

 

The journalistic aspect of Baron Cohen’s characters is essential for them to exist: 

it creates the only possible connection for them to interact with “real” people and expose 

their prejudices and force them to reveal themselves. In fact, these characters succeed at 

doing what a good journalist should be able to accomplish in an interview – to go beyond 

the superficiality of the interviewee and uncover how the subject really thinks, and reveal 

his beliefs and moral system. At the same time, Ali G, Borat, and Bruno question the 

traditional journalistic profession and expose how it has become insufficient to generate 

new critical knowledge within static genres. In times of cynicism and media skepticism, 

most people who appear in the media have a “pre-packaged” discourse from which it is 

difficult to force them out. Parody and tactical interventions prove to be an effective tool 

to trespass that frontier. While paradoxically embracing sensationalism and tabloid 

approaches, Baron Cohen’s gonzo journalists also connect with the overwhelming 

presence of reality TV. The three characters exist within the framework of low-budgeted, 

fictionalized reality spectacles that pretend to represent a commodified world. Borat, 

however, takes it to a new level, with his documentary-style TV show and movie. In this 

sense, Baron Cohen’s work is also positioned within the debate that has accompanied the 
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documentary genre – a creative treatment of actuality (Hardy, 1979) – since its inception: 

the big questions revolve around “truth.”  

Ali G, Borat, and Bruno are constructed in similar ways: they belong to marginal, 

subaltern groups, and are built upon exaggeration and a complex, ironic interplay that 

questions society’s perception of them. The humor lies in their inappropriate questions, 

statements, and behavior, as well as the reactions they elicit from their subjects. From 

different approaches, the three characters criticize the same issues: racism, classism, 

paternalism, multiculturalism, xenophobia, political correctness, homophobia, prevalent 

notions of Western masculinity, non-critical approaches to ideological groups (like 

religious groups), celebrity culture, intellectual arrogance, identity politics, and the 

journalism and media industry’s obsession with vacuous entertainment. Baron Cohen’s 

particular approach to these topics does not provide answers, but mainly raises questions. 

The lesson or morale of his jokes seems to question everything, to dive into all those 

assumptions on which our identities rely. This humor forces us to deconstruct these 

assumptions, perhaps even leading to existential questioning. 

Baron Cohen’s characters also respond to the socio-political and cultural-national 

contexts in which they appear. Ali G establishes a critical dialogue with “multicultural” 

England; Borat exposes paternalistic views about the “other” in Western societies dealing 

with massive immigration issues in a post-9/11 context; Bruno reveals how homophobia 

remains the most tolerated prejudice in conservative parts of the United States and how 

celebrity culture and the fashion industry dumbed down “cosmopolitan” sectors of 

international cities. However, this rotten “reality” can best be seen when suspending 
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(through a carnivalesque approach) today’s political correctness – the nicest way to 

dissimulate existing bigotries.  
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Chapter 6: Jaime Bayly and El Francotirador 

(Ambiguity and Media’s Neopopulism in Peru) 

 

Peruvian TV journalist, celebrity, writer, and entertainer Jaime Bayly, one of the 

most controversial and influential national TV personalities, wanted to be a presidential 

candidate in the 2011 Peruvian elections. At the end of 2009, he launched an atypical 

electoral campaign, fueled by his irreverent TV show El Francotirador (The Sniper) and 

its combination of political interviews, celebrity culture, and social and political satire. 

Bayly’s year-long virtual campaign increasingly gained importance and local media 

coverage.64 And while he even polled at 10 percent in the capital city, he ultimately 

aborted the campaign a few months before the elections. This chapter analyzes how 

Bayly constructed his ambiguous and contradictory image during his 30-year media 

career and how he capitalized on its political appeal in his electoral run. His intense, 

controversial, and sometimes transgressive life in the media can be read as a symbol of 

how entertainment replaces some other argumentative and informative forms of political 

communication in Peru, a deeply divided society with fragile social institutions, 

precarious democracy, and a discredited political class. His life in the media also 

illuminates how massive media spectacle became a contested arena to negotiate political 

power both during and since President Fujimori’s authoritarian regime (1990-2000). In 

                                                
64 One of the many TV reports that were broadcast aired on Prensa Libre, one of the most influential news 
shows in the country: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zARTsvD7hgs 
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this chapter, I intend to show that the “Bayly phenomenon” in Peru emerged as part of a 

global trend toward infotainment, and is also essentially linked to the Fujimori regime 

and its relationship with the media, and to the evolution of the Peruvian press after the 

restoration of democracy in 2001.   

Born in Lima in 1965, Jaime Bayly became probably the most famous Peruvian 

TV journalist in Peru and abroad. His life and career have always been linked to scandals. 

He made recurrent media spectacles of his bisexuality, his former drug addiction and 

suicidal intents, his love affairs, his political opinions, his sexual impotence, his literary 

works, and his family life. He continues to participate in Peruvian and international show 

business and literary circles, and while he exposed local politicians’ and celebrities’ 

secrets, he also criticized authoritarian attitudes, conducted decisive interviews with 

opinion leaders, and acquired an influential and critical approach to the most recent 

governments in Peru. At the same time, he has been accused of being a delusional 

egomaniac, a postmodern buffoon, and a representative of Lima’s right wing and elite 

social class. 

Starting as a newspaper reporter at the age of 15, Bayly began interviewing 

politicians and celebrities on TV when he was 18 years old. He soon became a national 

celebrity with his own show, and became known as Lima’s enfant terrible. His shows 

followed similar formats, influenced by American late night talk shows such as The 

David Letterman Show and Larry King Live. In 1990, Bayly actively supported the 

presidential candidacy of writer and 2010 Nobel Prize winner Mario Vargas Llosa, who 

lost to political outsider Alberto Fujimori. During President Fujimori’s authoritarian 
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regime, Bayly spent several years living abroad and working on international TV. In 

1994, he published his first novel, Don’t Tell Anyone, which generated a multitude of 

scandals. Because of his choice to write in first person and his focus on homosexuality, a 

TV career, and drug addiction, the main character of most of his stories is easily 

identifiable as Bayly himself. Blurring the boundaries between autobiography and fiction, 

his literary works revealed the intimate life of people in select social and political circles 

or in celebrity show business and portrayed his version of Lima’s youth in the upper-class 

environment to which he belongs. Since the publication of his first novel, he has 

remained a prolific writer. He has published more than a dozen books and has won 

prestigious international literary awards. In 2001, he returned to Peru and inaugurated his 

talk show El Francotirador (The Sniper), in which he diligently interviewed political 

candidates in the restored democracy. He asked a candidate if she was a virgin, revealed 

the ignorance of other candidates on political issues, asked ex-president Alan Garcia if he 

was crazy, and then called media attention to the case of an unacknowledged, illegitimate 

daughter of presidential candidate Alejandro Toledo who was forced to admit his parental 

ties (Toledo later won the election). At the same time, Bayly developed in 2001 a 

political campaign for the “blank vote,”65 urging citizens to manifest their non-acceptance 

of the electoral process. His show played a major role in the 2001 and 2006 presidential 

elections and became a decisive factor in Lima’s 2010 municipal elections. El 

Francotirador also became a ratings success and a stable TV show until October 2010, 

when Bayly resigned from the Peruvian TV station where he worked, declared that he 

                                                
65 In Peru, the vote is mandatory for all citizens. In case a citizen does not vote, he or she has to pay a fee.  
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was no longer a presidential candidate, and announced that he and his female 21-year-old 

lover were expecting a baby. They then moved to Miami and he began a new show in the 

United States, Bayly.  

 

FUJIMORI AND THE MEDIA IN PERU 

 

The government of Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori (1990-2000) maintained 

tremendous control of the media. This control led to both flagrant cases of corruption and 

also a disproportionate growth of sensationalist press and the trivialization of national TV 

content. Fujimori used the media as a mouthpiece for the authoritarian regime to 

disqualify any oppositional figures through defamation and sexist, racist, and 

homophobic insults. The media became extremely popular, garnered high ratings and 

circulation, and mainly (but not exclusively) targeted the Peruvian lower classes. 

Evidence indicates that the government, through the National Intelligence Service, paid 

in cash for the biased coverage (Conaghan 2002, 2005; Degregori, 2001; Fowks, 2000; 

Macassi, 2001; Wood, 2000). This strategy also shifted attention away from relevant 

social issues, and developed a society with an appetite for spectacle and infotainment, to 

the detriment of freedom of expression. Documentary filmmakers called this period of 

Peruvian history “Latin America’s First Media Dictatorship.”66 

                                                
66 The Skylight Picture’s online video “Latin America’s First Media Dictatorship” shows how media were 
co-opted through the top-level corruption in Peru: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0y5uXV11O. 
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On April 5, 1992, President Fujimori headed an autogolpe (a self-led coup d’état), 

which closed the Congress and the courts. This event marked the first major authoritarian 

action of a government that became popular for stabilizing the economy through neo-

liberal policies – when Fujimori was first elected, high inflationary rates had reached 

more than 7,500 percent, while GDP had decreased 30 percent by the late 1980s – and for 

defeating the radical, left-wing terrorist group The Shining Path. The autogolpe ended 

twelve years of a precarious democratic system.  

On the day of the coup, military troops “visited” newspapers, magazines, and 

television and radio stations for 40 hours. The military detained journalists and 

oppositional politicians but then released them in response to international pressure. This 

event recalled the measures taken in Peru in 1974 by leftist military dictator General Juan 

Velasco Alvarado, who expropriated the major media outlets and handed them over to the 

workers (Gargurevich, 1991). Fujimori’s measures were less radical than Velasco’s, but 

with the same goal: to control the information generated by the media. 

The coup marked a new constricted period for journalism in Peru. During the 

1980s, the press had become assertive, taking its watchdog role seriously and reporting 

on the general crisis, corruption, the growth of the terrorist Shining Path insurgency, and 

political ties to drug trafficking. After the coup, Fujimori claimed continuing freedom of 

the Peruvian press. This lie had resonance because most of the media67 collaborated, at 

least indirectly, with the coup. The military intervention ensured that the press 

                                                
67 The newspapers, with the exception of La República and El Comercio – which tried to be neutral in their 
coverage about Fujimori – were either complacent or supportive (Gorriti, YEAR). 
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encouraged a positive public perception of the coup through uniform, non-critical 

coverage (Wood, 2000).  

The country’s most prominent weekly magazines – Caretas, Oiga, and Si – 

counterbalanced this timid coverage in the daily mainstream media. The regime tolerated 

them because of international pressure and because their existence supported the 

government’s contention that unrestricted freedom of the press existed in Peru. In reality, 

the magazines posed no significant threat. They had a limited circulation (10,000 to 

40,000) with a readership mostly in the middle- and upper- classes that supported the 

coup (Gorriti, 1993). However, Fujimori’s regime imposed decisive pressure on the press 

through economic means. In the context of the introduction of neo-liberal economic 

measures (the Fujishock) for the country, Fujimori eliminated tax exemptions for the 

import of materials related to journalism and printing.68 Media owners considered this 

economic aggression. In early 1993, the government stopped placing advertisements in 

the news magazines, negatively affecting their bottom line (Wood, 2000).  

Media in general became frivolous and timid. Media spectacles grew and 

distracted public attention from national politics and violations against human rights. 

During the armed conflict between the State and leftist terrorist groups, The Shining Path 

in particular became a media phenomenon. The press filled the space caused by the lack 

of information from the government and military with sensationalism. Violent and 

political events became “spectacular” news (Oviedo, 1989; Peralta, 2000). In the 1990s, 

                                                
68 The two most significant changes were the payment of a general sales tax of 18 percent and a 15 percent 
import tax on paper for newsprint.  
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authorities intensified this process, spreading it to other areas of social life and press 

coverage. It developed through mass media and especially TV (with talk shows and the 

paparazzi). Chicha,69 or sensationalist publications,70 became the most outrageous and 

“trashy” products. These tabloids used slang in headlines and news items, portrayed 

females partially nude on front pages, and focused coverage on murders, rapes, and local 

celebrities. They were designed to appeal to the less-educated segment of the Peruvian 

population (Gargurevich, 1991, 2000; Macassi, 2001).  

 The media control mechanisms developed under Fujimori’s government – and 

executed by his adviser Vladimiro Montesinos through the National Intelligence Service 

– were based on a wide network of corruption and mafia operations; media owners and 

journalists were bribed to express a pro-government editorial stance and to 

unscrupulously attack members of the opposition through libel and defamation, linking 

them to corruption or scandals. Conaghan (2002, 2005) investigated corruption during 

this period, with an emphasis on the relations between the government and the media 

when Fujimori was, according to the Committee to Protect Journalists, one of the world’s 

“Top Ten Enemies of the Press” in 1999 and 2000. For Conaghan, Fujimori “kidnapped 

the media” and “disabled the public sphere,” but “Montesinos’ grandiose plan to 

brainwash the Peruvian public and hustle the international community into bestowing 

legitimacy on Fujimori’s reelection failed, in part, because the media engaged in conduct 

                                                
69 The term Chicha, a traditional Peruvian beverage, is also used to refer to the popular culture of Lima, a 
mix that reflects the intrinsic mestizaje of Peruvian contemporary society. In music and other cultural 
manifestations it has developed an original esthetic and narrative of popular life. But the media world 
appropriated the term for vulgar sensationalism. 
70 During the 1990s, the names of the most popular tabloids were: El Mañanero (1992), El Chino (1995), 
La Chuchi (1996), La Reforma (1997), El Tío (1998), El Chato (1998), and La Yuca (2000).  
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so patently unfair that no amount of official spin could make it seem otherwise” 

(Conaghan, 2002, pp. 121-122).  

At the same time, the government and the undermined media encouraged the 

success and popularity of new entertainment TV programs and infotainment shows, such 

as the talk show Laura en América, and the paparazzi show Magaly Teve. These were 

two of the most popular shows in Peru during the 1990s. Similar to Jerry Springer, Laura 

en América (hosted by lawyer and TV celebrity Laura Bozzo) focused on cases about 

family issues associated with Peru’s lower classes, such as violence against women, 

children and adolescents; adultery; alcoholism and drugs; unemployment; and 

homosexuality. The show exploited and ridiculed poor people,71 and was often criticized 

for its portrayal of the lower classes.72 Violence among participants was recurrent and 

brutal. Her show exploited sordidness, made a caricature of poverty, and then exported it 

to the rest of Latin America. At the same time, Laura en América expressed a pro-

Fujimori political stance,73 celebrating the repressive measures of the government and 

                                                
71 A highly criticized episode was “Anything for Money,” broadcast on Saturday, Nov. 27, 1999. During 
the episode, Laura Bozzo offered money to poor people, daring them to take a bath in a tub with frogs 
(US$30); eat an entire rocoto, the spiciest local vegetable ($20); and crawl naked on the TV set ($20). The 
final challenge of that show was to lick the feet and armpits of a body builder who had not taken a shower 
after more than 48 hours of exercising. Images of the infamous show can be accessed via the following 
link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PckHwAF6XwM 
72 Laura Bozzo presented herself as “the lawyer of the poor,” and was called by these unfortunate people 
“Miss Laura” or “Doctor Laura.” Bozzo has been accused of disrepectfully portraying the Peruvian lower 
classes as uneducated people who spoke bad Spanish, spent their nights at popular parties called polladas, 
and resolved all problems with violence. A controversial issue was related to their physical appearance – 
most of the participants on the show had missing or damaged teeth. Bozzo defended herself arguing that 
she presented life and people how they were. 
73 The president was not only interviewed exclusively on the show, but he also called Laura Bozzo live by 
phone during the show and announced a US$200,000 donation to the NGO that Bozzo had founded. A few 
days later, the president appeared “spontaneously” on the show, where monarchical furniture was waiting 
for him on set. Other shows of Laura en América in 1999 included a special episode celebrating the anti-
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attacking the political opposition and international organizations, such as the 

International Court of Human Rights (CIDH), which questioned the process of some 

trials against alleged terrorists. Beginning in 1999 the reality-show faced accusations that 

the cases presented were fake. The last show of Laura en América was broadcast in Peru 

in 2000, coinciding with the fall of Fujimori’s government. Laura Bozzo was accused of 

receiving millions from the government and was investigated for corruption. She went to 

trial and was sentenced to four years of house arrest.74  

 Also popular was Magaly TeVe, the highest rated celebrity/paparazzi TV show in 

Peru. Since the mid 1990s, Magaly Medina, the host of Magaly TeVe, has revealed the 

secrets of Peruvian celebrities on TV. She has been highly controversial,75 appealing 

frequently to “freedom of expression” as a way to reject accusations of defamation. Her 

cameras insistently follow actors and actresses, soccer players, singers and musicians, 

and cabaret dancers, along with other people from the local world of spectacle. Medina 

                                                                                                                                            
terrorist policies of the government, in which she recommended that the war-torn country of Colombia 
follow Peru’s anti-subversive measures. She also conducted shows attacking presidential candidates that 
were running against Fujimori while he was campaigning to be reelected for his third term. 
74 She spent three years under house arrest in a spectacular environment with an in-home TV studio in 
Lima from which she broadcast her show for an international audience. After declaring in court that she 
was “hopelessly in love” with Vladimiro Montesinos, Laura Bozzo was released in 2007 and later absolved 
by the Supreme Court. In 2008 the cases presented on her show were investigated for fraud, and several 
were proven to be fake. She was accused of using a minor to give false testimony about suffering sexual 
abuses. Due to pressures from advertisers, civil rights organizations, and the press, Telemundo, as well as 
other TV networks, cancelled her show. 
75 One of the most controversial was “The Case of the Prosti-Vedettes.” On Feb. 1, 2000, Magaly TeVe 
broadcast a video in which a popular Peruvian dancer, a local type of cabaret performer known as a vedette, 
was videotaped in a hotel room having sex with a man. The celebrity received money, but was under the 
impression that nobody except for the naked man sitting on the bed was watching her. Magaly TeVe had 
hired the man. The operation was repeated with another popular vedette. Presented as a Special Report, the 
TV show nationally broadcast the two videos in prime time as “The Case of the Prosti-Vedettes.” Broadcast 
on the expropriated TV channel 2, directed at the time by businessmen bribed by Vladimiro Montesinos, 
the show was the government’s attempt to shift attention away from rampant corruption. 
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named this celebrity sphere “Chollywood,” a mix of the words “cholo”76 and 

“Hollywood.” Medina questions and judges the lifestyle of famous people after airing 

reports of their day-to-day news. Magaly TeVe does not cover politics, and Medina 

avoids mentioning any political issues on her show. However, the show does have 

political connotations. After being sued several times by her victims, Medina was finally 

found guilty of defamation in October 2008. She was sentenced and spent almost three 

months in jail.77 At that moment, she made a statement: “All the governments have used 

me as a smoke screen.”78 

 In the case of the Chicha press, publications funded and founded by the 

government through the National Intelligence Service were sold in all the country’s 

kioskos (street newsstands). For the specific case of the “yellow” press, Macassi (2001) 

analyzed the media’s coverage of the 2000 presidential campaign and concluded: “One 

cannot judge the Peruvian yellow press without considering that it was part of a system 

rooted in power, and that gathered the central government, the parliament, and most TV 

stations…[Media] canalized campaigns initiated in the National Intelligence Service” (p. 

94). This corruption expanded to many other institutions and social sectors. Its exposure 

through videos broadcast by an alliance of oppositional groups led to Fujimori’s 

resignation via fax in November 2000, while he was in Japan. Upon his extradition to 

                                                
76 According to the Real Academia Española (RAE), the term cholo(a) is used to designate a “mestizo of 
European or indigenous blood” or an Indian with western practices. In Peru, it has had a pejorative and 
racist connotation.  
77 The newspaper El Comercio had a multimedia special on the trajectory of Magaly Medina: 
http://www.elcomercio.com.pe/EdicionOnline/Estaticas/especial-magaly/index.html 
78 “Todos los gobiernos me han utilizado como cortina de humo" (2008, October 16). Peru 21. Retrieved 
from http://peru21.pe/noticia/218810/todos-gobiernos-me-han-utilizado-como-cortina-humo 
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Peru he was subjected to an obsessively covered, sensationalized trial and sentenced in 

2009 to 25 years in prison for violating human rights. 

Fujimori has been described as one of the best examples of the recent relations 

among neopopulism, neoliberalism, and mass media (especially television) in Latin 

America (Sanborn & Panfichi, 1996; Boas, 2005). Weyland (2001) argued that television 

has helped neopopulists79 connect with the masses, similar to the way radio did for 

traditional populists, but that modern TV has been more effective in conveying 

politicians’ charismatic qualities. Waisbord (2003) claimed that neopopulism in Latin 

America “cannot be understood without an examination of contemporary media politics” 

(p. 201). This phenomenon, however, is not confined to Latin America – the 

“Americanization” of politics also has been noted in other parts of the world (Castells, 

1997). Nevertheless, the relation of this new type of “telepopulists” (Schneider, 1991) 

with the media has been particular. With few alternative sources of political information, 

television becomes a “viable means of bypassing existing institutions and communicating 

a personal message to millions of voters simultaneously” (Boas, 2005). Seeking to appeal 

to the atomized poor through targeted antipoverty measures and executive philanthropy 

(Roberts, 1995; Weyland, 1996), neopopulist discourse centers on “low” politics – 

images and speeches designed to resonate with the popular classes rather than the elite 

(Ostiguy, 1997).  

                                                
79 Neopopulism implies the populism of the 1980s to the present, in which the target of appeals is the 
atomized poor and informal sector rather than the organized working class. Neopopulism differs from 
classical populism because its new constituency lacks formal organization. Neopopulists create new 
institutions to mobilize workers and relate to the masses in a direct and unmediated fashion (Weyland, 
1996, 2001; Roberts, 1995; Collier, 2001; Boas, 2005). 
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Fujimori understood the importance of media spectacle to obtain the best political 

use of the military’s victories. For example, in 1992 the police captured terrorist leader 

Abimael Guzmán of The Shining Path, exhibiting him publicly in a cage with a black and 

white striped uniform, pacing back and forth like an animal. The shocking images 

appeared worldwide. Fujimori used this event and its spectacular media framing as one of 

the main accomplishments of his government. He later explained in a documentary that 

he dressed Guzman up in black and white stripes as a performative strategy, drawing 

from old Hollywood movies.  

This dependence of neopopulism on the mass media partly explains the Fujimori-

Montesinos regime’s obsession with controlling the media. The colonization of reality by 

media spectacle and infotainment led to what Degregori (2001) called “the decade of the 

anti-politics.” For Degregori, the 1990s were marked by the emptiness of critical 

discourse in the political spheres and in the media, where images and sensationalism 

ruled over debate, analysis, and argumentation. Nevertheless, one of the few spaces 

critical of Fujimori in national TV during 2000 was the satiric infotainment show Beto a 

Saber, hosted by controversial journalist Beto Ortiz. This show demonstrated the power 

of the combination of political satire, journalism, and celebrity culture to criticize the 

regime. 

In a society deeply divided by class and governed by weak institutions, the 

democratic government post-Fujimori inaugurated in 2001 faced a strong oppositional 

mainstream press. This press sought to recover its watchdog role after Fujimori, but 

frequently used sensationalism to deliver accusations, a possible legacy of spectacle, but 
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renamed “freedom of expression” in democracy. This was the case of La Ventana 

Indiscreta. Hosted by journalist Cecilia Valenzuela, who was critical of the Fujimori 

regime during the 1990s, this TV show became one of the most critical spaces during the 

precariously restored democracy. An innovative show within the investigative journalism 

genre, it offered a space for the formation of a new generation of TV journalists who used 

new techniques80 and who were often accused of sensationalism. In 2004, President 

Toledo accused the sensationalist media and the press of a “plot” to take him out of 

power, through a series of corruption allegations involving his closest collaborators 

(Jason, 2004; Mashie, 2005). During Alan Garcia’s government (2006-2011), the media 

exposed high-profile corruption in the government, until several of those critical 

journalists were fired from the main media outlets. In this context, Jaime Bayly, the most 

controversial journalist and celebrity of the country, launched an atypical presidential 

campaign in 2010 via his show El Francotirador (The Sniper).  

 

EL FRANCOTIRADOR AND THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 

 

 On October 13, 2008, the online, international news portal Terra published the 

following story in its Entertainment section: “Jaime Bayly announces his presidential 

                                                
80 Fast-paced and influenced by Michael Moore’s documentary style, they reported, interviewed, edited, 
and operated the camera alone. They also experimented with the editing of stories and included new 
elements, like certain types of music, to complement the narrative and offer new interpretative options to 
the story. 
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candidacy.”81 “I am going to be the first homosexual and impotent Peruvian President,” 

Bayly said on his show El Francotirador and was quoted in the Terra story.  

 Some people think I am joking, but I will be a presidential candidate in 2011. I 
 will gather 150,000 citizens’ signatures, and I will propose some innovative ideas. 
 I don’t aspire to win, but I will be a candidate. Why? To fuck with the system! I 
 don’t want to change the country, just fuck with the system. Laugh, but I am 
 going to be a candidate, you’ll see… I would make a fantastic president. I’d start 
 working every day at 1 p.m. from my house. I won’t ever go to the Government 
 Palace, nor will I travel to the provinces. (Bayly quoted in Terra, 2008, para. 1) 
 

On April 2009, the international Spanish news agency EFE published: “Jaime 

Bayly wants to be President and First Lady of Peru.”82 The story quoted Bayly as saying, 

“I am bisexual, impotent, and agnostic. I am American, because I have an American 

passport, and I am not crazy enough to give it away. But I am also Peruvian, and I dream 

that the poor children of my country will be able to have the same education as my 

daughters.” In January 2010, his potential presidential candidacy got extensive national 

and international attention. He began to appear in two national polls, receiving 2-3 

percent of the vote after the announcement of a political agreement between Bayly and 

veteran politician José Barba Caballero that Bayly would run as candidate for Barba’s 

political party Cambio Radical (Radical Change). The prestigious AFP news agency 

reported83: “Popular TV host and writer Jaime Bayly said that he would run for President 

in the 2011 Peruvian elections as a provocation, but his idea was taken seriously by polls 

                                                
81 Jaime Bayly oficializa su candiatura presidencial. (2008, October 13). Terra. Retrieved from 
http://www.terra.com.pe/entretenimiento/noticias/oci433982/jaime-bayly-oficializa-su-candidatura-
presidencia.html 
82 Jaime Bayly quiere ser presidente y primera dama de Perú. (2009, April 24). EFE. Retrieved from 
http://www.elnuevoherald.com/2009/04/23/434022/jaime-bayly-quiere-ser-presidente.html 
83 Cisneros, L. (2010, January 21). El popular Jaime Bayly se lanza a la presidencia del Perú o es una 
broma. AFP. Retrieved from http://www.elnuevoherald.com/2010/01/20/633147/el-popular-jaime-bayly-
se-lanza.html 
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and politicians. And now it is difficult to determine if it is for real or part of his jokes.” At 

the same time, El Comercio, the country’s largest-circulation newspaper, created a 

special section in its online edition named “CANDIDATE BAYLY.”84 Bayly devoted a 

significant portion of his weekly show El Francotirador and his weekly column in the 

newspaper Peru 21 to discussing his presidential candidacy and his government plans. At 

this point, Bayly repeatedly mentioned in his show that his main reasons for wanting to 

be president of Peru were that: 1) It would make his mother happy; 2) He been preparing 

himself since childhood to be president; 3) He is more experienced and capable than most 

of the politicians in power; and 4) He has libertarian and liberal ideas held by no other 

candidate.  

In February 2010, the prestigious news magazine The Economist described Bayly 

and his presidential ambitions in a news story85: 

…Jaime Bayly, a writer of humorous novels of rather lesser stature who is also a 
television talk-show host, has launched his candidacy for a presidential election 
due in April 2011. Like Mr. Vargas Llosa, Mr. Bayly is a liberal. But he is a 
highly irreverent one. Mop-haired and rumpled, he talks freely about his 
bisexuality (he says that at the moment he prefers women but that this might once 
again change); his taste for mood-altering pills that are apparently damaging his 
liver; his past cocaine habit and his continuing fondness for an occasional joint. 
His television programs, broadcast in Colombia and Peru (he previously worked 
in Miami), mercilessly mock Venezuela’s leftist president, Hugo Chávez. 

 
His policies are just as politically incorrect. He favors legalizing abortion and 
same-sex marriages. He would eliminate centuries-old privileges enjoyed by the 
Catholic church. He wants to abolish the armed forces and spend their budget on 
improving state schools. In another constitutional proposal – this one smacks of 
populism – he would cut the number of lawmakers in Peru’s single-chamber 

                                                
84 http://elcomercio.pe/caso/bayly-candidato 
85 Presidential Ambitions in Peru. (2010, February 25). The Economist. Retrieved from 
http://www.economist.com/node/15580506?story_id=E1_TVVRDVDG 
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Congress from 120 to just 25. He defies Peruvian nationalism by saying that the 
government should not have filed a claim against neighboring Chile over their 
maritime-border dispute, because it will not win. 

 
A survey this month by Ipsos-APOYO, a polling firm, shows there is no clear 
favorite in a crowded field of presidential wanabees. Only 22% backed the 
leading candidate, Luis Castañeda, the mayor of Lima. Mr. Bayly has the support 
of 5%. He appeals to young voters, and could tap into the national frustration with 
traditional politicians. But he is from the Lima upper class. It remains to be seen 
whether he can appeal to poorer Peruvians. Or indeed whether he will run. 
Humor, seriousness and narcissism fight for supremacy within Mr. Bayly’s ego. 
He may have some fun keeping Peru guessing. In a recent weekly column he 
mused about turning 50 in 2015, and said that by then he plans to write, travel, 
have sex and smoke pot – not be “president of Peru or any other tribe.” 
(Presidential ambitions in Peru, 2010, para. 2-4 ) 

 

Bayly’s presidential campaign was discussed, interpreted and analyzed by 

numerous local journalists, intellectuals, social scientists, opinion leaders, politicians, 

celebrities, and even the president of the country. Below are some quotes from various 

public figures: 

“I see Bayly’s candidacy with friendliness, because he’s put diverse topics on the 
table that people need to think about.” 

 (President Alan García. El Comercio, February 14, 2010)86 

 
 “Bayly’s presidential candidacy is supported by the economic elites.” 
 (Presidential candidate Ollanta Humala. Peru 21, January 28, 2010)87 

 
 “Bayly would help make the 2011 electoral process much more entertaining 
 and fun than the rest of the candidates, which are, to be truthful, very boring.” 
 (Columnist Augusto Alvarez Ródrich. La República, January 17, 2010)88 

                                                
86 Hasta el presidente García se pronuncia sobre la candidatura de Bayly: “La veo con simpatía”. (2010, 
February 14). El Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/politica/414762/noticia-hasta-presidente-
garcia-se-pronuncia-sobre-candidatura-bayly-veo-simpatia 
87 Humala: La candidatura de Bayly es promovida por el poder económico. (2010, January 28). Peru 21. 
Retrieved from http://peru21.pe/noticia/406191/humala-candidatura-bayly-promovida-sector-poder-
economico 
88 Alvarez Rodrich, A. (2010, January 17). Política Chongo. La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/claro-y-directo/17/01/2010/politica-chongo 
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 “Jaime is very intelligent, educated, hard working, and he is a little bit crazy. He 
 has all the necessary ingredients to be a presidential candidate.” 
 (TV journalist Rosa María Palacios. El Comercio, January 18, 2010)89 

 
 “The Jaime Bayly phenomenon is explained by the collapse of Peruvian politics 
 and the disastrous education system.” 
 (Journalist César Hildebrandt. El Comercio, February 5, 2010)90 

 
“If he is going to be a presidential candidate, he has to resign from TV… Since 
Jaime Bayly said that his presidential candidacy was not a joke, all the programs 
on his TV station have assumed that they need to support his wisecrack.” 

 (TV Critic Fernando Vivas. El Comercio, January 30, 2010)91 

 
“I don’t want to interpret Bayly’s candidacy in ideological terms (liberal, 
conservative, or right wing) neither have I seen it as a conspiracy from the 
“capitalist forces.” It is an upper class joke… His candidacy might collect votes in 
the prosperous and modern cities of the coast… His candidacy seems more 
designed to ruin those ‘anti-political’ candidates than to build a personal one.”  

 (Political scientist Alberto Vergara. La República, January 31, 2010)92  

 
 “Bayly’s government plan is a secret, but a source says that he will promise that 
 the Peruvian soccer team will go to the next World Cup.” 
 (Political columnist Mirko Lauer. La República, December 31, 2009)93  

 
“Some people think it is a joke in bad taste. Others say it is a protest vote. There 
are also others who say that, even if he does not run for president, he will liven up 
the election. The truth is that his candidacy has already obtained its first (and 
maybe only) objective: to garner the attention of not only entertainment sections, 
but also of political analysts… He has an advantage over the other candidates: he 
has a weekly two hour platform on national TV.” 

                                                
89 Debate sobre eventual candidatura de Bayly. (2010, January 18). El Comercio. Retrieved from 
http://elcomercio.pe/impresa/notas/debate-sobre-eventual-candidatura-bayly/20100118/399758 
90 Hildebrandt: "El fenómeno Jaime Bayly se explica por la ruina de la política peruana y el desastre de la 
educación". (2010, February 5). El Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/politica/410879/noticia-
cesar-hildebrandt-fenomeno-jaime-bayly-se-explica-ruina-politica-peruana-desastre-educacion 
91 Vivas, F. (2010, January 30). Fernando Vivas sobre Jaime Bayly: "Si va a postular a la presidencia, que 
renuncie a la TV". El Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/407281/noticia-
fernando-vivas-sobre-jaime-bayly-si-va-postular-presidencia-que-renuncie-tv 
92 Y si no es broma. (2010, January 31). La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/domingo/31/01/2010/y-si-no-es-broma 
93 Lauer, M. (2009, December 31). El otro programa de Bayly. La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/observador/31/12/2009/el-otro-programa-de-bayly 
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 (Blogger José Godoy. Blog Desde El Tercer Piso, January 20, 2010)94 

 
“Bayly plays on the border between show business and the political world. He 
might  have a structured message and the ability to simplify it. For many people, 
this might represent a way to protest against the other candidates.”  

 (Fernando Tuesta, Director of the Public Opinion Institute PUCP. El Comercio, 

 January 17, 2010)95 

 
“I think that Bayly’s candidacy might increase some percentage points because he 
is a media figure with a much more interesting style than the other candidates. I 
would  not be surprised if he gets 8-10% in Lima. But I don’t think he will go 
beyond this point.” 

 (Political scientist Eduardo Dargent. La República, January 31, 2010)96 

 
“It would be very difficult for Bayly to get elected; one would have to be bisexual 
to vote for him. But in this country anything can happen.” 

 (Comedian Adolfo Chuiman. El Comercio, January 18, 2010)97 

 
“For the other presidential candidates, Bayly is an uncomfortable character. He is 
accused of being a clown, but, as the professional entertainer that he is, he has a 
big advantage in relation to the other clowns that have turned Peruvian politics 
into a bad circus…. He has just contributed to make the political scene more 
sincere.” 

 (Sociologist Nelson Manrique. La República, February 2, 2010)98 

 
“Bayly is not running for president. He is running to be God, a cruel and 
unforgiving God who whips and/or burns the heretic.” 

 (Journalist César Hildebrandt. El Comercio, February 23, 2010)99 

 

                                                
94 Godoy, J. (2010, January 20). Que hay de nuevo con Bayly. Desde el Tercer Piso. Retrieved from 
http://www.desdeeltercerpiso.com/2010/01/que-hay-de-nuevo-con-bayly/ 
95 Jaime Bayly podría ser el outsider 2011? (2010, January 17). El Comercio. Retrieved from 
http://elcomercio.pe/politica/398955/noticia-jaime-bayly-no-podria-outsider-2011 
96 Y si no es broma. (2010, January 31). La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/domingo/31/01/2010/y-si-no-es-broma 
97Debate sobre eventual candidatura de Bayly. (2010, January 18). El Comercio. Retrieved from 
http://elcomercio.pe/impresa/notas/debate-sobre-eventual-candidatura-bayly/20100118/399758 
98 Manrique, N. (2010, February 7). Bayly candidato. La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/columna-en-construccion/02/02/2010/bayly-candidato 
99 Según Hildebrandt, "Bayly no candidatea a la presidencia, candidatea a ser Dios". El Comercio. 
Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/418658/noticia-jaime-bayly-tiene-propuesta-america-tv-
aseguro-cesar-hildebrandt 
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“Bayly is making us participants in the big ‘reality show’ of TV. In this genre, 
one puts a camera to watch live a fake reality. Isn’t that, in the end, what the 
electoral process is about?”   

 (Journalist Federico Salazar. La República, February 7, 2010)100 
 

The attention devoted to Bayly’s political intentions was partly based on his 

appealing media character, which is composed of a variety of attributes that often seem 

contradictory. However, Bayly’s postmodern attitude helps him transit the blurred limits 

of diverse social, cultural, and political spheres through ambiguity.   

 

THE DISCOURSE OF AMBIGUITY 

 

During his 30-year media career, Bayly established ambiguity as a central feature 

of his character. He built an iconic personality whose identity allows him to walk the line 

between media circus and influential journalism; between cosmopolitan literature and the 

folkloric spectacle of the local jet set. He crosses social barriers by means of the 

television screen. He flirts with collective homophobia. He stings both the right and the 

left, simplifying like a sophist all types of discourse. He knows that the greatest weapon 

of these times is laughter, that dictatorships are built by mass media, and that being 

educated is not a priority for opinion leaders – it is more important to be fun. Bayly’s 

chameleonic discourse made him influential in diverse spheres not easily reconciled. His 

ambiguous character combines contrasting discourses, appealing to different audiences 

                                                
100 Salazar, F. (2010, February 7). El derecho de Jaime Bayly. La República. Retrieved from 
http://www.larepublica.pe/contrapelo/07/02/2010/el-derecho-de-jaime-bayly 
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(and potential voters). Even if some people might condemn some aspects of his character, 

they could still feel positively about another aspect. Based on Bayly’s TV show El 

Francotirador, his newspaper columns, and press coverage about him, some of Bayly’s 

ambiguous configurations are highlighted and interpreted below. The goal is to 

understand how he combines apparently contradictory discourses to validate his 

strategies, exert influence, and gain media attention and popular support (in electoral or 

ratings terms), especially during his presidential campaign. 

 

Bayly is a journalist—but also a commercial entertainer 

 

Bayly began reporting at age 16 at the newspaper La Prensa, working with other 

young journalists of his generation – the so-called “Young Turks” who became some of 

the most influential journalists in Peru. Bayly also wrote a novel – “The Last Days of the 

Press” (1996) – in which he portrayed the newspaper environment during the early 1980s, 

in the democratic period that followed Velasco’s military dictatorship. In his youth, he 

was talented and precocious, writing about politics, culture and sports. He transitioned to 

television as a solemn commentator on politics for the program Pulso (1984). After 

appearing on various news programs,101 Bayly got his own show in 1991, Qué hay de 

nuevo? (What’s new?), which became the “official talk show” that established “who’s 

who” in Peru’s cultural, celebrity, and cosmopolitan circles (Vivas, 2008). Bayly adapted 

American television genres and took inspiration from the stand-up comedy tradition, talk 

                                                
101 Vivas (2008) recapitulated the diverse projects in which Bayly participated during his early years.  
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shows, and the late night show – particularly The David Letterman Show and Larry King 

Live. Bayly also turned to local influences, such as pioneer popular host Augusto 

Ferrando, respected and incisive journalist César Hildebrandt, the Peruvian comedy show 

Risas y Salsas, and socially committed writer Mario Vargas Llosa. Bayly knew how to 

force out competing talk show host Laura Bozzo and learned to live with paparazzi host 

Magaly Medina. In spite of all these influences – or perhaps because of them – he still 

invented his own style of doing television, combining stand-up comedy, local gossip, 

edgy political interviews, and entertainment reporting. His main formula evolved into a 

more affected style in which he, with a dark suit and a funny haircut, sits in the middle of 

the stage. He pontificates and repeats monologues in between interviews, in front of the 

camera but also in front of a live audience that interacts with him.  

When talking about political and social national issues, he portrays himself and 

his team as professional journalists.102 He is included in an anthology of the most 

accomplished journalists of the country, and is considered one of the best interviewers in 

Peru.103 Bayly’s columns have appeared in several international newspapers and other 

media outlets. He plays the role of someone informed, with an insider’s perspective of the 

power structure and an accumulated knowledge of the country’s news cycle. He uses this 

configuration to consolidate his political image. During his “presidential campaign,” he 

repeated several times that, because of his journalistic experience, he knew how the 

                                                
102 In a personal interview that I conducted with Sonia Suyon, an investigative journalist for Bayly’s show, 
she told me about the journalistic routines that the production team developed to make the show and 
prepare the material for the interviews. 
103 In Salinas (2008).  
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system worked and had met and confronted the most influential people in the country. At 

the same time, his recurrent adversarial and satirical attitudes against powerful people 

also configure him as someone whom the powerful fear. He is the sassy and risqué 

journalist who conducts important interviews that garner headlines nationwide.  

However, when facing a critical press, Bayly often mocks the seriousness and 

alleged respectability of journalists, putting himself above them. When accused of 

developing the “media circus” and general vulgarity, he responded that his role is to 

entertain the people and give “humor and laughter” to the audience.104 He argued that TV 

is the most democratic medium because every citizen has the right to change the channel. 

So, if he wants to talk about banalities, exhibit his sexual life, or kiss an interviewee on 

the lips, he can do it. People decide, and, according to him, the best reflections of this are 

the weekly ratings. It is symptomatic that he refers very frequently to TV ratings on his 

show (with postmodern self-referentiality) and creates complicity with the audience when 

his show wins (and even when it loses) against other TV programs. Ratings, like surveys, 

measure his influence, validate his strategies, and set his agenda. His discourse, then, 

inevitably links to commercial terms.  

Bayly remains very conscious of his commercial value. He referred to it several 

times on his show. When he has a problem with the TV station that broadcasts his show, 

he threatens to resign, implying that the owners and directors of the TV station would 

lose advertising money if he leaves. Usually, these problems with the owners and board 

                                                
104 Jaime Bayly: “Yo no aspiro a ser presidente del Perú, sino a entretener al público” (2010, February 8). 
El Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/411923/noticia-jaime-bayly-yo-no-aspiro-
presidente-peru-sino-entretener-al-publico 
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of directors – problems that Bayly would strategically air on the show – come from 

discordance in the political stance of the show. For example, he dedicated an entire show 

to attacking Baruch Ivcher, the owner of Bayly’s station, Frecuencia Latina, accusing 

Ivcher of censorship. Bayly criticized Ivcher’s efforts to limit his freedom of expression 

and being against his presidential candidacy.105 “I don’t need Baruch or this TV station. 

Modestly, I think that the TV station loses more than me with my resignation,” Bayly 

said on his show. In this sense, his commercial value as entertainer supports his 

journalistic independence. 

 

Bayly is a celebrity—but also a writer 

 

Bayly, a fixture of Peruvian television for 26 years, has had programs in several 

other Spanish-speaking countries and in the United States. As a protagonist in the 

evolution of mass media over the last two decades, he managed to avoid going out of 

style. He understands the need to be flexible, to know how to reinvent himself, and the 

power of scandals to avoid losing relevance. He manages to stay in the news agenda, 

either in the politics or entertainment sections of international Latin American news 

                                                
105 This case had a lot of media attention. Some videos and stories on the conflicts between Bayly and the 
TV station Frecuencia Latina can be accessed via the following links:  
http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/418020/noticia-jaime-bayly-remecio-frecuencia-latina-inesperada-
renuncia 
http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/418150/noticia-bayly-vs-baruch-ivcher-poco-paranoico-le-gusta-llevarse-
bien-poder-no-puedo-confiar-el 
http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/418447/noticia-frecuencia-latina-rechazo-califico-ofensivas-
declaraciones-jaime-bayly-francotirador 
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media. This is how he became one of the most famous Peruvian TV celebrities in the 

region, a transnational commodity in a globalized world. He brags about his close 

friendship with other Latin pop icons like Shakira, Enrique Iglesias and Joaquin Sabina. 

But at the same time, he dines with the president (and writes about it) and meets with 

intellectuals and writers such as Mario Vargas Llosa, whom he considers a mentor.  

In spite of his celebrity lifestyle, Bayly considers himself primarily a writer, one 

who works on TV to pay the bills and afford his comfortable standard of living. Since his 

1994 novel Don’t Tell Anyone, he has published more than a dozen books. He won the 

prestigious Herralde prize and emerged as a finalist for a Planeta award. At first 

dismissed as a “light” writer by the Peruvian literary establishment, in recent years critics 

have acknowledged both his literary and commercial merits. Written in the tradition of 

the Spaniard Ray Lóriga and with similarities to the Chilean Alberto Fuguet, Bayly’s first 

novels, written in first-person in simple and explicit language, portray youth confused by 

their privileged status, the incompatibility between gay love and happiness, and the self-

destructive compulsion toward drug use. In these stories Bayly mercilessly depicted 

Peru’s celebrities, politicians, and people from his social circle. With an intentionally 

autobiographical tone, his books always danced around the line between reality and 

fiction. While in Peru writers tend to polarize into irreconcilable groups (Andeans versus 

Creoles, for example), Bayly tried to be global. In that ambition he has had considerable 

success. During his presidential campaign, while he was also promoting his latest novel 

El cojo y el loco, (The Amputee and the Lunatic), he said in an interview with 
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Argentinean newspaper Clarin106: “I don’t think that one can be a presidential candidate 

and a writer at the same time. I think those are incompatible vocations, and if I ever have 

to choose one, I will stick with my vocation as a writer.”  

During his presidential campaign, Bayly tried to portray himself as someone 

doing a public service for the country by running for president. Being the commercial 

celebrity that he is, some critics said that he was just trying to drive TV ratings with his 

presidential campaign. He responded in an interview107: “They don’t know me well. 

There are times to joke and other times to take things seriously. Being a candidate is a 

serious issue. If I were so frivolous as they say, I would not be a candidate. I would stay 

on TV making money and publishing my books and columns… Now I have another 

dream: to work five years for the poor children of my country.” A few months later, he 

aborted his presidential candidacy stating that the president’s salary would not be enough 

for him to maintain his family’s lifestyle.108  

 

Bayly is bisexual—but also a family man 

 

Beginning with his first novel, Bayly describes himself publicly as bisexual – a 

person who “sometimes likes a man and sometimes a woman.” As such, he presents 

                                                
106 Torchia, F. (2010, April 6). Jaime Bayly: "La Web es el comienzo del apocalipsis". Clarin. Retrieved 
from http://elcomercio.pe/politica/457654/noticia-no-se-decide-ahora-bayly-prefiere-aferrarse-su-carrera-
escritor-lugar-su-candidatura; http://edant.revistaenie.clarin.com/notas/2010/04/06/_-02175015.htm 
107 Jaime Bayly se toma en serio su candidatura. (2010, January 17). El Comercio. Retrieved from 
http://elcomercio.pe/impresa/notas/jaime-bayly-se-toma-serio-su-candidatura/20100117/399407 
108 Jaime Bayly anunció que en diciembre se retirará de la televisión peruana (2010, October 11). El 

Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/652245/noticia-jaime-bayly-anuncio-que-
diciembre-se-retirara-television-peruana 
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himself as someone who belongs to an oppressed minority, someone who knows what it 

is like to fight against prejudice, particularly Peruvian society’s prudish and brutal 

homophobia. This sexual configuration, however, also helps maintain the media’s eye on 

his sexual scandals. He exhibited his sexual life and relationships on his show and in 

writings, even naming and introducing several of his lovers. For example, he said that he 

was the lover of famous local actor Diego Bertie. The actor rejected this claim and said 

that they were only friends. Then, Bayly began a media campaign satirizing Bertie’s 

attitude, trying to force him out of the closet. The Bayly-Bertie affair dominated 

headlines for several weeks. In this way, Bayly portrayed himself as someone not afraid 

to publicly declare who he is and whom he sleeps with (nor was he afraid of destroying 

the privacy of others). He created the idea of honesty beyond limits; he placed himself in 

a discursive place that is on the top of social prejudices and does not care about local 

gossip; and he wanted the public to follow him into this bubble.  

At the same time, Bayly is also a respected family man. Bayly always refers to his 

daughters as the main loves of his life, and to his wife, Sandra Masías, as the woman with 

whom he will always be in love. He has devoted entire shows to declaring his love for his 

family and has always highlighted that there is nothing he would not give to them. In fact, 

he wrote several columns stating how much money he pays to keep them happy 

(including the most expensive education, luxuries, trips, and apartments). He also refers 

frequently to his mother, whom he calls a “saint.” She is a wealthy member of a religious 

congregation, conservative and generous, someone who has “suffered enough for having 

a son like him.” In a gesture of familial commitment, he interviewed her for Mother’s 
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Day. He consistently portrays her as an understanding, stoic woman who always fought 

to keep the family together and at peace. His relationship with these women – his wife, 

his daughters, his mother – is totally in line with the social status quo and Lima’s upper 

class sensibilities. According to such norms, the man should be a successful provider who 

takes care of his women’s material and emotional needs.  

 Despite this professed familial commitment, during his virtual presidential 

campaign, Bayly introduced the Peruvian audience to his 21-year-old lover, Silvia Núñez 

del Arco, an upper-middle class, beautiful woman. Presented also as a writer, she says 

Bayly impressed her the first time they met, at a broadcast of one of his shows. While 

publicly apologizing to his wife and his male Argentinean lover, Bayly portrayed her as 

the woman who saved him from sexual impotence and declared that he wanted her to be 

the mother of his next child. With Núñez del Arco, Bayly’s intimate panorama became 

complete: an aristocratic mother, a classy wife, educated daughters, and a gorgeous 

young mistress. This is the archetype of the successful white male in a sexist, patriarchal 

society. The fact that he always plays openly with his bisexuality only adds more 

eccentricity to the character, creating the image of “freedom” and “honesty” in the public 

eye. 

 

Bayly, a white elite, also is a popular culture icon 

  

 Bayly is the black sheep of an aristocratic family. He went to one of the most 

exclusive and elitist schools in the country. Then, he studied a few semesters of law in the 
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most prestigious local private university, which he dropped out of to develop his media 

career. Members of his family held important private sector and public positions – bank 

directors, powerful businessmen, and influential politicians. For example, his uncle 

Roberto Letts was a millionaire who owned one of the most important mines in Peru, 

especially significant because the country’s main economic activity is mining. During 

Bayly’s virtual presidential campaign, he wrote a column criticizing the mining industry 

and he called his uncle a “cabrón de mala entraña” (an asshole and bad person). After his 

uncle’s death, Bayly devoted several shows speculating about how much of his uncle’s 

fortune he would inherit and said that if he received the money, he would put it toward 

his presidential campaign. He interviewed members of his family, talked with a 

clairvoyant about the issue, and even delivered monologues speaking to the spirit of his 

uncle. The local media covered the opening of the will, and to his surprise, Bayly was 

excluded. On the next show, Bayly interviewed a different uncle, Ricardo Letts (the 

brother of Roberto), who was also excluded because he has been one of the country’s 

most prominent leftists. Like Bayly, he was considered another black sheep of the family. 

Bayly’s mother, nevertheless, received a good portion of the fortune. Bayly announced 

that his mother told him not to worry about his presidential campaign’s expenses. 

 The economic aspect of his character is interesting. Bayly presents himself as 

someone who has worked 30 years in TV, and he projects an image of living well but 

also saving money. He says he is no millionaire, but keeps “some savings” in the bank. 

He proposed funding his presidential campaign through an atypical economic 

organization. He would not fundraise or ask for money from any powerful economic 
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group – as most candidates do – in order to not owe any favors in case he became 

president. He said this was indispensable to avoid corruption in his possible future 

government. He would instead use his TV show as his primary means of publicity and he 

would use his family’s money or, in the worst-case scenario, some of his savings, for the 

campaign. This appealing discourse about economic organization reinforces the idea that 

money and social capital are necessary to participate actively – and avoid corruption – in 

Peruvian democracy. 

 Bayly always acknowledges being raised as part of the elite, but he presents 

himself as a rebellious upper-class individual – sometimes even as a class traitor. He 

reveals the intimacies of the upper class, criticizes their values, and publicly airs their 

gossip. This appeals to popular audiences because it seems to level people. Though Bayly 

shares and reproduces many of Lima’s upper-class prejudices, his on-air charisma crosses 

race, educational, and class lines using the universal language of slapstick. At the same 

time, his media career forces him to be in touch with popular tastes. He frequently 

interviews pop culture icons. Several of them come from the middle or lower classes and 

have made their way into show business. They are always grateful for these interviews 

because it gives them public exposure and an opportunity to promote their shows and 

performances on one of the most-watched national TV shows. Several of them also 

acknowledge their class differences with Bayly and, in a subtle way, thank him for the 

attention. Bayly mocks them and sometimes ridicules them. He assumes a patriarchal 

attitude towards these subaltern subjects. One of the most visible popular icons on 

Bayly’s show was an obese, provincial folkloric singer named Tongo, “a man from 
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immigrant and informal capitalism who devotes his efforts to belonging to global and 

formal capitalism” (Ubilluz, 2010). Cultural critic Juan Carlos Ubilluz (2010)109 

described the relationship between Tongo and Bayly: “It is a tutelary bond: a man from 

informal capitalism asks a man of the bourgeois for access to formal capitalism.” For 

Ubilluz, the relation of power between the two characters relates to what he called “the 

“postmodern creole subject,” an apolitical individual exclusively concerned with his 

social mobility in the framework of late capitalism and whose social desire is linked to 

the will of the bourgeois boss. 

 Bayly’s promotion of Tongo made the folkloric singer very wealthy and famous 

in Peru. Tongo not only made Bayly godfather of his child, but he also composed and 

sang the musical hit that launched Bayly’s campaign, “Jaime for President.”110 The lyrics 

of this song reveal how the popular classes might perceive Bayly: “He was a very 

different kid from the rest/ In spite of having everything, he liked equality/ This kid 

became a man in the middle of injustice and evil/ Intelligent and very bright, he will give 

us the solution/ Jaime, Jaime, Jaime Bayly/ Jaime for president.” That same night in the 

show Bayly told Tongo, “I won’t be able to win the election without your help. I need 

your popular appeal and your song to connect with the masses.”  

 

Bayly, a progressive—but also conservative 

 

                                                
109 Ubilluz, J. (2010). El francotirador: el programa (de clase) de Jaime Bayly. El Grito. Retrieved from 
www.elgritoperu.org/files/2010/Marzo/10/664563_Ubilluz.pdf 
110 The video can be accessed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLNMySR_RhU 
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In a widely discussed column “The Lost Causes,”111 published in the newspaper 

Peru 21 on August 22, 2010, Bayly described his main political ideas and positions 

toward the presidency – what he called his “government plan.” Most of these ideas were 

highly controversial and innovative in the electoral agenda, and some could be 

considered very progressive in Peruvian society. For example, Bayly’s political platform 

supported gay marriage, abortion, and the legalization of drugs. According to some polls, 

most of Peruvians did not agree with these ideas.112  

Bayly also called for a more secular Peruvian state, one without a special 

relationship with the Catholic Church. Some of his other political ideas – decreasing the 

military budget, significantly increasing funding for education and the police, and 

reducing the number of representatives in Peru’s unicameral Congress – were popularly 

supported. His main populist appeal was, however, to make education for poor children a 

priority in his potential government.  

 Even though Bayly has always been linked to the Peruvian right wing, during his 

campaign he described his political stance as “liberal or libertarian left,” comparable to 

José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero in Spain.113 However, in another column titled “You Could 

Be President,”114 Bayly analyzed the other presidential candidates and concluded:  

                                                
111 Bayly, J. (2010, January 26). Las causas perdidas. Peru 21. Retrieved from 
http://peru21.pe/noticia/404790/causas-perdidas-plan-gobierno-jaime-bayly 
112 La mayoría de los peruanos rechaza las propuestas de Gobierno de Jaime Bayly. (2010, February 13). 
El Comercio. Retrieved from http://elcomercio.pe/politica/414638/noticia-mayoria-peruanos-rechaza-
propuestas-gobierno-jaime-bayly 
113 Bayly dice tener a Zapatero como modelo politico. (2010, February 18). La República. 
http://www.larepublica.pe/18-02-2010/bayly-dice-tener-zapatero-como-modelo-politico 
114 Bayly, J. (2010, February 3). Usted podría ser president. Peru 21. Retrieved from 
http://peru21.pe/noticia/409564/jaime-bayly-usted-podria-presidente 
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The difference between the six candidates that defend the current economic 
system and my possible presidential candidacy is the following: I also support the 
basic lines of the current economic model, but the other candidates are, in 
essence, conservatives, anti-liberals, clerics, pro-military, mercantilists, the old 
Peruvian right wing supported by cassocks and bayonets… I want Peruvians not 
only to stop being poor, but to also become freer to decide on our personal 
lives…. My possible candidacy has a modern, liberal and anti-establishment 
sense. It condenses a protest message against the insertion of the State into issues 
of personal freedom. It is not enough to support political and economic freedom; 
we have to defend freedom mainly in the sphere of moral individuality.  

 (Bayly, Peru 21, February 3, 2010) 

He added a lyrical twist to his political endeavor: “Like Borges said, only 

gentlemen defend lost causes. I am not a gentleman, but I have always liked to defend 

unpopular and lost causes. This is why I want to be a candidate. I will probably lose, but 

that defeat will be a victory for me and the ones that come with me in the crusade.” 

Bayly’s defense of the neoliberal economic system was not the only conservative element 

in his political discourse. He also offered to pardon Fujimori, who was incarcerated for 

human rights violations. Bayly argued that Fujimori had already paid for his faults and 

that the “good things” Fujimori did in his government (such as the stabilization of the 

economy through neoliberal policies and privatizations and the defeat of the terrorist left-

wing groups) were more important than the “bad things” – namely repression, corruption, 

human rights violations, censorship and limits on freedom of expression. Bayly’s 

conservative interpretation of recent Peruvian social conflicts was obvious, for example, 

in his show criticizing the “Museo de la Memoria” (Memory Museum), a project seeking 

to present an explanatory exhibition of the violent conflict between the State and the 

armed terrorist groups, which lasted 23 years and caused roughly 70,000 deaths. The 

project, directed by Mario Vargas Llosa and promoted by Alan García’s government, was 
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funded by international donations.115 Right after talking about his presidential candidacy, 

Bayly criticized Vargas Llosa, President García, and the idea of the museum. After 

humorously simplifying the bloody period of violence in Peru, he said that he was “not 

sure if Peruvians need a museum to remember how the terrorists brutally hurt the 

country.” He added that if he were the director of museum, he would simplify the issue: 

“I would put Abimael Guzmán [the leader of The Shining Path] naked in a room. And 

that would be the entire museum. If one wants to know more, we can say, ‘This crazy, 

disturbed man wanted to capture power with a terrorist ideology.’ If you want to touch 

him, you have to pay more. He can even yell, spit or say a Maoist thing.” 

 Bayly’s ideological stand, however, became more ambiguous when dealing with 

his own political interests. The best example during his presidential campaign was his 

coverage of the 2010 municipal elections. Lourdes Flores, the leader of the traditional 

right wing party Partido Popular Cristiano (PPC), was the favorite to become mayor of 

Lima. After Bayly said he would not run as a candidate for the political party Cambio 

Radical, he publicized his interest in running as presidential candidate for the PPC. 

However, Lourdes Flores did not accept his candidacy.  

After initially being sympathetic to Flores’ candidacy, Bayly began to attack her 

systematically on his show, accusing her of having connections with drug trafficking. He 

even aired recordings of Flores’ private phone conversations. At the same time, Bayly 

supported the leftist candidate, Susana Villaran, who later won the election as the first 

female mayor of Lima. Bayly’s biased coverage, highly discussed by the Peruvian media, 

                                                
115The video can be accessed online: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7yJEcAu9Rc 
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was considered a decisive factor in the final results.116 His municipal electoral coverage 

was also, according to Bayly, one of the reasons his contract with the Frecuencia Latina 

TV station was ultimately terminated.117 The termination coincided with his announced 

end to his presidential campaign.  

 The final example of Bayly’s political ambivalence and professional ethics 

intersecting with his own interests came during the last two months of the Peruvian 

presidential elections, in which he did not participate. By then Bayly lived in Miami with 

a new show, a new wife, and a new baby. The two candidates who won the first round of 

presidential voting were on both sides of the political extremes: right wing Keiko 

Fujimori, daughter of Alberto Fujimori, and leftist Ollanta Humala. Most of the 

conservative and mainstream media conducted an overwhelming campaign against 

Humala, favoring Fujimori.118 During this campaign, Bayly was hired by America 

Television for $800,000 to attack Humala for twelve programs in a show hosted from 

Miami and broadcast nationally in Peru. In spite of Bayly’s efforts, Humala was elected 

president on June 6, 2011. After the results, Bayly wrote in his column119: “My shows 

were useless to prevent Humala’s victory… I am still a loser… I announce with pride that 

I still don’t know victory in more than 25 years struggling from TV studios.” And he 

added in the third-person: “The loser has lost again. But he is not willing to surrender. 

                                                
116 http://www.larepublica.pe/20-09-2010/la-fuerza-social-de-jaime-bayly 
117 http://peru21.pe/impresa/noticia/estas-despedido/2010-11-08/289444 
118 http://knightcenter.utexas.edu/es/blog/bloque-de-medios-peruanos-toma-partido-por-keiko-fujimori-en-
segunda-vuelta-de-elecciones-presi 
119 Bayly, J. (2011, June 06). Perdedor. Peru 21. Retrieved from 
http://peru21.pe/impresa/noticia/perdedor/2011-06-06/305629 
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The loser knows that if someone calls him in five years [for the next election], he will 

wear the boxing gloves again to fight clean and passionately for his ideals.”   

 

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS  

 

Bayly’s media character is constructed through ambiguity and contradiction – he 

is openly bisexual, but a family man; he is a respected writer, but also a showman; he is 

an experienced journalist, but a celebrity; he is high-class, but with popular sensitivity; he 

is progressive on some issues (legalization of drugs and abortion, anti-clerical, anti-

military), but is conservative in others (economic policies, interpretation of the period of 

political violence in the country, supporter of authoritarian right-wing governments); he 

is depressed (takes medication), but can be hilarious; he is cultivated and informed, but 

his interpretations on national issues are banal simplifications. He develops all these 

ambiguities and apparent contradictions through humor and satire, exploiting postmodern 

cynicism through a discursive integration of news, politics, entertainment, biography, and 

marketing. Crossing and connecting diverse spheres, this appealing ambiguity manifests 

itself as political power, as exemplified in Bayly’s presidential campaign and his 

influential role in several Peruvian elections. 

 Jaime Bayly’s El Francotirador is also a democratic consequence of the 

Fujimorization of media and politics during the 1990s, a symbol of spectacle’s influence 

on the national agenda. This program shows that mass media, especially television, 

provide the privileged site on which to perform neo-populism. After the essential role 
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played by outrageous and reactionary reality shows (i.e., Laura en América) and the 

paparazzi (i.e., Magaly Teve) on national TV during Fujimori’s media dictatorship, the 

oppositional political satire developed by journalist Beto Ortiz in 2000 was a reminder 

that humor and irreverence can also be used against authoritarianism in Peru. After the 

restoration of democracy, La Ventana Indiscreta exemplified the fusing of investigative 

journalism with sensationalism and the need for news to include entertainment. The 

popularity of El Francotirador confirmed that politics could never go back to serious and 

stilted formats. Moreover, Bayly’s role in the 2001, 2006, 2010, and 2011 elections in 

Peru showed that entertainment had become the preeminent arena for politics in a society 

with no solid political parties or institutions. His performance as a potential presidential 

candidate also demonstrated that the scope of the media goes beyond influencing political 

trends; the media can also create their own candidate, portrayed as an outsider of 

traditional politics through telepopulism.  

The legacy of Fujimori’s media heritage is reflected in Bayly’s use of 

sensationalism and his evident preference for tabloid content and treatment of news, as 

well as through his overt manipulation of information according to personal and political 

interests. Bayly uses tabloid journalism to feature a normalizing and hegemonic voice of 

racism, class contempt, voyeurism and conservative politics, while also amplifying his 

dissenting voice on sexuality and his other progressive approaches. Celebrity proves an 

essential component of Bayly’s discourse. Not only known for his “well known-ness” 

and irreverence, but – in contrast to the powerless elitism of ordinary celebrities – he is 

also featured as a powerful personality of the country. While today’s politicians want to 
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be portrayed as celebrities, Bayly is a celebrity with political ambitions. He uses 

oversimplification, distraction, and distortion as rhetorical instruments to develop what 

DeMott (2003) called “junk politics” – politics that personalizes and moralizes issues 

instead of clarifying them. Narcissistic and entitled, Bayly also dissolves the boundaries 

between the public and the private in media discourse through an exhibitionism disguised 

as freedom. He performs an idealized version of freedom by creating an appealing image 

of honesty without limits.  

Bayly’s discourse also demonstrates elements of the carnivalesque. In the satiric 

tradition, Bakhtin (1984) identified two sides to the laughter of the carnival: first, “the 

positive regenerating power of laughter” (p. 45), and second, the corrosive laughter 

which threatens the status quo. For the Russian critic, the modern turn degraded the 

carnival spirit and its radical utopian character, leading to its gradual decline into a less 

challenging, more conservative “holiday mood” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 33). The two sides of 

laughter and also the modern, conservative “holiday mood” infuse Bayly’s discourse. 

Like the tabloid media, Bayly embraces some characteristics of carnival culture, in 

particular its acceptance of bad taste, offensive and vulgar language, ritualistic 

degradation, parody, and the emphasis upon excess.  This is energized by the relationship 

of the carnivalesque with “disreputable popular tastes for melodrama, scandal and sexual 

intrigue” (Glynn, 2000, p. 115).  

On the one hand, Bayly’s carnivalesque discourse is transgressive because it 

overturns conventional oppositions – the high and low, the mainstream and marginal, the 

spiritual and the profane, the male and female – and degrades privileged subjects through 
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grotesque realism, bringing them down to earth and turning them into flesh. Through 

blasphemy and satire, Bayly says what is otherwise unsaid, challenging some aspects of 

official rhetoric and engaging taboo topics. On the other hand, Bayly’s discourse 

frequently just adopts a carnivalesque tone and idiom to hold on to his authoritative status 

as the voice of the people, while merely mimicking its tone of transgression. He 

maintains the stance of being on the side of common sense, against the powerful, even if 

he belongs to the structures of the capitalist elite and the local aristocracy. He ends up 

redirecting carnivalesque impulses into a circle of consumption and commodification.   

Nevertheless, Bayly has played an important role in Peru’s popular culture and 

political debates. His ambiguities also reveal deep social tensions and the contradictory 

nature of Peruvian society – its moral double standards and its current ideological 

struggles. What makes Bayly such an important player and a key symbol of Peruvian 

postmodernism is his chameleonic ability to highlight and perform different aspects of his 

complex media character according to the circumstances. In a multicultural and fractured 

society like Peru, this talent could have been an important reconciliatory media tool 

among divided sectors of society. However, as noted in his virtual presidential campaign 

and political endeavors, Bayly’s interests do not always coincide with those of the 

country.   
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Chapter 7: Contrast & Comparison 

 

• All three cases establish a critical dialogue with mainstream journalism and 

the media, but highlight their role as entertainers. 

  

 Jon Stewart engages in the most direct critique of the journalism profession by 

parodying a traditional news show and exposing its biases, partisanship, and superficial 

coverage. He presents himself in opposition to mainstream conservative press and can be 

seen as a reaction against far right media outlets, like Fox News. Stewart holds traditional 

news media accountable by pointing out their diverse failures in informing and engaging 

the audience in reasoned debate about the nation’s political life. He questions consensual 

notions of news by deconstructing them. A core part of his discourse is that the press is 

central for democracy (and it has failed) and yet has the potential to hurt the nation. Of all 

three cases, Stewart developed the most elaborated discourse on the role of media and 

journalism. Nevertheless, he rejects any type of accountability in journalistic terms. 

 Like Stewart, Baron Cohen parodies journalistic formats and all his characters are 

constructed as reporters/interviewers. This aspect is essential for the characters to exist: it 

creates the only possible connection for them to interact with “real” people and expose 

their prejudices. In these interactions, they question journalistic traditional values by 

violating them and, nevertheless, succeed in taking their interviewees out of their pre-
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packaged discourse and exposing how they really think. Baron Cohen’s approach then 

becomes an alternative to go beyond the surface, and shows the limitations of the 

journalistic profession in times of spectacle and staged events. 

 In contrast to Stewart and Baron Cohen – comedians who parody journalistic 

formats to question journalistic authority –, Bayly is a journalist using humor and comedy 

to hold on to his authoritative status and power. He alone of the three actually worked as 

a traditional reporter and some of his peers consider him a good journalist (albeit a 

special type of journalist). Bayly even presents himself and his team as professional 

journalists when talking about political and social national issues. His show and his 

personal life help set the news media agenda in political or entertainment sections. He 

remains part of the news machinery and thus does not develop a structural critique of 

media and journalism. When he criticizes the media and journalistic practices, he only 

targets certain adversarial sectors of the media or individual journalists.  

 

• All three cases establish a critical dialogue with tabloidism and celebrity 

culture, while using them for their purposes.  

  

 Stewart highlights the ubiquitous presence of tabloid practices by using similar 

sensational techniques and language to expose broadcast news’ biases and highly 

ideological versions of reality. His meta-referential approach is also applied to celebrity 

culture. While Stewart acknowledges his status as a celebrity (while maintaining the 
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privacy of his personal life), he uses it to denounce the “theater” developed by public 

figures and media celebrities.  

 Similarly, Baron Cohen embraces tabloidism through his characters’ approach to 

celebrities, crime, sex, and other tabloid topics, by featuring voyeuristic exploitation of 

ordinary people and mimicking a conservative rhetoric impregnated with sexism, racism, 

anti-Semitism, and other social vices. Through exaggeration, Baron Cohen exposes the 

ridiculous levels of sensationalism and caricaturing that journalism and media produce 

under their normal framework of news and entertainment. He constructs his characters as 

demeaning celebrities, or individuals frivolously obsessed with celebrity. By showing 

how ridiculous or execrable they can be, he develops an exhaustive deconstruction of 

contemporary celebrity’s reactionary discourse. The characters’ obsession with celebrity 

contrasts with Baron Cohen’s persona. He rejects celebrity by being evasive with the 

media and rarely giving interviews out-of-character.  

 In the case of Bayly, who uses a tabloid approach to connect with the masses, but 

does so in contrast to the country’s conservative tabloid media, sometimes uses it to 

develop social and political critiques challenging prevalent prejudices (such as 

homophobia). Nevertheless, his embracing of sensationalism is revealed in his 

oversimplification and/or distortion of public issues, obsession with tabloid topics, 

scandals and the private lives of public people, and, especially, through the constant 

exhibitionism of his sexual and personal life (and the lives of the people around him). His 

constant exhibitionism responds to the particular celebrity nature of his character. He is 
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not only “known for his well-known-ness” and irreverence, but he is also featured as a 

powerful personality of the country. 

 

• All three cases demonstrate carnivalesque elements in their satire and 

develop a humorous social critique. Within the format of the interview or 

monologues, they suspend normal hierarchic distinctions of opinion leaders 

and high-profile politicians, turning these figures into flesh. They also use 

carnivalesque language and play the court jester role – the humorous figure 

that speaks truth to power and reveals the “emperor’s nakedness.”   

  

 Continuing a line of press satire, Stewart captures and rearticulates the humor of 

ordinary people expressed in the unofficial spaces of popular culture where they can 

mock authority. He degrades privileged subjects, and satirizes journalism’s “objective” 

genres and the “serious” codes of the world of politics. His carnivalesque language 

includes slang, cursing and the vernacular to reach his version of the “commonsensical” 

average citizen. Stewart’s critique has the transgressive intention of refusing the forces of 

officialdom and subverts the mainstream message through political cultural jamming. He 

develops a critique aimed at revealing “the absurdity of the system.” His humor engages 

with the revolutionary urges of carnival, in which there is a desire for a better world.  

 From a different perspective, Baron Cohen’s carnivalesque satire is placed in the 

margins of society – he builds upon the Jewish comedic tradition and all his characters 

belong to marginal, subaltern groups. The characters’ interactions with “real people” 
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suspend the codes of our one-dimensional reality and place their marginality as the center 

of this semi-fictional universe in a radical carnivalesque move. From this provisional 

centrality, the characters use parody, grotesque realism, and an expressionist performance 

to develop social critiques and a deeper critique of identity. Additionally, Baron Cohen’s 

humor is also characterized by the carnivalesque obsession with bodily functions, feces, 

genitalia, and sexual practices.  

 Similarly, Bayly embraces some characteristics of carnival culture (its acceptance 

of bad taste, the offensive and vulgar language, ritualistic degradation, and parody and its 

emphasis on excess). On the one hand, Bayly’s carnivalesque discourse is transgressive 

because it overturns conventional oppositions (high and low, mainstream and marginal, 

the spiritual and the profane, male and female) and degrades privileged subjects through 

grotesque realism, bringing them down to earth and turning them into flesh. Through 

blasphemy and satire, Bayly says what otherwise remains unsaid, challenging some 

aspects of officialdom and taboo topics. On the other hand, Bayly’s discourse frequently 

just adopts a carnivalesque tone and idiom to hold on to his authoritative status as “the 

voice of the people,” while mimicking its tone of transgression. He maintains the stance 

of being on the side of the common sense, against the powerful, even if he belongs to the 

structures of the capitalist elite and the local aristocracy. He ends up converting 

carnivalesque impulses into spectacle commodities.  

 

• All three cases have political agendas, but with different intentions.  
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 Stewart has the most explicit agenda by developing a show based on the daily 

news agenda and reinterpreting it with an anti-conservative approach. He presents 

himself as a politically active citizen who represents the “disenfranchised center” and the 

majority of Americans who feel bullied and pushed aside by the partisan extremes that 

dominate politics. He places himself in opposition to traditional politicians and 

corporations, though his politics are pretty predictable liberal democratic ones. 

 In the case of Baron Cohen, his humor is meant as an attack on political and 

religious institutions, as well as the bourgeoisie, the ruling classes, and other social 

groups. He targets different (and sometimes oppositional) sides of the ideological 

spectrum (i.e., the left and the right). These targets allow him to develop a deeper critique 

on broader issues, such as racism, classism, paternalism, multiculturalism, xenophobia, 

hegemonic masculinity, celebrity culture, and political correctness. While Stewart seeks 

to inform while satirizing and employs regular cues to highlight his political agenda, 

Baron Cohen’s multilayered humor does not reassure his audience about his political 

stances.  

 Bayly’s political agenda emerges as the most ambivalent. He is progressive on 

some issues (i.e., legalization of drugs and abortion, anti-clerical, anti-military), but 

conservative in others (i.e., economic policies, interpretation of the period of political 

violence in the country, supporter of authoritarian, right-wing governments). However, he 

is not fundamentally ideological. Rather, his goal is to promote his political persona, as 

can be noted from his presidential campaign. While Bayly has always been identified 

with the Peruvian Right, during his campaign he described his political stance as “liberal 
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or libertarian left.” Furthermore, in very polarized elections, he indiscriminately 

supported left- and right-wing candidates, according to his own contextual predilections 

and interests. 

 

• All three cases perform interventions on “reality.”   

  

 While The Daily Show performs under fictional codes of a comedy show, 

Stewart’s appearance in Crossfire – a “real” political news show – was one of his main 

interventions on reality120. By confronting the Crossfire hosts about the role of journalism 

and political debate in democracy, Stewart’s discourse shifted from humor to sincerity in 

order to voice a collective demand for truthfulness and accountability of the press. It is 

important to note though that in his case the distinction between being in character and 

out of character is not especially significant.  

 In the case of Baron Cohen, the interactions of Ali G, Borat, and Bruno with “real 

people” through non-fiction genres are constant interventions on reality. While the 

characters are fictional, the people with whom they interact are actual personas operating 

under everyday rules. At the same time, the public appearances of these characters – like 

Ali G’s presentation as keynote speaker at Harvard University’s graduation ceremony, 

                                                
120 The “Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear” is another example of Stewart’s interventions on reality. On 
October 30, 2010, Stewart and Stephen Colbert lead a gathering that took place at the National Mall in 
Washington, D.C. About 215,000 people attended. The rally’s purpose was to provide a venue for attendees 
to be heard above what Stewart described as the extreme portion of Americans who "control the 
conversation" of American politics. His argument was that these extremes demonize each other and engage 
in counterproductive actions. His really promoted reasoned discussion. News reports cast the rally as a 
spoof of Glenn Beck's “Restoring Honor rally” and Al Sharpton's “Reclaim the Dream rally.” 
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Borat’s interviews on traditional American news shows, or Bruno’s vandalism in fashion 

shows – are also part of the characters’ interventions on reality. 

 Bayly’s virtual presidential campaign was one of his various interventions on the 

real world of local politics. His campaign in 2001 promoting the blank vote was a 

precedent of his ambitions. At the same time, his decisive attacks from his show or in 

public appearances against specific candidates or other public figures are also part of his 

intentions to explicitly alter a real political issue or reach a specific goal (i.e., get a 

journalist or celebrity fired from another TV station).   

 

• All three cases respond to national political, cultural, and social contexts.  

  

 While Stewart became the host of The Daily Show in 1999, during the last years 

of the Clinton administration and the Monica Lewinsky scandal, he became central to the 

political opposition to the Bush administration, a political period marked by the 9/11 

attacks, the War on Terror, and the radicalization of partisanship in the right-wing 

American media. Under Stewart, The Daily Show became a reaction to this political 

context from a liberal point of view focusing more heavily on the media’s coverage of the 

war and the U.S. foreign policies. At the same time, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, 

inserted in the Anglo tradition of press satire, is a commercially appealing version of 

intelligent political humor in times of a declining reading culture, concerns about the 

public’s ignorance of the political process, and the entertainmentization of social life 
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when young people are turning to late-night TV for news and are disengaged from 

politics.  

 Similarly, Baron Cohen’s humor – especially in the Ali G persona – is a reaction 

against Britain’s contemporary multiculturalism gone wrong. His humor is built upon the 

country’s incomplete transition to cultural diversity and plurality, and exposes how those 

policies have led to self-segregating communities. While the issue of Britishness and 

what it means to be English was an initial departure for Baron Cohen’s political 

commentary, his case is the most global. The contexts that he responds to can be applied 

to a good portion of the Western First World. In this sense, Borat exposes paternalistic 

views about the “other” in Western societies dealing with massive immigration issues in 

a post-9/11 context, and Bruno reveals homophobia as the most tolerated prejudice in the 

conservative parts of the United States and how celebrity culture and the fashion industry 

dumb down “cosmopolitan” sectors of international cities.  

 Bayly’s discourse during the period of El Francotirador is a consequence of the 

Fujimorization of media and politics during the 1990s. In this period, traditional formats 

of news were infused with entertainment, and editorial stands were co-opted and bribed 

by the political elite. The captured media unethically attacked the opposition and 

developed misinformation campaigns. Trivial and sensational media contents became 

part of an industry obsessed with celebrity culture and reactionary entertainment, and no 

critical approaches were allowed in the public debate. After the restoration of Peruvian 

democracy in 2001, El Francotirador provided confirmation that politics could never go 

back to serious and stilted formats. Moreover, Bayly’s role in the 2001, 2006, 2010, and 
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2011 elections in Peru showed that entertainment had become a preeminent arena for 

politics in a society with no solid political parties or institutions.  

 

• All three cases question the notions of real versus fake; fiction versus 

nonfiction. The issue of truth is always at stake.  

  

 Through his “fake news,” Jon Stewart seeks to deconstruct traditionally packaged 

“news” and expose its artificiality as a cultural construct, demystifying the journalistic 

media’s claims of representing an objective truth. By parodying journalistic genres and 

subverting the codes, Stewart interrogates the ideological versions that media present as 

fair and balanced, unveiling the subjective framings of our mediated reality. However, for 

Stewart, fiction and fake do not mean untrue. His humor seeks to reestablish a 

commonsensical approach to “truth” to counter the spectacle and artifice of politicians 

and the media. As in the Crossfire episode, he demands “truthfulness” and denounces the 

“theater.” Stewart engages in a discursive struggle over truth by reaffirming a state of 

constant questioning and deconstruction.  

 In a different way, Baron Cohen’s fictional characters – who exist within the 

framework of low-budgeted reality spectacles – confront real people. The intervention of 

the fake into the realm of the real creates a new type of mediated reality in which some 

“truths” – like the ways in which people really think – are revealed. But the mediated 

reality these characters produce not only functions as a tool, but also can change real 
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perceptions, like when people agree with Ali G in that he is black, when he is obviously 

white. 

 Like Stewart and Cohen, Bayly also seeks to reveal some sort of “truth.” His 

authority to do so is based on his constant exhibitionism, which creates the image of 

“honesty without limits.” However, Bayly’s character inhabits an especially ambiguous 

and contradictory state in which fiction and non-fiction are combined as part of his 

strategy. His personal biography merges, and even contradicts, the way he portrays 

himself on his show or in his novels or newspaper columns. His character’s configuration 

and ideological stands inhabit a schizophrenic space of hypercontradiction. His idea of 

“honesty without limits” is part of a media spectacle in which “truth” is reduced to 

relativism, oversimplification, cynicism, and self-referentiality.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

 

 The assumption that journalism provides an essential component of democracy 

underlies the debate about the uncertain future of the profession. The economic and 

institutional crisis of today’s journalism tends to frame the debate in terms of economic 

sustainability in a digital world, new business models, technological issues, news 

production routines, user-generated content, formal aspects of generating multimedia 

content for the web, social media platforms, and mobile devices, among others. These 

issues have become priorities in journalism conferences and newsrooms, where 

academics and professionals are concerned with declining advertising revenues across 

most platforms, the disappearance of traditional newspapers, the reduction of reporting 

and editing capacity, the decrease in circulation of print media, and the shrinking of news 

audiences. The main debate revolves around how journalism needs to adapt to survive in 

the digital age, and find new ways to make profit and attract today’s fragmented public.  

In the past, from the First Amendment framers to the Hutchins Commission121, 

the proper uses of the press in democracy were a primary concern in intellectual debates. 

Critical academics and disillusioned professionals called for the press to take on a social 

responsibility role and provide more minority voices and racial balance in the news, and 

they warned of the danger of corporate media monopolies and the threat of news 

                                                
121 See Nerone, 1995; The Commission on Freedom of the Press, 1947. 
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becoming propaganda (Bagdikian, 1983; Bennett, 2001; Chomsky, 1988; Kovach & 

Rosenstiel, 2001; McChesney, 2004; Nerone, 1995). Defining the watchdog role of the 

press was a major preoccupation (Berry, 2009; Dewey, 1927; Jones, 2009; Lippmann, 

1922; McChesney, 2004; Waisbord, 2000). However, contemporary journalism’s role in 

democracy is now rarely questioned within this debate. The industry’s crisis not only 

offers an opportunity to revisit what we have expected from journalism, but also a chance 

to analyze why has it failed. From there we can consider what we need from journalism 

(and what is possible) in today’s mediascape. What new alternatives, if any, allow for a 

truly critical sustainable press that fulfills a watchdog role and questions power? This 

dissertation, situated within this debate, shows that new satiric forms that combine 

entertainment and information have gained influence and taken an active role in 

challenging the authority of journalism. These cases, with their limitations, ambiguities, 

contradictions and virtues, suggest new ways to approach the topic of political 

communication in the age of multimedia spectacle – an era marked by sensationalism, 

celebrity culture, civic disengagement, and overdoses of commercial, entertainment-

driven, vacuous media content.  

 Key to comprehending this issue is an understanding of the basics of democracy, 

its importance, and the role usually attributed to journalism within it. In its most generic 

sense, democracy – a contested concept itself – deals with the design of a set of rules for 

an association of people, a constitution that must be in conformity with one elementary 

principle: that all members of a specific age can equally participate in the process of 

making decisions about the policies of the nation. In other words, democracy requires 
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that all citizens be considered politically equal. In order to achieve an effective 

democracy,122 there are different standards in relation to the citizens, such as effective 

participation in making collective decisions, voting equality, enlightened understanding 

about relevant alternative policies and their consequences, citizen control of the agenda, 

and inclusion of all adults (Dahl, 1998).  

Journalism and media, alongside political institutions, have been considered 

essential to meet the previous criteria in a large-scale democracy because they provide 

citizens with the necessary independent information to participate actively in the 

democratic system. In this sense, news underpins democracy because it functions as a 

link between citizens, government and the larger world of politics. Different approaches 

exist about how to fulfill this function. Since the early days of the 20th century, with the 

rise of modern public relations (PR), spokespeople, and “handlers,” many politicians 

have regarded news as an essential means of manufacturing the public consent they 

believe necessary to advance their aspirations to acquire power within the governing 

bodies in a democracy. Others believe that the news should act as a forum for people to 

exchange views and ideas, and as a watchdog that checks the power of leaders by holding 

them accountable (Berry, 2009; Dewey, 1927; Jones, 2009; Lippmann, 1922; 

McChesney, 2004; Toril, 2011; Waisbord, 2000).  

This dissertation holds a core assumption that the role of journalism relates to this 

watchdog approach: journalism should include a critical attitude that questions and 
                                                
122 According to defenders of democracy, this system is a better way of governing a state than any 
nondemocratic alternative because it provides substantial advantages: it avoids tyranny, offers essential 
rights, general freedom and moral autonomy to the citizens. It seeks peace and prosperity and protects 
essential personal interests. 
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continually challenges the functioning of power in society in order to keep leaders 

accountable and citizens engaged. However, in today’s infotainment society – filled with 

spectacle, political spin, sensationalism, and celebrity culture – much of the daily news 

fails to offer citizens a solid basis for critical thinking or effective action.  

 In fact, there is substantial evidence that contemporary mainstream journalism 

does not fulfill its socially responsible role in a democracy. Instead, there is a decisive 

shift of journalism towards infotainment (Thussu, 2007). If we look at the last three 

decades, whether in magazines, newspaper, radio, or TV, a clear trend emerged: there is 

less hard news and more soft news; there is less reporting about politics, culture and 

social issues and more about sensational topics and celebrities (Baum, 2005; Hamilton, 

2006; Project for Excellence in Journalism, 1998; Prior, 2003). An overload of 

information makes it difficult (sometimes impossible) to make sense of the political 

issues and to distinguish propaganda and advertising from relevant information for civic 

engagement (Bockzkowski, 2010; Thussu, 2007; Walton, 2010). On the Internet, the 

trend seems similar: overwhelming quantities of soft and irrelevant content overshadow 

(and hide) the scarce, serious analysis and original investigation useful to the common 

citizen’s political culture.  

 There are different explanations for and consequences of this phenomenon. The 

literature review section of this dissertation describes in detail the rise of global 

infotainment; the characteristics of our society of media spectacle and the human, social, 

cultural, and political implications of this generalized phenomenon; the preeminence of a 

tabloid and sensational approach in news and narrative storytelling; and the erection of 
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celebrity culture as a central object of interest of the public. These issues are larger, 

deeper than journalism. They are rooted in the postmodern, existential desperation of late 

capitalism, in which everything seems fragmented, disconnected, ahistorical, and non-

ideological, and life becomes performance. These issues are embedded in the ways we 

experience the world – the dissolution of modern reality into pastiche and the spread of 

cynicism in the post-irony age. Journalism has been a contributor to and a casualty of this 

context. 

 Journalism’s failure can be linked to its modern pretensions of “objectivity” 

(renamed in recent times as “fair” or “balanced”): 

One feature of the profession that has remained nearly constant since the rise of a 
professional press in the 1920s is the overriding commitment to objectivity – the 
idea that there is some essential reality that can be reported and that it should be 
reported through the words and facts offered by authoritative sources. The irony is 
that the notion of objectivity is not easy to defend: officials are known to have 
biases, facts are easily disputed, and the news can never include all the viewpoints 
that may be important to understanding events. (Bennett, 2001, p. 182) 

 

 As Bennett explained, the belief in journalistic objectivity began as a commercial 

ploy with the rise of syndicated news outlets looking for wider markets. As a modernist 

myth, it persists. The paradox of objective journalism is that news is biased not in spite 

of, but precisely because of, the professional journalism standards intended to prevent 

bias:  

The professional practices embodying journalism norms of independence and 
objectivity also create conditions that systematically favor the reporting of official 
perspective. At the same time, the postures of independence and objectivity 
created by the use of these professional practices give the impression that the 
resulting news is the best available representation of reality. In short, professional 
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journalism standards introduce a distorted political perspective into the news, yet 
legitimize that perspective as broad and realistic. (Bennett, 2001, p. 182) 

 

 We can say, then, that journalism’s decay can be attributed in part to its modern 

“objective” pretension to tell “the truth” in a complex, fragmented, and increasingly 

postmodern world. As the public became more educated and the Internet offered a wide 

variety of perspectives, “objectivity” lost its conviction. Journalism claimed 

“objectivity,” but provided bias it would not acknowledge. Journalism offered facts, but 

weakened them with omission, thereby skewing context. Journalism123 claimed to focus 

on issues relevant to the public, but instead shaped and legitimized celebrity culture, 

sensationalism and tabloid topics. Journalism claimed to give citizens the necessary 

information to participate actively in democracy, but instead alienated them. In reality the 

ones that offer these things defend modernist journalism. In fact, since its inception, 

journalism was partisan, sensational, and guided by the political and commercial interests 

of media owners. It would have been much more sincere to define the role of mainstream 

journalism with those terms, instead of allowing it to pretend to be the voice of the 

people, the voice of truth.  

 Nevertheless, there is an important and heroic tradition of journalism that has 

struggled to maintain a watchdog role. Not only contemporary American icons like Bill 

Moyers, Amy Goodman, Victor Navasky, and Michael Moore, among others, but also 

diverse manifestations of alternative media and/or media activism have supported a 

                                                
123 By “journalism” I am referring to the mainstream, massive press machine, but also to TV and tabloid 
news.  
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critical attitude toward power. This tradition exists as well in United Kingdom and Peru. 

Internationally, critical journalism has helped to overthrow dictatorships and corrupt 

governments, fight for social-justice movements and minorities’ rights, introduce new 

ways of understanding reality, and give meaning to culture and existence. When this 

happens, journalism’s effectiveness for democracy is directly related to the context and 

the general political culture of the country. When journalism gets better, it pressures the 

government to get better. And this idealized version of watchdog, fierce journalism rarely 

pretends to be objective, fair or balanced. It takes a stand and conceptualizes itself as a 

resistance to power. It is unabashedly ideological. It challenges and confronts the status 

quo. This dissertation suggests that some new infotainment media forms show significant 

possibilities of fulfilling this role in today’s society. 

 I do not contend, however, that satiric shows, such as the ones analyzed in this 

dissertation, are replacing journalism, or that they are even an evolution of journalism. 

On the contrary, they are governed by different rules from those of ideal modernist 

journalism. I call this trend “critical infotainment” – the carnivalesque result of and a 

transgressive reaction to the process of tabloidization and the cult of celebrity in the era 

of media spectacle. The satiric infotainment cases analyzed in this dissertation are 

inserted in an irreverent and transgressive carnivalesque tradition. They mock authority 

and traditional journalistic genres. They parody officialdom with a spirit of fun mixed 

with social criticism. They target the powerful or challenge some aspects of the status 

quo, especially on issues of culture, politics, race, sexuality, or class. At the same time, 

they are part of the commercial media and its capitalist structure. Within this formation, 
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these cases have been commercially successful, revealing fissures for critical 

infotainment to develop within a mediascape saturated with the conservative rhetoric of 

tabloid content.  

 Nonetheless, it would be a mistake to consider these specific satiric shows as ideal 

media forms for the advancement of democracy. Actually, they have strong limitations. 

The first, and the most dangerous one, is that they might be promoting cynicism, instead 

of political engagement. Hart and Hartelius (2007) placed Jon Stewart within an ancient 

tradition of Cynics.124 Stewart, who makes cynicism attractive and profitable, uses 

diverse antics to evade critical interrogation, thereby making him a fundamentally anti-

political creature. He does not stimulate a polis to have new and productive thoughts; he 

merely produces inertia and general disbelief. “Stewart’s performances become ends in 

themselves rather than ways of changing social or political realities” (Hart & Hartelius, 

2007, p. 266). This critique can be easily extended to the other cases analyzed in this 

dissertation. Sometimes Baron Cohen’s and Bayly’s performances seem more oriented 

toward garnering audience attention than to making real changes in the world. Baron 

Cohen’s in-character provocations frequently make tabloid headlines rather than 

disseminate their inherent critiques. Bayly’s irreverent monologues on TV nurture his 

character’s fame more than they impact the structural issues at stake.  

 The second limitation of these shows is that they do not articulate any solid 

ideological posture. They target individuals and develop some ideological critiques 

                                                
124 Historically, the Cynics were a diverse group of thinkers in Greece during the third and fourth centuries 
B.C. who critiqued what they saw as the artificiality of social convention in all forms, both intellectual and 
political. Cynicism has been at once a movement and an attitude (Hart & Hartelius, 2007). 
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without clarifying a stand. Stewart follows a centrist/liberal agenda, presenting himself as 

a representative of the average and commonsensical man. His discourse, invested in 

partisan politics, does not allow him to actually offer a structural critique of the system. 

Baron Cohen’s characters lay bare people’s prejudices but do not offer innovative 

interpretations about the issues at stake. Moreover, for a good portion of viewers, it is 

hard to understand what is that they are laughing at. In the case of Bayly, because his 

personal interests guide his ideological posture, his stances become repeatedly 

contradictory and egotistical. None of these cases articulate an ideological posture of 

resistance to anti-democratic structures. While the ambiguous nature of these shows is an 

initial strength, it also forces them to play within the boundaries established by those in 

power (such as the left/right dichotomy). In other words, if they had appeared as entities 

with a clearly stated radical progressive ideology (like the right wing media do), they 

probably would not be allowed to exist and become popular. However, once their 

popularity and influence were established, they could have articulated an ideological 

position and developed some real activism. (Stewart’s “Rally to Restore Sanity and/or 

Fear” was, however, an interesting attempt that gathered 215,000 people in Washington 

D.C. In the same vein, Stephen Colbert’s Super PAC125 seems a pioneer and landmark 

example.)  

 A third limitation is that while these shows generate subversive interpretations of 

news and create new approaches to the mediated reality, they do not generate original 
                                                
125 “Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow” is a political action committee (PAC) established by 
comedian Stephen Colbert. As a super PAC the organization can raise unlimited sums of money from 
corporations, unions and other groups. Colbert’s PAC reported raising more than $1 million in its January 
2012 filing with the Federal Election Commission. 
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investigation, the most valuable variant of the press. This is a significant limitation of the 

challenge of satiric infotainment to journalism.  

 In spite of these limitations, I view the trend of critical infotainment with hope. I 

would like to consider the satiric shows analyzed in this dissertation as an initial stage of 

a stronger critical infotainment trend. The influence, popularity, and fame that these 

shows acquired in their societies are larger than that of previous satiric experiments. An 

important satiric tradition exists in all the three countries (United States, United 

Kingdom, and Peru), and these cases represent a symptomatic consolidation of a trend in 

which entertainment and comedy combine with journalism and politics. At the same time, 

these shows influence the international mediascape and even reached a global dimension. 

The Daily Show: Global Edition airs outside the United States on CNN International and 

other overseas networks in places such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Portugal, North 

Africa, and the Middle East. The Daily Show’s format has also inspired international 

versions such as the Persian-language satire program Parazit, Germany’s Heute Show, 

and Al Bernameg in Egypt, among many others. Even though Baron Cohen’s movies 

often are censored, they were blockbusters watched widely in the Western world and 

Baron Cohen is frequently cited as a major comedic influence126. His style, nevertheless, 

is especially difficult to imitate. On the contrary, Bayly’s style is imitated all over Latin 

America and in Peru comedians imitate him as part of their routines.  

                                                
126 Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan (2006) was 
banned in all Arab countries except Lebanon. Since its release, however, the movie has grossed more than 
$260 million worldwide.  
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 These cases’ political role and relation to the media is also very singular, as 

previously described. These satiric shows, hybrid products of different genres, are 

positioned in an ambiguous, sometimes contradictory, discursive space that allows them 

some unusual freedoms in political communication. In order to gain more importance and 

power, and to evolve into a more adequate form that can play a better watchdog role in 

democracy, I would like to suggest – based on my observation and analysis of the satiric 

shows – some areas of improvement for new critical infotainment experiments (CIE) and 

some ideas about how to discursively position this media content. The following 

suggestions aim to consolidate a stronger and more effective new critical infotainment 

language with clearer social goals. 

 

• CIEs need to express and articulate an ideological position. This might not be 

completely possible at the beginning as they try to become established in the 

commercial mediascape, but it should be an essential goal. Articulating an 

ideological position about the issues at stake, and about power in general, will 

help CIEs embrace subjectivity with honesty, while distancing themselves from 

unproductive cynicism127.  

• CIEs need to do more than parody the official language of journalism, news, and 

politics. They must create space for investigation. The results of these 

                                                
127 Michael Moore’s documentaries, in the vein of media activism, are examples of this approach. Moore 
stands clearly against globalization, large corporations, U.S. foreign policies, the American health care 
system, and capitalism in his works, such as Fahrenheit 9/11, Bowling for Columbine, and Sicko. His 
documentary Fahrenheit 9/11, winner of the Palme d'Or , is the highest-grossing documentary of all time. 
Moore’s work is also an interesting example of the next item in this list of suggestions, because his 
documentaries combine journalistic investigation with entertainment features.  
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investigations about relevant social and political issues should be presented in the 

usual entertaining way, so this language can be legitimized128. 

• CIEs should consider themselves part of media and political activism. Resistance 

and change, rather than merely superficial and individualistic critique, should be 

the main goals. CIEs should challenge the status quo by engaging in real 

campaigns to promote change on specific issues. In elections, CIEs can openly 

support the best progressive politicians running for office, but then hold them 

accountable. A long-term goal should be to improve the political class. 

• CIEs should question the hegemonic discourse and status quo in all its variants – 

not only traditional politics, but also cultural, artistic and social issues. It is a 

general ideological critique, and all these areas are related to each other in 

society129.  

• CIEs need to embrace all the entertainment resources available to develop their 

critiques and maintain the interest of the audience. Sensationalism and tabloidism 

are valid options in order to attack a sensational and tabloid culture. It is ok to 

embrace celebrity culture in order to ridicule it. Humor, comedy, and satire are 

revolutionary resources only when they are rooted in a truly carnivalesque spirit 

of change; otherwise, they are just diversions.  

                                                
128 An interesting example is the Chilean satiric magazine The Clinic, which combines news satire with 
investigative journalism. See Alonso (2005).  
129 For example, through literary and art reviews, mainstream media support hegemonic circuits of cultural 
production that establish the bourgeois artistic taste. CIEs should also challenge these reviews and provide 
space for other dissident artistic voices, especially the dissident ones that usually do not get coverage in the 
traditional press.  
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• CIEs should use ambiguity with a strategic purpose. For example, the cases 

analyzed here can primarily be defined in the market as comedy shows in order to 

evade any legal repercussions stemming from their critiques. It is also essential to 

keep the project commercially appealing to the capitalist media to ensure that 

media companies are willing to take the (political) risks that such a project 

involves. 

• CIEs need to use digital resources and online social networks to build a strong 

community and consolidate a multimedia critical infotainment language. It is 

essential to deliver a clear message to the audience about what the project does 

and why. In order to do this, the audience needs to understand the ironic language 

and the CIE codes. When the audience is educated in the satiric codes, the 

margins of possible interpretations are reduced to fit the original purposes. 

• CIEs can target representative individuals (celebrities, politicians, opinion 

leaders) of the system by deconstructing and ridiculing their pre-packaged and 

inconsistent discourses while always highlighting the bigger picture of the 

critique. It is not personal – individuals are legitimate targets because they 

represent a bigger problem. 

• CIEs need to consolidate a new language with their own ethical guidelines. The 

new language should be based on reshaping the natural appeal of media 

entertainment from reactionary to an engaging political force. A set of ethical 

codes that articulates the original goals of the project will help lessen the 

temptation of excess.   
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• Creators of CIEs should also participate in traditional spaces of the mainstream 

media – columns, interviews, and news stories – to reach audiences in different 

formats and give cues about the purposes of the CIE project. At the same time, 

they need to refer frequently to the existential issues that are at stake in the 

infotainment and spectacle society that we live in to help the audience better 

understand the necessity of such a CIE project. 

 

The previous suggestions react to today’s media world, one in which entertainment 

has become a central aspect of public communication. Journalists increasingly have been 

forced to include celebrities and tabloid topics as part of their news routines, not only on 

TV, but also in allegedly serious news agencies and other mainstream media outlets. 

Journalists, under commercial and political pressures, have been forced to restrain their 

appetite for in-depth stories about relevant social issues or the human condition. 

Journalists also increasingly have been forced to focus more on reproducing content for 

different multimedia platforms than to think about new, exciting ways of approaching, 

thinking, reporting, and telling stories. Journalists increasingly have been forced to learn 

to operate cutting-edge, high-tech media artifacts, software and applications instead of 

focusing on learning the history, ethics, and purpose of their profession within 

democracy. Journalists increasingly have been forced to marginalize some of the most 

exciting experiments in the journalistic tradition of the 20th century – “new journalism,” 

Gonzo journalism, and other narrative, non-fiction experimental approaches – in their 

professional practices and replace them for the trendiest ones on Twitter. Journalists 
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increasingly have been forced to forget the most valuable democratic aspects of the 

profession.  

New critical infotainment experiments create an alternative space to potentially fulfill 

a more aggressive role in society. They have the potential to start a new tradition, one that 

builds upon journalism, fiction, alternative media, satire, and political activism, while 

using the tools of media entertainment, sensationalism, celebrities, and tabloids to fight 

back against the same culture that promotes political inertia. It is also an opportunity to 

break away from the claims of the objective, fair, and balanced tradition of modernist 

journalism and allow our subjectivity and human experience to inform our research and 

reporting. Trying new alternatives even in the face of many obstacles is what keeps the 

ideals of the profession – the critical intellectual – alive.  
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